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1.0 Investigation of Spacecraft Charging Models

The charging of spacecraft and/or spacecraft surfaces by

energetic electrons has been observed at geosynchronous

orbits (GEO) and Medium (l1000 km) altitudes with the AFGL

satellites SCATHA and DMSP. It has been predicted that

auroral electrons can cause large objects to charge in low

Earth orbit (LEO). In addition, high spacecraft potentials

can be produced by the effect of unneutralized particle

emitters.

AFGL experiments include the SCATHA satellite, intended

specifically to study charging at GEO; the DMSP satellites

which have observed auroral charging at medium altitude; and

the planned IMPS package that will study charged particle

emissions.

1.1 Spacecraft Charging

AFGL has placed a strong emphasis on accurate modeling of

charging phenomema, and contracted for the production of two

sophisticated models, NASCAP,(1 .2.3) and POLAR,(4.51 both

written by S-Cubed. Installation, operation and evaluation

of these programs was performed on CDC/CYBER computers and

subsequently on a dedicated RIDGE computer.

The NASCAP program, comprehensively represents these

processes at GEO. This program represents an attempt to

faithfully simulate and depict spacecraft charging by

numerically solving the full three dimensional problem.

Elaborate plasma and material characteristics may be

*formulated in NASCAP, along with complex geometries and

electrical connectivities of the surfaces. The NASCAP model

uses a quasi-static Vlasov equation approximation to obtain

surface charging fluxes, given potential distributions and

the ambient environment conditions. After calculation of

U1



dielectric charge transport and surface charge distributions,

the spatial potential problem (Laplace's equation) is solved

using a finite element, nested-mesh technique. The iterative

cycle then returns to the Vlasov flux charging equation.

For lower earth and near polar orbits, the higher density

plasmas that are encountered requires the consideration and

treatment of more complicated processes. The numerical

procedures must solve, in a mutually consistent way, a

complicated system of non-linear coupled equations:

a) computation of the grid space potentials 0 given the
net charge density p surrounding the object, by means

of Poisson's equation

V2.0= p/ E;

b) calculation of density p, given the electric fields,

assuming the Vlasov equation

Df/Dt = 0

for constant distribution function f along particle

orbits and determination of the net currents I to the

surface;

c) updating of surface potentials V on the vehicle using a

circuit model analogy

I = cdV/dt + aV

where c and a are the capacitor and conductivity

matrices.

The grid potentials are determined by the conjugate gradient

algorithm, the particle densities are obtained by outside-in

tracking from the sheath edge and the circuit model is solved



by the ICCG method. The progress of new space missions in

these orbits, such as the space shuttle and the space based

radar, signals that the charging of large space structures is

of concern. The POLAR code is designed to simulate and

investigate these conditions.

The NASCAP program was first installed at AFGL in 1978.

Subsequent to that, and through many revisions, technical

help was provided in maintaining and validating this code.

NASCAP was also used in the investigation of GEO charging

phenomena. NASCAP is still being maintained and used, but

the focus is now on POLAR and other supportive models such as

MACH (6) and the Cooke-Dubs model.
(7)

POLAR was installed at AFGL in 1983, and is now the object of

an extensive validation effort. Some notable achievements

include the development and use of the MACH code to evaluate

POLAR error in the treatment of the wake of a charged

satellite, and the Cooke-Dubs model of magnetic effects on

electron collection which validated the POLAR approximation

while discovering a few grid resolution effects.

1.2 System Implementation and Operation at AFGL

The NASCAP code and its auxiliary programs and POLAR"8 ) have

been installed on the CDC-6600 and CYBER-750 mainframes under

two operating systems (NOS/BE and NOS). A comprehensive

system was implemented to facilitate program maintenance and

4 operational logistics. Figure 1.1 illustrates schematically

the operational system employed for POLAR on the CYBER-750.

In 1984 the RIDGE 32 computer was acquired by PHK for

dedicated POLAR running. Since the RIDGE is a self-contained

mini-computer, most of the system management tasks fall to

the user. System management support for POLAR on the RIDGE

includes:

3
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a) a working knowledge of UNIX operating systems (Bourne and

C shells)

b) administration of system setup and account files;

archiving results files on floppy disk

c) monitoring disk usage and doing periodic compactions of

the hard disk

d) interfacing with Ridge personnel regarding system problems

and hardware breakdowns.

e) overviewing the operation of the QMS laser printer;

setting up various font options and providing for

Tektronix output.

f) setting up port connections for terminal and modem use

and providing for transport of files to and from the

VAX-780 for printing or QMS output.

Operational support for running POLAR on the RIDGE requires:

a) creating job input files for start and continue runs

using POLAR keywords

b) configuring and modifying spatial objects and their

charging properties

c) interpreting intermediate and final results to determine
further runs or changes

d) execution of POLAR auxiliary codes e.g. GRAPH3 (UNIX line
plotter) and TEKPLOT (2D contour plotter) for graphical

display

Code modifications are handled in a way similar to the method

5
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used on the CYBER (see Figure 1.1). All modified routines

are kept in separate UNIX sub-directories and are merged with
the main code at the linkage stage, thus keeping the original

source code untouched for easy reference.

1.3 POLAR Code Validation

In preparation for the arrival of POLAR at AFGL a study was

made of the sheath structure for a spherical probe in a short

Debye length plasma11 ). The purpose of this study was to

gain some insight into the type of solutions to be obtained

in the POLAR region. This problem is governed by the

Bernstein-Rabinowitz differential equation (12) assuming a

stationary plasma, Boltzmann electrons and a mon-energetic

ion distribution at infinity. This equation cannot be solved

as a conventional initial value or boundary value problem due

to two side conditions occurring on the expression for ion

density. A unique approximation scheme was developed which

solved the side conditions numerically via bi-section and
then generated the remainder of the solution using

Runge-Kutta integration. A program called PROBE was written

to implement this procedure. This code was used to compute

sheath profiles over a wide range of parameter values.

Figure 1.2, shows a family of curves obtained by this method

for the ion density surrounding the probe. The curves

illustrate the sharp sheath edge behavior which is found in

short Debye length plasmas. Figure 1.3 shows the

corresponding potentials in the sheath region. By analysing

these results in detail we were able to show that the sheath

width follows a power low behavior with respect to

dimensionless potential.

The initial POLAR code runs looked at ion current collection

by a quasisphere in a stationary plasma. The parameter range

for surface potential and plasma Debye length was chosen to

enable comparison to be made with computed results by

dF
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LaFramboise, (13) theoretical values by Alpert et.al. (14) and

measured probe data by Makita and Kurika('5 ). This study led

to the discovery of some computation bugs in POLAR. After

these errors were corrected the ion current was in

satisfactory agreement with the known results.

An investigation was made of the behavior of a material

surface in a Non-Maxwellian plasma using the current balance

condition. A program, CURBAL, was written to estimate the

charging on a satellite moving in an ionospheric plasma. The

program integrates the ion and electron distribution

functions numerically to obtain the magnetospheric currents

to the vehicle. Secondary emission and backscatter effects

in the surface material are taken into account. Ion drift

currents are computed using an equation of Gurevich et al.

which depends on the relative ion concentrations and on the

complement of the Mach angle o. The charging voltage on

the surface is determined from the current balance condition.

The model has been applied to the DMSP/F6 satellite charging

event of day 10, 1983. The measured electron and ion

distribution functions for UT=74722 sec were input to the

program and the following results were obtained:

a) the currents calculated for magnetospheric ions are small

compared to the electron currents.

b) the effects of secondary emission and backscatter are of

importance and reduce the electron current by - 30%.

c) the net electron current can be balanced by the flow

current, but this condition does not uniquely define the

model parameters o and NH6+/No.

d) the charging potentials in the wake region can be

estimated, assuming that the parameters 0, and NH.+/No are

fixed by requiring a current balance at the detector

location. This procedure leads to wake potentials of

9



approximately 1 KV. This result is relatively insensitive

to the angle 00.

The Figure 1.4 shows the surface potentials, obtained by

procedure d) above, as a function of the angle e which ranges

from the ram direction (e=O) to the satellite wake (e=180).

Engineering design of spacecraft requires that computer

codes, such as POLAR, be developed to simulate the

spacecraft/environment interaction. In order to test such

codes, there are three general lines of attack available:

comparison with (1) experiment, (2) analytical results and

(3) other computer codes. These approaches are limited by

the fact that comprehensive experimental results are not yet

available and that the interaction between a spacecraft and a

flowing plasma is sufficiently complex that no comprehensive

exact solutions exist for conditions typical of the low Earth

orbit environment. As a consequence, the most effective tool

for code verification is comparison with other computer

codes. As part of the effort involved in the verification of

the POLAR code, we have developed an independent computer

code, called MACH, designed to validate the physical and

numerical methods of POLAR.

The methodology of MACH (Mesothermal Auroral Charging) is

somewhat closer to first principles than POLAR. MACH solves

the same Vlasov-Poisson equations as POLAR but under

different conditions. The most important difference is that

no assumption about the sheath edge is made; the sheath and

wake are determined as self-consistent solutions to the

Vlasov-Poisson equations. However, the geometry of MACH is

restricted to two dimensions, precluding detailed application

to real spacecraft. The MACH program is an adaptation of

TDWAKE. (16

The MACH program was first brought up on the CYBER-750 and

then ported to the RIDGE and converted from Fortran 5 to

10
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Fortran 77. A considerable development effort has been put

into MACH in order to make it into an effective analysis

tool. This work included:

a) reformatting of input and output. The program is now

completely keyword driven with an interactive mode

available for setup or diagnostic runs.

b) addition of new geometrical objects (sphere and infinite

cylinder) and physics computations (particle flow velocity)

c) connections made to UNIX line plotter and to a 2D contour

plotter MACHCON

d) revamping of the particle tracking algorithm. The code

now uses a modified leap-frog method.

e) improvement of the track generator algorithm to allow

for changes in flow velocity direction.

f) implementation of a charge stabilization algorithm to

improve the convergence properties of the potential solver.

MACH has passed a variety of Laplacian and Poisson (non-zero

plasma density) tests and shows agreement with simple

analytic models.

To compute models of the spacecraft interaction, we have

specialized the spacecraft in both MACH and POLAR to charged

disks in flowing plasmas.

For purposes of comparison, we show in Figure 1.5 a POLAR

contour plot of the electrostatic potential. This figure

-clearly shows the division of the potential structure into

near wake and far wake. To a first approximation, the near

wake is symmetric in ram and wake, much like the potential

about a disk in a nonflowing plasma. The far wake is a

12
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Figure 1.5A POLAR Contour Plot
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quasineutral wake similar to the geometric shadowing of the
downstream flow by the disk. The size of the near wake in

comparison with the far wake is an artifact of the POLAR

code. The shadowing of the ions in POLAR is due to the

spacecraft only and not the spacecraft plus sheath; one would

expect that the narrowest part of the far wake to be about as

wide as the near wake. Figure 1.5b shows ion trajectories

from POLAR; it illustrates the nature of the ion flow on both

sides of the disk, as discussed above. Potential contours
from MACH are shown in Figure 1.5c. In contrast to the POLAR

results, the shadowing in the wake is determined by the

sheath radius rather than the disk radius, The line labeled

"T" is the potential X = eo/KT = 1; the remaining contours

represent X = 0.25, 0. 5 .... 64,128.

Figures 1.6a and 1.6b show POLAR and MACH profiles of

electrostatic potential and ion number density, respectively,

in ram for Mach 5. The POLAR potential is too broad and

demonstrates a known tendency of POLAR to increase the sheath

thickness by about one grid spacing. Figures 1.7a and 1.7b

show the same profiles in the rim direction. The same

tendency toward overexpansion of the sheath is apparent. The

density profiles show fluctuations on the order of 10 to 20%

of ambient which may be taken to be the order of magnitude of

the error in the models at low resolution. Figure 1.8 shows

ion number density contours in wake. We attribute errors on

the order of 10% to 20% to both MACH and POLAR beyond a few

disk radii in wake. Both codes show large density peaks in

wake, MACH to twice ambient and POLAR to about 0.7 times
ambient. Both figures are surprisingly high.

The MACH program does not currently handle magnetic field

effects whereas these can be important in the spacecraft

charging problem. In this area we have modeled the transport

of electrons across a plane sheath in a magnetic field'7 ) and

compared the results to the POLAR code treatment. In the

* absence of a magnetic field, POLAR treats electron collection
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essentially as it does ion collection, i.e. with a sheath-

edge dependent particle tracking method with different

formulie for ion or electron presheath effects (ref Polar
Manual). However, when there exists a magnetic field, both

ion and electron trajectories can be affected, with the

electron feeling the effects at much lower levels of B due to

their lighter mass.

The model considered here is a flat plate moving through a

plasma with a face normal to the ram and parallel to B. When

charged to a 1OOkT/e positive potential, electrons, if they
are to be collected, must be transported across a sheath much

thicker than an ambient gyro-radius. At low levels of B,
electron rejectories are relatively unaffected by the

magnetic field, but as B is increased beyond a critical level

given by q, = Me*wp 2/WC 2 = nm/(e B2), where w. and wCe are
the electron plasma and cyclotron frequencies, and M. is the

electron mach number, the electron trajectories curve back
towards the sheath and are not collected. POLAR performed

according to expectations provided the sheath was adequately
resolved. We found that when the sheath is resolved with

fewer than 3 or 4 mesh intervals, electron trajectories begin

to curve back to the sheath edge at values of B greater than

the anticipated critical level. From this study we conclude

that

a) the variable q - n/B2 is of importance in this problem
where n is the number of density and B is the magnetic

field strength

b) turbulence is not required to form a Child-Langmuir like

sheath for q >

c) sheath edge instabilities may be important at q 1

d) end effects seem inescapable for q <

18



e) POLAR performs satisfactorily

Figure 1.9 shows the POLAR representation of the sheath edge

formed around a large (planar) disk with magnetic field out

of the page.

1.4 Conclusions

The ultimate aim is to develop POLAR to calculate the space

craft interaction in a quite general way. The approach being
taken is a bootstrap method; begin with a restricted code

(MACH) which does the fundamental physics correctly, check it

by available analytical and physical means and then use it as
a standard of comparison for the more general code (POLAR).
The first pass comparison of the results of the two codes for

the case of the charged disk has demonstrated the effective-
ness and feasibility of this approach. The MACH vs POLAR

comparison needs to be continued for different geometrical

objects and over a wider parameter range.

The comparison of one code (POLAR) against another (MACH), as

discussed above, can prove the consistency of the solutions

but cannot reveal the absence of a significant physics

component. This could only be found by detailed comparison
of code results with measured charging data. Large scale

POLAR simulations have been limited to this point by lack of
comprehensive experimental data and restrictive disk space on

the RIDGE. With the planned acquisition of the 440 Megabyte
hard disk there should be ample memory resources. There are

three simulations under consideration. DMSP charging, SEPAC

analysis and space shuttle modeling. A start was made on
DMSP simulations by configuring a POLAR representation of the

satellite as shown in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1 .10 POLAR Model of DMPS Satellite
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2.0 Investigation of Shuttle Contamination Software

2.1 Introduction

Program SPACE2 (1) models self-induced neutral molecular

contamination for various space shuttle configurations.

This system predicts surface mass loss rates, engine and

vent plume flow rates, line-of-sight column densities of the

resulting contaminants, and contaminant fluxes and

deposition on surfaces. Transport mechanisms modeled

include direct (straight line) transport from source

(emitting surface, engine, or vent) to receiver

(contaminated surface), surface reflection, scattering by

ambient atmospheric molecules, and scattering of contaminant

molecules by each other.

A version of SPACE2 has been acquired for use at AFGL. This
.version at present handles only the shuttle orbiter configu-

ration, but could be expanded to handle spacelab

configurations if certain configuration-specific data files

and software modules are obtained. To handle other,

arbitrary, configurations it would be necessary to use

program TRASYS (available but not yet acquired by AFGL), or

a similar program, to generate some of these data files. A

further limitation of the present AFGL version is that it

lacks the on-line plotting capability, using the DISSPLA

package. All that exists is the option to write certain

files, TAPE20 and TAPE22, formatted for offline use of

DISSPLA. The information on these files is fortunately

meaningful data rather than "metacode", so they could in
principle be used in-house.

The next section provides an overview of the principal

features of SPACE2, as acquired by AFGL. This includes a

critique of the scattering model used. Section 2.3 will

describe software enhancements made at AFGL, principally in

graphics. Section 2.4 describes some calculations done with
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the code at AFGL. Section 2.5 summarizes the current status

of the system at AFGL. An appendix details additional

software modules and data files which are felt to be

necessary for fully independent and successful operation of

SPACE2 for modeling of contamination of arbitrary space

shuttle systems.

2.2 Overview of SPACE2

Figure 2-2 (User's Manual (") shows nodal surface number

assignments for the orbiter configuration. The following

parameters for this configuration have been supplied to us

either on data files or in data statements in the code:

Alphanumeric names of 20 types of materials, such as

"LINER", "TEFLON", etc. (Table B-II, User's Manual)

Alphanumeric names of possible surface locations, e.g.

"BAY", CREW", etc. (Table B-II)

Mass loss rate parameters RTE (constant coefficient)

and TAU (time decay constant) by molecular species and

material type (Table B-II)

Molecular species names, molecular weights, and

diameters (Table B-II).

Engine and vent plume flow model parameters and

composition data (Table B-II)

Location, material type, and area of each surface

(Table B-III).

Location, type, and on-time (duration of activity) of

each engine and vent (Table B-III)
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Surface temperatures (TAPElO) - seven profiles from

which one is chosen (Table B-Ib)

Mass transport factors: source-to-surface (TAPE12) and

source-to-point (TAPE14)

Mission profile data (Table B-IV).

All of the above, except the mass transport factors, can be

altered conveniently with card input. The files TAPE12 and

TAPE14 are those mentioned earlier as generated by program

TRASYS. These incorporate the geometry (i.e. shadowing)

specific to the configuration. The three surface loss

mechanisms modeled are early desorption, outgassing, and

leakage. Early desorption and outgassing have time

dependencies distinguished by the decay time constants TAU

mentioned above (default: 4100 hrs for outgassed molecules,

18 hrs for early desorbed molecules). Contrary to what is

indicated in the User's Manual, the temperature dependence

for all molecules is computed by e(T
-100 )/29

where T is the temperature, for the first 8 materials in the

default list, i.e. for these materials there is no

switchover to the form e-E/RT for early desorbed species.

This switchover does take place for materials 9,10, and 17

("MTCS" "PTCS", and "IUSM") with E = 7500 cal/mole, R = 1.98

cal/mole/K. For these latter three materials, the

"outgassing" form is modified to

e (T - 125) / 1 1  for "MTCS"

and

e(T125)/2°  for "PTCS" and "IUSM".

Materials "SOLAR", "ELECT" and "P80" employ the same

temperature formulation as the first 8 materials for all
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molecules, while the remaining materials are regarded as

leakers, with a time -- and temperature -- independent loss

rate for each specie.

The transport geometry is embodied in t:.-e mass transport

factors, each of which indicates the fraction of the mass

emitted from a source which reaches a given surface or

point. The source to surface factors (TAPE12) control the

amount of contamination directly transported to surfaces,

while the source to point factors (TAPE14) determine the

column densities of extended clouds above a surface, and

with the appropriate scattering models, the amount of

^ %contamination scattered into a surface from the surrounding

volume. As mentioned before, generation of these files

requires a complex procedure, such as program TRASYS, to

properly account for the geometry of the given

configuration. For point sources (plumes) the direct fluxes

at receiving surfaces and points are calculated directly

with the Simons analytic flow-field model; mass transport

factors are not used. Nevertheless the corresponding

directional information, viz. centerline directions, is

included in the mass transport files. The addition of a

special software module, subroutine LOCATE (not presently in

the AFGL version), would permit access to the Lockheed MOC

or TIP flow-field models stored on tapes. The

contamination for up to 25 surfaces can be evaluated. Each

surface is acompanied by a user defined volume, which

consists of a specified portion of a cone centered at the

surface. The column density (mass or number) is found by

integrating the volume density along the line of sight
normal to the surface. The return flux is found by

integrating the scattering contributions over the

user-specified (conical) volume. The scattering model,

described in a Lockheed report, Ref.lO, Section 8 of the

User's Manual, is based on the Bhatnagar/Gross/Krook€2 )

model of the Boltzmann equation. (See discussion below).
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Surface reflection is accounted for by adding, to the
contamination originating from each reflecting surface,
the contamination which reaches that surface from others but
does not stick. The deposition rate on the surface for a

particular gas is the product of the flux and the sticking
coefficient. For outgassing molecules, the "source"

temperature Tj used in Eq. A-33 p. A-29 of the User's
Manual is the local gas mixture T*, which is computed as the
mean local temperature of all contaminants from all sources,

i.e. a source-averaged sticking coefficient is used. For

MMH-Nitrate the coefficient is unity. For all other cases
the sticking coefficient depends on the surface evaporation
rate as indicated in the User's Manual. This is given by
Eq. A-31 (p. A-27) with the vapor pressure given by

Pj = 2.9x1010  e-12200 /(1 987 T)

where T is the surface temperature.

2.2.1 Discussion of SPACE2 Scattering Model

The scattering, by ambient atmospheric molecules, of

contaminant molecules released from the surface of a
spacecraft, is an important consideration in the evaluation

of the contamination of other surfaces on the same
spacecraft, due to these molecules. If the ratio (Knudsen
number) of the mean free path of such a molecule to a

typical spacecraft dimension is either very large or very
small, it is often possible to analytically estimate the

effects of the scattering process. For very small Knudsen
number, one can sometimes use the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook

(BGK)(2) approximation, as is done in program SPACE2 in the

calculatiion of Space Shuttle contamination. This
approximation invokes a Maxwellian distribution for the

ND velocities of the scattered particles, which would not be

valid unless the particles undergo many collisions. For
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very large Knudsen numbers, scattering is negligible.

4 However, for Knudsen numbers near unity, where scattering is

still important, analytic approximation is usually

impossible. Unfortunately, as shown below, the altitude

range of the Space Sthuttle encompasses both regions of high

Knudsen number and low Knudsen number; we find order of

magnitude unity near 200 km altitude. Since SPACE2 uses the

BGK approximation at all altitudes, this aspect of the code

merits further study.

In calculating the mean free path of a contaminant molecule,

relative to a moving spacecraft, one must note that the

contaminant speed, relative to the spacecraft, is much

smaller than the supersonic speed of the ambient stream.

Then the mean free time of a released contaminant molecule,

prior to collision with an ambient molecule, is

approximately:

t1
nA IC A

where n, = ambient number density

q. = ambient-contaminant collision cross section

VA ambient velocity, relative to spacecraft

The mean free path is then

X = VC t= V

where

VC = typical (most probable) contaminant speed

2 R Tc

where

T= contaminant temperature

R = Universal Gas Constant

Mc  contaminant molecular mass

Using

I"% 
,



OrAc I (dA + d¢)24

wherewhe d = ambient molecular diameter = 3x10'I 0 m

dc = contaminant molecular diameter = 5x10 - 0 m

Tc = 300 K; Mc = 30; VA = 7800 m/sec;

we obtain the following table:

Altitude n. m-3  x,m Knudsen Number

Km (Ref.3) (30 m vehicle length)

105 5x1018 .02 6.7x10-4

200 7x10'5  14.8 0.5

400 lxlO"4  1040 34

2500 3x1010  3x106 1x10 5

-.
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2.3 Software Enhancements

The original SPACE2 graphics function at NASA was performed

by the commercially available DISSPLA (4
) graphics

package. Since this package is not available at AFGL, a set

of stand-alone programs have been developed which use

existing AFGL facilities to display data saved on the SPACE2

output file TAPE22. These will be described below.

The computation of partial contaminant pressures, for points

surrounding selected surfaces, has been added to SPACE2 to

provide model comparison with pressure-gauge data.

2.3.1 Graphics

Three-dimensional graphics makes use of NCAR subroutine

ISOSRF 5) to draw selected constant density surfaces.

Program ISODNPL (see Figure 2.1) accesses the SPACE2 output

file TAPE22 and stores the data according to user specs, for

the isodensity value requested. Subroutine BRACKT has been

pirated from SPACE2 to assist in the interpolation of the

TAPE22 data specified on a spherical coordinate grid, onto a

rectangular grid. Figure 2.2 shows a sample output.

Program ISODNPL also generates on option, a file suitable

for use by our interactive 2-dimensional display program

SUACON(6) . A sample output is shown in Figure 2.3.

Program LINPLOT (Figures 2.4,2.5) has been written to generate

line-of-sight density plots.

2.3.2 Pressure Computations
'

The following partial pressure computation has been added to

SPACE2 subroutine RTFMCD:
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IVET L3 -IF NONZERO, VERT LA E L WILL BE. f MILARLY MODIFIED (2)
IHORZV - HORIZONTAL AXIS VARIA3LE NUM3ER FOR 20 _PLOTS

SCAL20 - SCALE FACTOR TO RE APPLIED TO DATA BEFORE
__.SAVlNG._ON..TA.P_'Tl..FOR 2DPLO_S(iln.eEbl.6-....___

ITE1' TEMINTEJ01 IF NCN-ZEcRO (0)

Fig.2.la Program !SODNPL Input Requirements:
NAMELIST/PLOTIN/ Parameters
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FORMAT TEO -CARDS- --- -- - ---

CAPO 1 - 20 PLOT HEAOE:R(30 CHARACTERS STARTING IN COLUMN 1),
_R.EAD ONLY IF 12OPLN ANI) I29HO ARE 30TH NONZERO

(INITIALLY'-SET-TO- "SPACE2 CONTAMINATIONOESIT-W1.GE17")
CARD 2 - 20 PLOT HORIZ, LABEL (30 CHARACTERS STARTING IN COLUMN 1),
-READONLY-IF20P.LN ANC _HORZLBARE_3OTH_4.ONZEROZ

(INITIALLY SET TO *X(KM)")
CAR) 3 -20 PLOT VER T , LA3EL (30 CHARACTERS STARTING IN COLUMN 1.),
*-R.AoONL-ONLY---I-2PLN-VECr--ET-ARE---T-H-NON-ZERO

(INITIALLY SET TO "Y (KM) -)

A-APE2INPUT -- -3NARY -HAER-RECORD
NSPEC,(ASP=C(I ),I=1,NSPEC),

_J KEEP .( IOENRT(fI)9 I= 1,JKE EP),9
KTO TAL, (JIOENT (I) ,i=1, KTOTAL),

NSPEC - NUM3ECi OF MOLECULAq SPECIES
A SPEC (I) - - -3C0 N AM;' OF I TH S PEC IE----
JKEEP - NUM3ER OF SURFACE SOURCES
IOENT(I) - NODE 0 OF ITH SURFACE SOURCE

1(TOTAL.'-- NUM3ER0FPOINT"SOURCES'_-_
JIDENT(I) -NOOE 8 OF ITH POINT SOURCE

TAPE22 INPUT -- 3INARY )ATA AECOR)S
___IS tIRECV, LOS,L PT,9STHETAPHIJKz'EP , ____________

_((SNEN (J 4M,M=1, NS PfC) -#J =i,-J XEEP),v-KTOT-AL-,
((COEN(K,M), M1 NSPEC) K-1,KTOTAL),
(TSOENIM) ,Mi, N PE C)j,(IaQOE N(M), ..g,NECjI, _________

_TSDENA'jCOENA, TDENAL
IS - RECEIVING SUAFACCE KUMSER

-IREG -- SUFACE- NODAL-NU3ER-OF--RECEIVING-URFAC---
LCS - LINE OF SIGHT NUM~vR

____PT - RADIAL POINT NU49E
S----OISTANCE (METERS) FROM SURFYACE TO-POINT-AT WHICH----------

FOLLOWING OENSITIES ARE GIVEN
___TIJETA,PHI - POLAR-COORGINATES (OEGI OF_THISPOINT

JKEEP - NUM3EP OF SURFACE'SOURCES
SOEN(J,M) - MASS DE7NSITY (G/CC) OF SPECIE M FROM

--- SURFACE-SOURCE J___
KTOTAL -NUM3ER OF POINT SOURCES
C0EN(K9M)_-_MAJSU0FNSITY, SPECIE M, FROMPlINT _________

TSOEN(M) ALL8 IAS8:E~,SEI M, FROM

TCOEN(MI - TOJAL_ MN 41Y SPECIE M, FROM

TCOENA -TOTAL MA5 ;: OENSITY, ALL SPECIES,
------------- FROM-ALL -POINT SOURCES------

TOENAL -TOTAL MASS DENSITY, ALL SPECIES,
FROM ALL SOURCES

Fig. 2.1b Program ISODNPL. Input Requirements:
Formatted Cards and TAPE22 Format
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SPRCECI T P..SG~lS3 FIELD

Fig. 2.2 Constant density surface (4xl g3g/cc) for water dumps.

The plant is Z-0. The top of the vertical (Z) axis
is Z=100m. The corner behind the surface is X=-BOm,
Y-188m, the opposite corner X=+IGOm, Y=+l00m.
The origin is at the payload.
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SPRCE2 CONTAMINATION DNSITY m1.0E13

2.0-C

-1 .0 -16.0 -2.0 0.0 5.0 10.01.020

X (METERS)

Fig.2.3 2-D contours of water densities 10in
above payload during water dumps.
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PROVAM LT NFLUi N i u=b5 9UUT It y TAP~~Z7~E
THIS P.PFOGRAM PRO)U'.ES LINE PLOTS OF CONTAMINAT-ION DENSITY

SELE:TS THE MOLECU..A SPECIES, 0' TOTAL OVER 'ALL-SPECIES.
INPUT 3 - N AREIS77I" W-DFut "WPTIO.

ISOJFCE - SOJR'JE NJMBER (1)

___N--(IATTVE FOR PO~INTS

IF .LT. -5), TOTAL POINT SOURCE CONTRIEBUTTCH IS PLCTTED
Ir2Z-tnF9 M ) V i A LL 300U:kG E;-T,5-owTnE

ISP:-C - SPECIE NJM3EP (1)

LOS~) L03(5) - LINE OF SI3Hr NUMBERS (A',,293;415)

Fig. 2.4 Program LINPLOT Input Requirements.
(TAPE22 as for ISODNPL)



SPACECRAFT LOS DENSITIES

SPECIE II

O 6 30 180
16 7 30 225
+ 8 30 270
x 9 30 315

U
U

Zb

S (METERS)

Fig. 2.5 Densities along selected lines of sight

from payload during water dumps.



P(torr) = 7.501x10 "4 NKT*

where

N = NA (p, + PC)/M

NA = Avogadro's Number (6.022x10 23 /gm mole)

pS = density (g/cc) of the gas from surface sources

PC = density of the gas from concentrated sources

M - molecular weight of the gas

K = Boltzmann constant (1.381x10"6 erg/K)

T* = local gas temperature (K)

The output of partial and total pressures has been

incorporated into SPACE2's Report #32 printouts.

2.4. Model Calculations

Program SPACE2 was successfully compiled with the FTN5

compiler after several modifications to eliminate fatal

compiler errors. A segmented load run deck was next set up

following Fig. 2-7 (p. 2-27) of the User's Manual. Next,

Sample Case 1 (User's Manual Section 5) was attempted, with

the exception that the orbiter configuration was run rather

than the LMOP, since as mentioned previously, we currently

can handle only the orbiter. After some adjustments in file

declarations (program statement) a successful run was

completed. Since the output was not comparable with the

test case result, Test Case 4, the only orbiter run in the

Manual, was next attempted. This run was also successful,

but again did not reproduce the print-outs given in the

Manual. Further examination has revealed that both the

surface temperature file (TAPE10) and the source to points

mass transport file (TAPE14) that we received differ from

those used in generation of the output of the Manual. The

surface temperature file used in the manual corresponds to

the Table B-Ia listing (maximum and minimum temperatures

only) while we have the data shown in Table B-Ib (seven
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profiles).

Our TAPE14 does not include any mass transport factors from
surface nodes 1-8, contrary to the partial listing shown on
p. 2-52 of the User's Manual. These nodes should dominate

the contributions to the densities computed in the example

(in the vertical column above the point X=1107, Y=O, Z=507;

see Fig. 2-2 which shows these nodes directly below the

region of interest). This is in fact true in the Manual's

output (p. 5-22), but these nodes are absent from our

output, because of their absence from our TAPE14.

This file was apparently generated either for a different

configuration, or the same configuration with a different

numbering system.

2.4.1 Additional Calculations

2.4.1.1 Ten-Second Payload Contamination History

The payload location is assumed to be at the center of the

payload bay liner with coordinates X = 1000 in, Y = 0, Z =

334 in (for reference the shuttle nose X,Y,Z coordinates are

238 in, 0 in, 400 in; the tail is located at 1542 in, 0 in,

480 in). RCS engine #7125, firing an 870 lb thrust in the

+Z direction, is turned on for one second (4.5 sec - 5.5

sec) in the middle of the 10 second period. The thruster is

located near the front of the vehicle at X = 350 in, Y = 0,

Z = 395 in. Vehicle altitude is 200 Km.

* Table 1 summarizes contaminant fluxes and deposition to the

payload for ths period. Figures 2.6-2.8 illustrate contaminant

cloud densities surrounding the payload.

Desorbers do not deposit since the vapor pressure is greater

than the effective pressure due to the incoming flux.

. . . . . . . . . .
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SPACECRAFT LOS DENSITIES

SPECIE 11
LOS e T

O 6 30 180
A 7 30 225
+ 8 30 270
X 9 30 315
0 1060 0

U-

0

I-
0

1 0'1 ics 1

S (METERS)

,.

Fig. 2.6Total density outgasser and desorber contaminants

along selected lines of sight measured from payload.
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SPRCIECRO I IELD

Fig. 2.7Constant density (1018 ''/cc) surface for contamination~
around payload due to outgassers and desorbers.
Same scale as for Fig. 2.



SPAM CONTAMINATION DENSITY *1.0EI3
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* Fig. 2.82-D isodensity contours of fuel
contam~inant 15m~ above payload.
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Almost all deposition by outgassers is due to scattering.

This is apparently because all sources which can directly

impact the target surface (payload liner) are colder, and

thus the model predicts zero deposition. For scattered

molecules, however the average contamination cloud

temperature is used, which can be warmer, since it includes

all sources.

The plume effluents tend to inhibit outgas scattering to the

target. The scattering m.del includes an attenuation factor

due to the contaminant cloud between the scattering center

and the target.

The desorber flixes include those due to the light

constituents in the plume (H20, CO2 , etc).

NP MEL



Table 1. Ten-Second Payload Contamination

Fluxes to Payload (gm/cm2 /s)

Outgas Desorber MMHNO3

0-4.5 sec Direct 1.4x10 "12  l.1x10 "10  0

Scattered 3.4x10-13  9.2xi0 "13  0

4.5 - 5.5 Direct 1.4x10-13  l.lxlO"0 °  0

sec Scattered 1.8x10 "13  1.2xlO "8  2.4xi0"-

5.5 - 10 sec Same as for 0-4.5 sec.

Total Deposition (gm/cm2 )

Outgas Desorber MMHN03

0-4.5 sec 2.8x10 - 3  0 0

4.5-5.5 sec 3. lxl0"14  0 2.4x10 1"

5.5-10 sec 2.8x10 "13  0 0

Total 5.9x10- 3  0 2.4xlO0"

The apparent failure of contaminant densities along
different lines of sight (Fig.2.6) to converge as the radial

distance approaches zero is due to the highly directionally

dependent shadowing in the vicinity of the payload location.

This is evident by an inspection of the mass transport

factors to points in this region.

2.4.1.2 One-Second Water Dumps

In this test the following two water vapor vents, in the

rear of the vehicle, are turned on for one second at 200 km

* 0 % . * . . * 7



altitude.

Vent # X,in. Y,in. Z,in. Direction

6877 1506 127 305 +Y

6879 1506 -127 305 -Y

The payload is completely shadowed from the two vents, so

that it receives no direct flux. However flux due to

scattering by ambient atmospheric molecules was found to be

7.8xi0 "1 ° g/cm 2/s. As for the desorbers in the previous

test, the contaminant does not deposit permanently onto the
payload surface. At 10 m above the payload, where shadowing

is considerably reduced, Figure 2.9 shows a considerable

concentration of contaminant.

2.4.1.3 36-Hour Payload Contamination by Desorbers

The direct and scattered flux to the payload was calculated

for successive 6-hour periods. The results (Table 2) are

consistent with the expected 18 hour lifetime (exponential

decay) of the desorber emission rates.

Table 2. 36-Hour Contamination Due to Desorbers

Time Direct Flux Scattered Flux

(g/cm2/s) (g/cm2/s)

0 - 6 hr. 7.8xi0 "  1.8x10-12

6 - 12 hr. 5.6x10 "  1.3x10- 12

12- 18 hr. 4.0x10"l  9.5x10-13

18- 24 hr. 2.9xi0 "' 6.8x19 "13

24- 30 hr. 2.1xl0"- 4.9x10 "13

30- 36 hr. l.5x10 "' 3.5x10-13

Deposition = 0

AJ~A



SPAE2 CONTAMINATION DENSITY wl.0E13
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Fig. 2.9 Water vapor isodensi ty contours due to
vent # 6877 10m above payload.
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2.4.1.4 N2 Contaminant Pressures

Table 3 shows model N2 pressures as may be measured by a

pressure gauge mounted on the fuselage over the -Y wing.

The coordinates of the mounting are X = 1105 in., Y = -102

in., Z = 370 in. The angle e is measured from the -Y

direction, the angle 0 counterclockwise from the X

direction.

)

.4

it,



Table 3 N2 Pressures Over Wing

(10-10 torr)

e = 0 °  e =300

0°  D = o900 0 = 1800 0= 2700
% , r, .

0.2 1.29 1.33 1.24 1.50 1.61

0.4 1.44 1.29 1.12 1.59 1.81

0.6 1.44 1.23 1.10 1.65 1.79

0.8 1.35 1.17 0.90 1.42 1.52

1.0 1.13 1.11 0.77 1.16 1.30

3.0 1.02 1.02 0.60 0.56 0.73

5.0 0.38 1.70 1.03 0.17 0

e = 600

=00 oo =1800 0=2700

r,m.

0.2 1.24 1.09 1.55 1.75

0.4 1.13 0.89 1.70 2.23

0.6 1.03 0.73 1.81 2.12

0.8 0.92 0.62 1.73 1.86

1.0 0.83 0.54 1.45 1.60

3.0 0.89 0.47 0.00 0.57

5.0 0.60 0.67 0.03 0

2.5. Conclusions

The shuttle contamination modeling system SPACE2 has been

placed into operation at AFGL. Some enhancements have been

added to meet particular needs at AFGL. Although plausible

results have been obtained for some test cases, validation
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awaits availability of experimental data for comparison.

Various shortcomings of the system have been mentioned. A

detailed list of items desired for more complete modeling

capability is given in the Appendix.

2.6. Appendix Items Desired for Improved Capability

1. Program TRASYS II and User's Manual.

This is needed to generate and graphically display

arbitrary configurations.

2. Subroutine modules specific to Spacelab configurations:

DSPIUX

FIVPX

LMOPX
P801X

SMTPX

3. Temperature file, TAPElO; and MTF files, TAPE12, TAPE14,

and TAPE15, required to run the test cases presented in

Section 5 of the Feb, 1981 SPACEII User's Manual.

What we currently have appears to be the following:

Temperatures - TAPE1O:

OFT-l Shuttle Orbiter/IECM

Seven temperature file

(Table B-Ib, p. B-7 thru B-9 of the User's Manual);

We do not have the Maximum/Minimum file (Table B-Ia,

p.6-3 thru B-6 of the User's Manual), which is used

in at least some of the test cases.

Surface to Surface Transport Factors - TAPE12:

We have received only one file, which, from the



surface nodal numbers present (1-1100, plus nodes in

the 6000-9000 range presumably used for engines),

appears to be for the Long Module/One Pallet Spacelab

configuration.

Surface to Point Transport Factors - TAPE14, TAPE15:

We have only one file, which appears to be a TAPE14

(orbiter), from the nodal numbers present (all less

than 1000 except for engines in the 6000-9000 range).

Furthermore nodes in the bay liner (1-8), radiators

(20,22,24,26,30,32,36), and payload bay doors

(40,42,44,46,50,52,54,56) are all absent, indicating

that this is probably the closed payload bay door

configuration. At any rate the configuration for

this file appears not to be the same as the

configuration for which the surface to surface

factors on TAPE12 are given.

If consistent sets of files for the test cases cannot be

supplied a consistent set for some configuration would

be acceptable, along with output of a test run, so that

we may check up here.

4. DISSPLA plot package

5. SPACEII interface to DISSPLA (subroutine calls required

to execute the plot options, which have been omitted in

the AFGL version).

6. (optional) Subroutine LOCATE and Lockheed MOC plume

model tapes.

7. (optional) Surface/Engine/Vent descriptions (TAPE4) for

the orbiter and spacelab configurations

8. (optional) Mass transport factors (TAPE12, TAPE15) for

the spacelab configurations not included in the test
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cases.

9. Literature Requested --

References in Sect. 8 of the User's Manual, particularly

Reference 10.
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3.0 Development of an Electrostatic Particle Pushing Code

3.1 Introduction

This section describes a computer program called SIMlD,

designed to simulate a one-dimensional electrostatic plasma

in an external magnetic field. We will begin by giving a

brief outline of the basic concepts involved in plasma

simulation via particle pushing programs. Next we will

present our particular implementation of these concepts in

sufficient detail so that this note should serve as a guide

in future use of the program. Lastly, we will describe two

experiments carried out with the program which demonstrate

its proper functioning.

In doing particle pushing, one encounters problems of two

types. The first is the proper solution of the equations

involved, or, writing the program. The second is the

possession of sufficient insight and experience to use the

program to investigate practical physical problems and to

understand the results. With this work, we have overcome

the first of these problems, at least within the framework

of our relatively simple system. The second problem is, we

feel, by far the more difficult of the two and is solved to

a large extent only through experience. This explains in

part why we chose simple geometries and simple equilibrium

problems for this work. We need always to understand the

results we generate, or particle pushing becomes merely a

programming exercise.

3.2 General Concepts

The objective of a particle-pushing simulation is to follow

through time the evaluation of a plasma system. Viewed as

an experimental tool, one constructs a mathematical model

which behaves like a plasma in instances where plasma

2
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behavior is known. One then introduces into the model a new

situation, or initial condition, and observes the behavior,

in hopes that the behavior of the model corresponds in some

meaningful way to the behavior of a real plasma in the new

instance as well. Viewed as a theoretical tool, plasma

simulation codes will eventually become powerful tools

capable of revealing the detailed dynamical behavior of

millions and millions of mutually interacting charged

particles.

The microscopic equations describing the motion of plasma

particles are simple and well known. We can easily write

Newton's equation, describing how each particle must respond

to an electric and magnetic field. Likewise, we know how

fields evolve in response to particle densities and flux.

The stumbling block is that, if we try to follow the time

behavior of every particle in a plasma system of sufficient

size to be of interest, we find there are hopelessly too

many equations to solve, even by computer. Particle pushing

attempts to overcome this problem by representing many

individual electrons or ions by a single macroparticle, and

then representing a plasma system by some manageable number

of these particles. It is hoped that the behavior of the

macroparticles will mimic the behavior of a plasma, at least

insofar as the quantities of interest are concerned.

To see what this amounts to physically, Figure 3.1 is helpful.

The first frame shows 30 electrons in a small region of a

two-dimensional plasma. We have not considered the ions

which are assumed spread out into a neutralizing background.

In frame 2, we have inscribed some shape around each set of

*five electrons. Here the shape is a circle, although a

square might be the more obvious choice, consideiing the

geometry of this system. We are free to choose any shape

for the macroparticles. In frame 3, we have taken away tho,

individual electrons and are left with only marroparticle!s.
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Since each macroparticle represents five electrons, its

charge is 5q and its mass 5m,. We further assume that

this charge is distributed uniformly throughout the area of

the chosen shape. In frame 4, we let the system evolve by

moving the macroparticles, allowing them to pass througn on4-

another at will. Said another way, we move each electron

inside the macroparticle by the same displacement vector.

This would be completely appropriate if the particles were

small enough so that the electric field were constant over

the particle area and, of course, if each electron within

the particle had the same initial velocity. This assumption

of collective behavior would be valid only if the number of

electrons is 105 or more. For plasma systems in which

there are only a few electrons in a collectively interacting

range (Debye sphere) collisional models would be more

suitable.

Now if we are given the electric field E and the magnetic

field B at each of the particle positions, along with the

positions and velocities of each particle for some initial

time, we can easily follow the evolution of the system

through Newton's equation with the Lorentz force.

dv = (E + vxB

dx = v

Each of the quantities E and B above are really made up of

two components, one due to external fields and another due

to induced fields arising from particle interaction.

E = Eex + Eind

B = Bex + Bin d

I%



We can find End by solving Poisson's law

E,,d  : -V

Ed represents the force o-n a particle from all

neighboring particles. The rature and simplicity of the

model allow us to; -ut down considerable the wo-rk involved r.

-alculating E arnd F. The problem has beer ,.l-ed in a full

3-dimensional fram-e..ri To SImP'Ify the piroblem. we will

',oslder only '-ne-drJd-,)ne-half dimerisiors. This means we

-insider spacial variations in orP direction and velocity

.ariations in two. We also assume that the external electr.

field is zero and that the external magretic field is stati,

a..d directed perpendicular to the two velocity directions.

hoo'sing X for the spacial coordirate ard X and Y for the

velocity directions,

| E0 = 0

We further assume that the only force acting between

particles is electrostatic, that is,

Bind 0

Sinue we are dealing with infinite sheets of charge, and

since we require charge neutrality in the system, we see

that

Eind y : E ird z 0

Also if V, is initially zero, the equations of motion show

it will remain so, thus we lose no information by ignoring

V'.

" V . '-. ..



In the special case where BO, this is also true of vy.

The final form of Newton's equations is then

dv - (EX + V Y B)

dv =%vB

dx =v.

= Vy

Since we are assuming sheets of charge, the fourth equation

above can be of no interest. In a one-dimensional system,

only change in x is considered. Change in y is ignored.

In order to use Poisson's equation to find the induced

electric field, we must relate particle positions to charge

density. We first define on the system a series of points

separated by Dx on which to calculate density. In the

* simplest approach, we could assign all the charge in a

particular macroparticle to the grid point nearest the

macroparticle. The charge on a particular grid point,

divided by the area attributed to that grid point would give

a charge density

q if particle j is nearest
Dx p = q rid point i

J Cif it is nearest some
other grid point

This method treats particles as point charges (or infinitely

thin sheets in 1-dimension). Intuitively, one might expect

this to give rise to a relatively high noise level, since as

a particle crosses the midpoint between two grids, the

density at each grid changes discontinuously. We could

achieve a smoother result by giving each particle a size and

shape. This is natural because we have used a macroscopic

particle to represent many particles so that the change in

distribution must have a finite spread and not be point-like.
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The simplest higher order shape to use is that of a sheet of

finite thickness. This will be our approach. Further, we

choose to let the thickness of each sheet be equal to the

grid spacing Dx. This is chosen for simplicity and works

well as long as the thickness is smaller than or of the order

of the grid size. This allows for additional simplification

in the calculation of density, for if we assume that the

particle center is located between X, and X,., where

Xi = (i-I)DX

then we allow to X i the fraction of the particle's charge

in the space between Xij and X1 .3 and allow the

rest to Xi.j. If the particle is at XP, (Xj. 1 > XP > Xi)

pi = P1 + qp (Xj. 1 - Xp)/DX

pi. = pi., + qP (Xp - Xi)/DX

Another way to see this is to plot the average charge

density at Xi due to the particle as it moves continuously

from Xi_1 to Xi.j. This is done in Figure 3.2. Once we

have accumulated this charge fraction for each particle on

each grid point, we divide by the space between grids DX to

find the average density. This scheme is known as the
"particle in cell" method and has been shown to provide

significant noise reduction over the previously mentioned

(point particle) scheme. (2) The noise is a result of using a

few particles to represent many and is therefore unphysical.

We now have all the basics necessary to construct a simple

*particle pushing simulation loop by carrying out the

58
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following steps:

1) Initialize particle coordiria'es, choose initial

parameters

2) Assign charge to grid points using particle in cell

algorithm

3) Solve Poisson's law to find electric field

4) Use Newton's Equations to find particle accelerations

5) Advance particles over a chosen time interval

6) Output useful information

'7) Repeat from step 2

The next section will detail the niumeriual implementation ,f

these steps.

3.3 Technical Aspects

The first step we defined in the particle imulation scheme

'was to initialize a set of posit ions and velocities and to

pick various system parameters. We have found, in o)ur

limited experience, that the choi'-e of initial parameters,

a rather delicate matter and is tied in closely with the

patticular problem one wants to address. Since the present

siect ion[ deals with specifics of progi ram design arnd oprati-'

anid since a discussion of nt ial i ?t irro t)Plo)nf4- mo rp to) tho,

realm of exper iment than al gorit hrn we wil1l save t hi. f, I

1last anid begin here with a discuss ion of the ie( ti 0tpp



We will assume only that we have been given the following:

1 The number of particles - NE

21 The charge and mass - Q,M

3 The magnitude of the magnetic field - B,

4 The box length and number of grids - BOXNX

- riit 1al X, V,. VY for each pa rticle it time zero.

;tep 2 of the given scheme was to assign a charge to each of

*he grid points based on the position of the particles. We

have already stated our chosen algorithm for this. The

steps are as fc)llows:

' f.-r each particle, decide which two grid points the

jpitr le ies between.

t"11i th riiutarli-P tr(im the p'artl-e. t') Pa'h rf the

S C r , -rest r iJ piuir't .

i ir,. ement the dernity (A each of the twoi t rid points

r'y a tra-t ion equal to the distane to the ither gr id

p, irit divided by the grid spa( ings DX.

At er +,rig tehis f ii each par t Icler we arr o a t 5  
dt i number

! t I * t1 -f part ' les adround - h (4rid I pirlt. I- ionvelt f

I lf+r'i t' we i vile agar b y :'X anid miit pl'jy ijy t h tht. pt

r par t 1, . , !11 -111 mlide I wf, have -111y' ,tI,' t

I4 pa. ' , !P t It wt- w 1i h t., ;)I #ti f. I .$- e + hi I !

I I ,='t i - -. I wh¢ Wt- th 1, "t mu ' t f , I fT '

1%"~je p f5 a I te' 1 f. I T I x i.eP +, ' I, i .T J+, |ar ti j 0+ , 1t ', * III ¥ ' + [

- , 1a v, r .+ rY, .1 + . + + , .'. ~ F ', , ,, , . ] € ,ti
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do this, we must choose a finite difference formulation and

boundary conditions. We represent the differential equation

&X

by by,(01 - 24), + 4,.1 = (DX)2 4vrp

( i 0, 1,2, .. ,. NX-l )

where the i's refer to the grid points we previously set up

with charge densities.

The electric field is then found from

El = (ol.1 - )/(2DX)

The boundary conditions come from an assumption that the

system is periodic in space. This is to say that, if F is

any function of distance,

F(x+L,) = F(x)

Applying this specifically to the potential equations above,

we see that

0), = 0
NX.

We could then replace ,1 by oNX i , and 0
Nx by

z tr arrive at a system of NX equations in NX unknowns

ONX [ 2 4,, + 'D I n_

- 2 ,' +* ', - n ( 1 1,2 . ..... NX-2

It nx 2 2+ ~ m I''N + 't,", 7 rn.,

DX )? 4 ,

..... . .... r



In the early stages of this work, we solved this system by

relaxation, meaning that we chose an initial set of 0i's

and modified each sequentially in such a way as to bring the

residuals of the equations to zero. This was a slow process

especially for large NX so we decided to try to find a

direct solution instead. The approach was to look for a

general formula to invert the matrix describing the above

equations.

The matrix is, however, singular. This can be verified by

noting that any row is minus the sum of all the other rows.

This does not mean that the equations are invalid, but only

that we cannot hope to invert the matrix to find solutions.

We can see the origin of the singularity by noting that we

can add an arbitrary constant to all the O's without

changing either the differential or the difference equation.

A non-singular matrix would imply a single set of solutions

for the 01's, while in fact there is a continuous set. This

is because the potential is defined only up do a constant by

Poisson's equation. Physically, the motion of the particles

depends only on the differences between O's that is, on the

electric field. We see that we must specify one of the 0,'s

as a boundary condition in order to arrive at an explicit

solution. The choice is arbitrary, but we decided to specify

o = 0

Using this, the above set of equations reduces to

01 + (NX-1 = Po

- + 4) P1

), I - 21, + 4 ., = P, i 2,3 ,.... NX-2 )

VNX- 2 -2 NX - = PNX- I

"Mk)



We must throw out one of these equations since there is one

more equation than unknown. This is due to the periodicity

of the system. If one fixes 0P, one fixes OX as well. As a

result, two values are fixed in a system of NX equations. We

left out the final equation in the series. After~transforming the matrix of a few cases to upper triangular

form, an explicit general solution was apparent.

This was, defining N = NX-I,

N
N = (N+l)-' 2 (N-i) n.i=o

N-i
ON-, = 2 (N-i-j) n, - (N-i) C

3=o N-i = 1,2,3, ... , NX-2 )

0 = 0

When programmed, this formula was checked for several cases

against the relaxation results and found to agree to within

an additive constant.

In interpolating the electric field from the grid points on

which it is calculated to the precise particle position, we

make use of the same algorithms used to calculate density in

a self-consistent fashion. If the particle is between points

i and i+l at distance X,

E = E, (X, - X) + E.1, (X - X,

The chosen algorithm for carrying out the next step, that

is, moving the particles given the electric field, was taken

from Buneman. (3) The algorithm calculates explicitly the

position at integral time stepz, and the velocity at

half-integral steps. The motion is divided into a

translation due to the electric field, and a plane rotation

due to the perpendicular magnetic field. Rather than

reproduce the rather involved equations here, we refer the

reader to the clear treatment given in reference 4.

The choice of which of the many possible quantities to output
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during a simulation is influenced by the particular system

and by one's particular interest.

There are a few quantities however, that should be of

interest in many types of simulation, and provisions for

these are built in to the SIMlD code. The most basic of

these are the kinetic and potential energy. The sum of

these should remain relatively constant in any simulation,

at least the fluctuation in the sum should be much smaller

than the fluctuations in either individually. The methods

for calculating energy deserve some note. For kinetic, we

wish to sum the squares of the velocities of all particles

at time t. Due to the nature of our time integration

algorithm, we have stored only velocities at half-integral

times, t-nt/2 and t+6/2. We find an average velocity at

t by multiplying the two, that is,

u KE = 4 2 Vi(t-6t/2) Vi(t+6t/2 )

For potential energy, we integrate the product of charge

density and potential over the computational space. Using

grid points, this amounts to the sum

PE = p1 P0 DX

These quantities are converted to ergs and output to TAPE1

in a format suitable for plotting.

Another important feature is the distribution in velocity

space. This could be defined as the number of particles in

the system with velocities within a chosen interval. The

SIMlD system provides a routine for calculating and plotting

the distribution.

Also of interest is the behavior of the Fourier transforms

of various properties in the system. For instance, the

energy contained in an oscillation is given by the product

mk Pk
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The frequency of propagation of energy waves of various

wavelength can be obtained from the time dependence of

this product, since

Pk Ok == exp(iu(k)t)

Due to the periodic nature of the system, the only spacial

waves that can be sustained are those with a wavelength that

is some integral fraction of the length of the box. We als

cannot hope to resolve oscillations that are smaller in

extent than the division between grids. This gives an upper

and lower bound on the value of k. The discrete Fourier

transform (Qu) of a set of points (Q,) is defined as

NR-l X -ix R)
Q1 = DX 7 Q, e

j =0

X) =jDX, k, = 2wn'L n=O,1 ....... NP-I

If we consider real and imaginary parts of Q , we see

there are 2NR values, but due to the folding property of

finite transforms, Q. = QN-k-

We simply ignore the upper half of the spectrum since it

contains no new information. SIMID provides a routine for

producing this transform of any distance dependent quantity

such as P, o, or E. The transforms of the density and

potential will be important in the experimental part of th-,

work.
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3.4 Initialization

The choice of starting state - he a-t,: :'j\ "rta:.;.
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" - the ma'.i: tide of the excitation. The coefficient A
S.e is proporticnal though not equal to Xl.

A - p * XMODE * Xl

,'?X VDy - drift velocities in the X and Y dimension. We
,ht ~ntroduce a beam by providing a drift velocity,z ,ne set of particles and none for another. We

--~:>l live momentum to a wave by using a drift and
Ao.nsity excitation together.

XVY - sometimes it may be desirable to provide a
,e-perature in the plasma. One way to do this is
• ve each particle a random velocity. These
1:,v-ters direct the program to assign a uniform

A.stribution between -VRX and +VRX in the X
-- ion, and similarly for Y.

" , the number of particles of species two. If this is
.-. :,o, the pro ram asks for excitation, drift

ml J 3r.-iom veloci ty imputs for species two. If
zer;: -.nly one species is produced.

aldition to these parameters there are a few within the
:,.ram S:MID that can be adjusted to control the frequency

1 .1A nature of output. These appear together after line 30

- s a scaling factor to control the magnitude of the
. e:;:y output to the SUATEK file on TAPE1.

controls the frequency of velocity space distribu-.•7n plots. IPV = a large number will produce no

'AX- controls the range of velocities plotted. If
.- 'AX-), the maximum velocity encountered is taken

i' -V-AY.

"FT controls Fourier transforms. IFT = 0 leads to no
* ra:.c~formation, IFT equals an integer gives

* :a-'forms on each timestep, output to TAPE2, and a
Mr .tut every IFT timesteps.

',FFPT - allows a second random perturbation in velocity in• e X-direction. Zero means no perturbation.

7hp, ,r:ram itself requires only two input values, the

*i enestep and the number of steps to carry out. With a few

::,lred particles and a few hundred timesteps, the program

han be run interactively. The test cases we carried out,

"-,-ribed in the next section, took only a few seconds to

.&xecute. It is convenient to run the program interactively,

'- in<e important criteria such as energy conservation can be

imrf-.iately checked and the timestep modified accordingly.

:he program is currently dimensioned for up to 1000
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particles and 500 grid points.

3.5 Tests of the Program

In order to demonstrate the proper functioning of the

program, we carried out two simulations, one on an

electrostatic plasma (without magnetic field), another

involving a static magnetic field. The tests were chosen for

their simplicity and because detailed descriptions and

results were available for systems similar to our own. This

was helpful in setting up the experiment or analyzing the

results obtained. Also, analytic expressions available for

some of the quantities to be measured.

In both cases, we began with a cold plasma, that is, one

with no random thermal motion. The plasma was excited by

adding energy in the form of a density wave at a chosen

wavelength and amplitude. As the system evolved, potential

energy was transformed to kinetic and back again. Since the

excited mode chosen was in each case one of the normal modes

in the system, all the energy remained in the chosen mode,

and harmonic motion was observed.

The important quantities we measured were the kinetic, the

potential and the total energy, the latter of which should be

a constant. We also determined the frequency of the

oscillation for several modes. The first simulation involved

plasma oscillations. The initial state is given
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below, in terms of SETID variables

Table 1 - Parameters for Plasma Oscillations

BOX 2v

NX 32

OMEGP 1.0

OMEGC 0.0

QDM 1.0

NEI 128

XMODE 1.0

Xl 0.001

VDX,VDY 0.,0.

VRX,VRY 0.,0.

NE2 0

The results of running the program through 100 steps at a

timestep of 0.2 are shown in Figure 3.3. The kinetic energy

begins at zero and rises to the initial value of the

potential energy as energy exchange takes place. The total

energy, (top line) remains constant except for minor

fluctuations. The fluctuations are expected because

potential and kinetic energy are not calculated in an

entirely self-consistent way. Potential is calculated on the

grid points, kinetic energy at the point of the particles.

This process is illustrated by Birdsall.
(21

Since the plasma frequency is the frequency at which

electrostatic waves propagate in a plasma, the induced wave

should propagate at this frequency. Indeed, the period of

oscillation is around 2v plasma periods. Note that a

complete oscillation involves two peaks in the potential

energy level, not one. Initially there is an accumulation of

density in the center of the box, density in the center drops
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and that near the edges rises until another peak is reached,

then we return to the initial configurations.

If we were to look at the Fourier modes of some property in

the system in this simulation, we would see that the primary

mode was oscillating strongly. As long as wave amplitudes

are small, we would not expect the other modes, that is k =

2,3, etc., to be active at all. What in fact happens is that

the other modes pick up energy from numerical inaccuracies in

the trajectory calculations. We can see this in Figure 3.4.

Here, we began by activating mode 2. We have normalized all

modes to their maximum value in this figure. We can give

each mode a little of the potential energy of the initial

system by providing a small random velocity execution in the

X-direction. We did this by specifying VRX = .00001 in

SET1D. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the results. The k=2 mode

appears to have some extraneous excitation, but all others

are behaving nicely. The quantity being studied is Pk Ok-

The time dependence of such a wave ought to be

Pk Ok= Po 00 exp(2iu(k)t)

This is because from linear theory, both density and

potential are assumed to be of the form

f(x,t) = :k f. exp(iwt+kx)

Thus the waves are cosines, the real parts at least. We fit

the waves in Figures 5 and 6 to the function

A sin ut + B cos ut + C

to determine w(k). The theoretical prediction is(5'

w(k) : i. cos k DX
2

where DX is the spacing between grids. In Figure 3.7, we plot

this function and the measured values. It ran be seen that
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the agreement is neir p ' rtect. For the k=2 mode, which

seemed peculiar in Figure 3.5, we fit instead the result of

direct excitation at k=2, from Figure 3.4.

We also were able to induce harmonic motion in the mode by

beginning with a velocity given by

v(X) = A sin X

Figure 3.8 shows the energy versus time for this system. Here

potential energy begins at zero and kinetic energy is finite.

The kinetic energy plotted is really the difference from

kinetic energy at time zero. The frequency here appears to

be the same as was obtained from an initial density

excitation.

The second simulation involved the addition of a static

magnetic field. With this, the plasma oscillations are

changed to hybrid oscillations. The hybrid frequency is

given by

H 
2  = Wp2 + C 2

In the following, we will try to find uH(k) in a way

analogous to that used previously to find wp(k). We begin

by introducing a density perturbation of the form

p(x) = A sin kx

We must take care, though, to eliminate ExB drift in the

center of mass of the system that could be caused by the

magnetic field. In the present case of crossed magnetic and

electric fields, the particles will move in circular orbits

around a "guiding center". We should choose the initial

conditions so that the guiding center remains stationary. Wt.*

need to do this because we will analyze the dispersion
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relation wH(k) by means of the field quantities P04k If

there is a net movement, the frequencies will be shifted by

that motion. If there is a net drift in the Y-direction, the

equations of motion tell us that there will be a net

acceleration in the X-direction. This is what we wish to

avoid. We can keep the Y-drift at zero if we require that

Vy1 = L c X 1

where X, is the initial perturbation in X displacement

and Vy, is the perturbation in velocity. We used

x, = A sin kx

so that

v = - A sin kx

The input parameters for SET1D are given in Table 2.

Table 2 - Parameters for Hybrid Oscillations

BOX 2w

NX -2

OMEGP 1.0

OMEGC 0.5

QDM 1.0

NE1 128

XMODE 1,2,3,...*

Xl 0.001

VDX,VDY 0.00.

VRXURY 0.,0.

NE2 0

XMODE equal to the chosen mode to be excited



In addition, we added a line to SETID which set the initial

V, of each particle to

VY(I) = - OMEGC * XI * SIN(XMODE*(I-1)*BOX,NX)

Figure 3.9 shows the energy of the system for a timestep of

0.1 and 200 steps, in agreement with the previous equation.

Again energy is conserved quite satisfactorily. Figure 3.10

shows some of the P,4, products. These were

obtained by exciting each mode separately in different runs.

Again, we fit the time dependence to sine waves. If w,

does not depend on k, then from the previous, the dispersion

relation for w. should be

2 2 2
=H(k) uP cos )I? DX + w-

Figure 3.11 gives the predicted and measured values for U.

for the first 10 active modes, The agreement with the

prediction is again quite good.

The preceding two simulations give one some confidence that

the program is operating correctly, although there could

still be problems left undiscovered by the simplicity of the

systems considered.

'.6 Summary- and Recommendations

We have investigated the numerous algorithms in general use

for particle pushing simulation and have chosen from these a

,;et to solve a relatively simple plasma system. We have

written a program to simulate this system and have shown the

program to reproduce published results9 for two simple

initial conditions. In trying to go beyond these simple

systems, we have encountered some problems. We feel that

these are due in part to a lack of experience in choosing

the initial state. In dealing with warm plasmas, when there

is some random initial velocity, there are inhorent problems
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in attaining a proper balance between kinetic energy and

potential. If one makes the initial velocities large, the

particles will simply move in straight lines, unaffected by

fluctuations in charge density. In plasma simulation one

needs to be very careful in identifying conditions that are

physically acceptable or unacceptable artifacts in models.

Understanding the basic physics and writing the program was

comparatively easy. That is the technical problem that we

have addressed and solved in this work. In doing this, we

have gained a substantial advantage over simply borrowing a

particle pushing program from someone else. At least the

program is not a black box. The question now is, what is

needed to derive some useful results from our work? It

seems especially true here that asking the right question is

at least as difficult as finding the answer. Tackling the are

of simulation still remains a substantial undertaking.
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4.0 Beam-plasma Interaction and Charging in Emitting Probes

When a probe ejects a charged particle beam in a plasma

environment, the probe itself develops a charge. Charged

particles are drawn from the ambient plasma to neutralize

this charge and it is believed that a steady state develops

with the returning current equal to the beam current and

the probe at some potential attractive with respect to the

ejected particles.

Two different approaches have been taken to elucidate the

details of this system. The first approach takes as a

principal assumption that the beam leaves the probe

environment completely and addresses the problem of

interaction between the charged probe and the surrounding

plasma. The second approach ignores the probe charging and

attempts to model the interaction between the beam and the

ambient plasma.

Our efforts have been primarily in support of the Beam

Emitting Rocket Technology program (BERT). In Section 4.1 we

describe a mechanism relying on ionization of neutrals by

returning current which can be called upon to explain the

anomalously low charging levels in electron beam emission.

We show how this model has been used for mission planning and

compare its predictions to test chamber and flight data.

Following in Section 4.2, we describe a second model which

has been used to explain the wave data obtained in flight.

These waves are assumed to be the result of interaction

between the beam and the plasma environment.

4.1 Modeling of Spacecraft Charging with Beam Emission

The Beam Emitting Rocket Technology program (BERT) has been

an important element in the investigation of charging of

electron beam emitting crafts in the ionosphere. Such
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charging has been shown by recent experiments to be much less

than the level predicted by most theoretical models")1 . A

model PLAS3 had previously been developed which invokes the

mechanism of ionization of neutrals in the sheath by the

return current of electrons to suppress the probe potential.

We have recently had the opportunity to test this theory

quantitatively against actual experiments made both in a test

chamber and during flight. Support was provided both for

mission planning, and in the analysis and comparison of the

resulting data with theoretical models.

4.1.1 Comparison of 1-dimensional Models of Probe Charging

There are several models which give the current collected by

a probe as a function of potential, though unlike PLAS3, they

ignore ionization. We wished to compare their predictions

for environments appropriate to the BERT mission. We

selected five models to examine.

o The Orbital Limited flow model (OLM), based on current

collection by a charged probe in a Maxwellian plasma, with

the assumption of no sheath formation.

o The Space-Charge limited model (SCL), based on the

potential acquired by a probe when surrounded by a sheath

of specified radius through which an ambient current of

electrons is collected.

o The Keil fit to Laframboise' (LEF) calculations, which is a

convenient way to generate I-V curves that closely

approximate the calculations of Laframboise.

o The Self-consistent Mott-Smith/Space charge limited

equations (MSS), based on Sherman's calculations in which

these equations are solved simultaneously for a common

current characteristic.
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o The Parker-Murphy model (PKM), which allows for the

inclusion of a magnetic field.

These were collected and coded together in a single program

to produce a variety of comparisons. One such is shown in

Figure 4.1. This gives the potential predicted by several

models, both in spherical (SP) and cylindrical (CY) symmetry,

for a specified altitude in a model BERT environment. The

model not shown, MSS, is almost identical to SCL in this

parameter range. Of particular interest is that the largest

charging is predicted by the model involving a magnetic

field, PKM-SP, which leads one to believe that a magnetic

field alone cannot be called upon to explain the low levels

of charging in electron emission.

A particle tracking study carried out alongside this work may

indicate why this is so. In this study, a probe was placed

in a magnetic field of about .5 Gauss. Electrons were

started some distance away from the probe and given a small

velocity. Their path was then followed until they either

impacted or missed the probe. We found that the electrons

that impacted the probe on tY 2 first pass gave rise to a

current almost identical to the Parker-Murphy model above.

We also found, however, that a large number of electrons

missed the probe on the first pass but turned around sometime
p

later and returned to it, eventually making impact. This

means that the Parker-Murphy model is really just a lower

limit for current collection, or an upper limit for

potential. While the current collection restraints imposed

by a magnetic field are still an important anomaly in the

PLAS3 model, which includes no magnetic field effects, it

seems clear that theories that treat collection of only these

"first pass" electrons can never explain the remarkable low

potentials encountered.
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4.1.2 Mission Planning with PLAS3

The PLAS3 program has been previously described in

detail. 2 3
1 It is a one-dimensional space charge limited

model with no magnetic field. It takes into account the

ionization of neutrals surrounding the probe by the return

current of ions or electrons. For the ion case, the

modification to charging characteristics is minimal. For

electrons, however, a substantial suppression of charge is

found. This model has been used, in both spherical and

cylindrical symmetries to simulate several features in the

BERT-I mission plan.

A study was done to determine the optimum way to arrange the

beam pulses during flight. The choice was in the variation

of the number of current steps which would constitute one

sweep. Each step was of 10 millisecond duration and, using

many steps, we could better approximate the continuous sweep

desired. However, if a sweep lasted a comparatively long

time, environmental conditions might change substantially,

complicating the I-V curve. We approached this problem by

creating a simulated strip chart of a charging event during

BERT-l flight. We chose a series of altitudes, calculated

the rocket velocity and the subsequent altitudes passed

during sweeps of 30 and of 256 ten millisecond intervals,

using the model environment developed to calculate the

potential profile with PLAS3. Our results indicated that the

longer sweep preserved the overall shape of the I-V profile,

meaning that envircnmental conditions were reasonably stable

over this period. Thus, it was decided that 256 intervals

should be used.

Another study was done to help decide the best time to change

the capacitance of BERT. The backside of the rocket is

normally electrically isolated from the beam end, but can be

connected during flight. This effectively changes the

surface area of the rocket. Since charging theories predict
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a decrease in voltage with increasing surface area, it was

desired to make this modification in capacitance sometime

during flight. To this end, we calculated curves of

potential versus altitude for selected beam currents for a

normal sized BERT and one twice as large. PLAS3 was used for

electron emission and the space charge limit was used for

ions. We found that the reduction in voltage was apparent at

all altitudes for all currents, but that it was much smaller in

the electron case when ionization was predominant. This

suggested that the increase should be made in the electron

mode when ionization is weak, or near apogee. For ions, the

reduction was nearly the same at all altitudes.

In support of the test chamber experiment, an effort was made

to predict voltages of the probe as a function of electron

density, electron temperature and neutral pressure. A

simplification of this study was made possible when it was

realized that the voltages and critical currents are strongly

dependent on only two parameters, the neutral pressure and

the product of the electron density and the square root of

the temperature, a quantity proportional to the thermal flux.

This is borne out in Figure 4.2 which shows the I-V curve

over two decades of variation in density. It can be seen

that the peak voltage and the critical current at which it

occurs are nearly constant.

By varying these parameters, making several runs with PLAS3,

we produced plots of contours of constant maximum voltage and

critical current, such as the one shown in Figure 4.3. These

plots can be used to estimate the charging for a known

environment, to determine the beam current necessary to

observe non-monotonic behavior, or to estimate neutral

pressure and density from charging data.
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4.1.3 Comparisons with Experiment

In March 1985, the BERT-i payload was put inside the large

vacuum chamber at Johnson Space Center. Inside the chamber,

an environment was created to simulate the ionosphere.

Electrons were ejected over a range of currents, and vehicle

charging was measured. One particularly good quality result

is shown in Figure 4.4. The non-monotonic behavior is

clearly present. Unfortunately, data on neutral pressure and

electron density are not available to any degree of precision

due to the unstable conditions in the chamber. We can

however use the previous Figure 4.3 to estimate from the

measured peak charging of 95 volts at a current of about

9 milliamps, that the model would predict a neutral pressure

of 1.5x10-5 torr and an ambient flux of 9x10 9

electrons/meter3 /(eV)

In June 1985, BERT-I was launched from White Sands, NM 4 )

The rocket attained a maximum altitude of 240 km, but

unfortunately, only the first seven seconds of beam emission

were processabie. From those first few seconds, a reasonable

good I-V curve was obtained and is shown in Figure 4.5. The

PLAS3 model was used to calculate a theoretical equivalent.

Although electron density and temperature were known to a

high degree of precision, outgassing from the spacecraft left

the neutral density uncertain. Thus we were forced to vary

the neutral pressure within reasonable bounds until the best

agreement was obtained. This is shown as the solid line in

Figure 4.5. The agreement is quite excellent.

4.1.4 Electron Beam Induced Ionization

A possible alternative to the PLAS3 concept of sheath

ionization by returning electrons is the idea that the beam

itself may produce substantial ionization. Work with the

5
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SCEX rocket has shown that there is a critical current beyond

which an avalanche effect substantially increases the

production of secondary ions by the beam.(') Below this, beam

induced ionization is minimal.

The SCEX rocket was launched into the auroral region in

January 1982. It flew to an apogee of 230 km. Electron

beams were ejected in a range from 1 to 100 mA and energies

from 3 to 9 keV. The luminosity of the ejected beam was

measured by an on board photometer pointed directly at the

beam. This luminosity was a result of ionization of neutrals

by the beam electrons.

The important result insofar as BERT is concerned was that

almost no enhancement of luminosity was observed for beam

currents less than 10 mA, and below a critical current of

about 70 mA, luminosity was minimal. Since BERT operates

well below this critical current, we could infer that beam

induced ionization is not important. However, this work does

suggest a limit beyond which beam ionization must be

considered.

4.1.5 Effect of Photocurrent on Satellite Charging

Support was provided for various charging studies of other

beam emitters. In this case, the satellite was SCATHA.

Since SCATHA operated at geosynchronous altitudes where

neutral molecules are scarce, it was not expected that

non-monotonic behavior would be observed. Rather, the data

of interest involved a potential difference observed when the

booms of the satellite rotated in sunlight. The booms were

deployed on opposite sides and rotated with the satellite in

the equatorial plane. The arrangement was such that these

booms pointed nearly directly toward and away from the sun

alternately. The correlation between the sun angle to the

booms and the potential is shown in Figure 4.6. There is a
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lowering of potential obtained when the booms are

perpendicular to the satellite-sun axis.

The mechanism proposed to explain this data(6 ) is photo-

ionization of the boom material, which contributes to the

returning electron current and lowers potential. In a steady

state, the incoming current must equal the outgoing current

due to the beam

I b = I e + Iph (1)

where b refers to beam, e to the ambient current, and ph to

the photocurrent. Since the plasma density at geosynchronous

altitudes is low, the ambient current is well approximated by

the orbit limited probe equation
(7 )

Ie = nv( 1 + eo/kT) (2)

We took the radial dependence of the potential 0 to be of

the Debye form

O(r) = 0(0)(R/r+R)exp(r/X0 ) (3)

The photoelectrons were assumed to have a Maxwellian

distribution with a temperature Tph. The fraction of

photoelectrons collected by the probe, originating at a

distance r along a boom is then

f(0(r)) = Int(eo(r))/Int(w)

where

h

Int(h) = f E exp(-E/kTph) dE

0

If the photoelectron emissivity is Jph then the current
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density generated at any point r along the boom is

Jph(r,o) = f(0(r))jph

To get the total current collected, we must integrate this

over the length of the boom L. Also, the sun angle

dependence is introduced as being proportional to the surface

area of the boom perpendicular to the satellite/sun axis.

With sun angle e

L

Iph(e,0(O)) = 2DIsinel f Jph(r,)) dr

0

A plot was made, shown in Figure 4.7, giving the current

expected when e is 90 degrees and when it is zero, the case

for no photoionization. By comparing the values for

potential at constant current, one can determine the

amplitude of the expected oscillation. For the data shown in

Figure 4.6, a difference of about 50 volts is found, which is

in good agreement with experiment.
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4.2. Investigation of Beam-Plasma Instabilities

Along with the main BERT-i payload, described in Section

4.1, the rocket carried a daughter, ERNIE, which was

separated during flight and functioned to measure the

spectrum of ion waves generated during electron emission

events. Although much of the charging data from BERT appears

to be unusable, the data from ERNIE was not affected and has

proved to contain a wealth of interesting observations.

A model was implemented and maintained, relying on linear

Vlasov theory, and has been used to explain some of this wave

data. Additionally, a model has been created describing the

stochastic heating of ions, a necessary element in the chain

of events invoked to explain these results.

The mechanism consists of several steps, which we outline as

follows 8 . The electron beam creates ions by the ionization

of ambient neutrals. The resulting plasma consists of warm

beam produced ions and cold background ions. Our model

predicts that this system is capable of producing unstable

electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) waves. The constituents

of this plasma will be the ionization products of abundant

neutrals, 0 and N* in the beam, and naturally occurring 0,

NO* and O in the background.

The waves produced by these instabilities in the plasma cloud

surrounding BERT then propagate into the background

surrounding ERNIE. We use ray tracing to show that these

waves can escape. Once there, they are capable of

stochastically heating ambient hydrogen ions; again we show

this through simulation. Now, the daughter is immersed in a

warm hydrogen plasma, capable of producing elctromagnetic

Bernstein waves. This instability was shown to exist from

previous work supported by Radex using another model.' 0 The

two pieces of ERNIE data that we will attempt to explain are

the observations of EIC waves at .1 to .24 times the oxygen

plasma frequency, and ion Bernstein waves.
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4.2.1 EIC Instabilities

The purpose of this section is to show that EIC waves are

generated at frequencies close to .1 times the ion plasma

frequency. We will first describe a model which we first

solved for electron beams. We will generalize this to a

multi-component ion plasma, letting the warm ions take the

place of the beam and the cold ions take the place of the

background.

The model is based on solutions to the linear Vlasov

equation, 9) assuming an electrostatic approximation in which

all terms involving the induced magnetic field are ignored.

2f1 /2t + v.Vf + (e/m)(v x Bo/c).Vvfl + (e/m)(E1 .Vvfo) = 0

The model includes a static, uniform magnetic field and is

inhomogeneous in one direction perpendicular to that field.

This complicates the Vlasov equation in that solutions are

dependent on spatial gradients. We make what is called a

local approximation, which says that the Vlasov equation can

be solved at any point in space as if the system is

homogeneous with respect to spatial variation. The end

product of this solution is a characterization of the type of

waves that can propagate in the system, both their frequency

u and their wave numbers k. Specifically, we can find w as a

function of k, and when a frequency is found to contain an

imaginary component, this is interpreted as an instability

which oscillates at a frequency equal to Re(w) and grows in

amplitude at a rate Im(w).

The derivation of the dispersion relation is quite laborious

and the algebra has undergone substantial cross checking and

correction, but we omit it here. We will concentrate on a

description of what is called the zero order distribution

function, which defines the problem. The idea is that if we

set up such a system, it would evolve in time, at least for
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a relatively short time compared to collision times, via the

predictions of the theory. Beginning with the background

plasma, we assume it is cold with no velocity in B-field

perpendicular or parallel directions.

fo,back = no/( 2lvp)s(vp)s(vr) (I)

where p and r mean perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic

field, and S is the Dirac delta function. When this

distribution is passed through the Vlasov equations with the

assumptions noted above, we find that it contributes a term

of the form

W2k p2/(W2-uc2) -up2kr2/W 2  (2)

to the dispersion relation. kP and kr are again the wave

vector components in the magnetic field perpendicular and

parallel directions. wp and wc are the plasma and cyclotron

frequencies.

For the beam, we assume that electrons have a cold velocity

distribution with two components vrb and Vpb, defined as

before. The vrb is along the magnetic field and the vpb is

distributed uniformly through the plane perpendicular to the

field. This velocity distribution is called a ring and is

adopted not so much for authenticity as to simplify

calculations. To model a system with a finite beam, we

restrict the gyrocenters of the beam electrons to the

negative x half of the xy plane, as shown in Figure 4.8.

(the magnetic field is assumed along z).

Since the beam electrons have a constant velocity vpb they

will all oscillate around the field lines with the same

gyroradius PL" This means that if we confine the gyrocenters

to the left half of the x axis, there will be some beam

electrons between zero and PL- Likewise, there will be some

depletion of beam density from -PL to zero. The schematic of
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this density profile in Figure 4.8 also points out our

assumption that BERT is inside the beam while ERNIE is

outside. The actual distribution function looks like

fo.beam nb/( 2 1rvpb)S(Vp-Vpb)(vr-brb)[l-H(x - PLsin4 ] (3)

where H is the Heavyside function and '4 is the angle Vpb

makes with the x axis. Sending this through the Vlasov

equations leads again to two terms,

m

n

m

+ ( kp2 nb/iT )(a 2 2nJnJmn/( /cn n+krvrb )2 (4)

n

where J. = Jn(PLkP) is the nth order Bessel function and

a' = cos[(n-m)37/2] sin[(n-m)%]/(n-m)

which is just n when n=m and where

= arcsin(x/PL) - 1v/2

Now, according to Vlasov theory, those waves which can exist

in the system have wavelengths and frequencies determined by

the solutions to the following equation.

1 + D(w,k,x) = 0 (5)

where D is the sum of equations 2 and 4.

We have used this model for various parametric studies of

electron beam plasma instabilities, but for this particular

application, we had to generalize Equation 5 to deal with a

multi-component ion plasma. This can be done by replacing
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all terms which involve the mass of the electron by the

following relations.

Wpi2 = Wpi2 / r

Vbi = Vbe

Ui = Wce / r

PLi = PLe / r

r = mi / me (6)

We have coded these equations, substituting 6 into 2 for the

background terms of 0, NO* and 0* and for beam terms in

Equation 4 for N2" and O" and have used the root solving

Asoftware DISPER to generate plots of solutions for w as a

function of k. One such plot that corresponds to conditions

near 200 km in the BERT mission is shown in Figure 4.9. The

dashed lines help relate the imaginary component, or growth

rate, plotted on the lower axis with the real component, or

frequency of the wave plotted above. This plot is for a wave

vector purely perpendicular to the magnetic field dnd u is

normalized to the plasma frequency of oxygen so that we see

that the theory does indeed predict a strong instability

around .lwp. A corresponding plot for the BERT-l apogee is

shown in Figure 4.10. Again we find a substantial

instability reasonably close to .24wp as desired.

4.2.2 Ray Tracing

Now that we have verified that EIC waves of the proper

frequency could have been generated in the vicinity of BERT,

we move on to see if these waves can leave the plasma cloud

and reach the detector, ERNIE, in the no beam region. This

amounts to following a specific wave characterized by a k and
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Figure 4 .9 Dispersion Solutions for a 200 km BERT Environment
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an w from the full beam to the no beam end of the system.

Suppose we have determined that a wave can exist at -PL" We

can follow it via the group velocity""°)

- . dx/dt = sw/sk (8)

We don't actually know this quantity but we can find it

through implicit differentiation

su/Sk = (ED/Sk)/(SD/6w) (9)

where D(k,x,w) is the dispersion relation for the system.

We could simply move x by some small increment then solve the

dispersion relation at a constant w for the corresponding k,

but there is a better way. We form

.j dD/dt = (&D/sk)dk/dt + (SD/Sx)dx/dt (10)

We wish the new value of k to solve the dispersion relation,

meaning that l+D(k',x',w) is zero, but since l+D(k,x,w) is

zero as well, it must be that dD/dt is zero throughout. If

we choose

dk/dt = -(&D/Sx)/(6D/Sw) (11)

we can see by substituting Equation 11 and 8 into 10 that

dD/dt is zero. Thus 8 and 11 constitute a method to follow

the evolution of both the position and the wave vector of the

wave in time. Since there are two independent directions in

our system, there are actually four equations to solve

simultaneously
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dx/dt = (SD/skp)/(SD/S)

dz/dt = (SD/kr)/(SD/S(j)

dkp/dt = (&D/Sx)/(SD/Sw)

dkr/dt = (SD/Sz)/(SD/SLj) (12)

In a ray trace, one of three things can happen. If dx/dt is

negative at the outset, the wave will travel into the beam

instead of out of it and never reach the detector. If dx/dt

becomes negative somewhere along the way before the wave

reaches +PL, then the wave can be thought of as being

reflected and likewise will not reach the detector. If the

wave reaches +PL with positive dx/dt, we can be assured that

it will continue to propagate since the dispersion relation

is a constant with respect to x above PL" Thus it can be

detected.

The more interesting case in our studies turned out to be

that for electrons. In our work, we chose to keep the

magnitude of the k vector constant and vary the direction it

made with the magnetic field. For small angles, the wave was

turned back into the beam. Figure 4.11 shows one such plot

at 30 degrees off parallel. At larger angles, as shown in

Figure 4.12, the wave was able to escape.

For the ion beam case, similar runs showed that all angles

gave rise to waves able to escape the beam and propagate to

the detector, which was the desired result anyway.

4.2.3 Stochastic Heating of Hydrogen Ions

Stochastic heating arises from the interaction of the

cyclotron motion of an independent charged particle with an
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electrostatic wave. The process produces two regimes. Below

a critical amplitude, a particle will exhibit harmonic

motion, but above, the particle's kinetic energy will

increase to many times the potential energy of the carrier

wave. The phenomenon is rather difficult to visualize but

can be simulated by numerical integration of the equations of

motion of a single particle. The Hamiltonian of such a

system is

H = p.2/2 + py2/2 + nsin(x - w/wct)

where p is the momentum and n is the wave energy defined as

Ti = (e/m) 4 (( 2 ) 2  /C ISEI

where SE is the EIC wave power.

A study of this equation was done for conditions similar to

the BERT mission. The dramatic difference between

oscillatory and stochastic heating is shown in Figure 4.13,

which contrasts a case for n=1.3 and n=1.5. This figure is a

plot of the x momentum vs. the x position. Data from ERNIE

indicate that n is around 2.1 which means that EIC waves

should have been in the stochastic regime. Thus we conclude

that this model predicts stochastic heating of hydrogen ions

in the vicinity of ERNIE.

The final step relies on data from a previous study that was

supported for Donatelli, '0 1 in which it was shown that a
hot, Maxwellian population of hydrogen ions was conducive to

the production of unstable Bernstein waves, which were indeed

observed by ERNIE.
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5.0 Numerical Simulation of Magnetospheric Dynamics

This section describes portions of the development of a

maa-etospheric modeling code at AFGL. The code is intended

to incorporate the coupled dynamics of plasma sheet

convection, currents, and ionospheric electric fields. It

follows much of the physics and logic of the model published

by Harel, et.al.,"') but it includes a detailed spatial

account of the plasma sheet density for a single specie,

rather than the locations of the edges for multiple-species.

The first section of this report describes the implemen-

tation of the Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient (ICCG)

method (2) as an alternative to the relaxation method for

solving the set of simultaneous linear equations for the

ionospheric potential. The second section describes the

numerical simulation of the plasma convection. An appendix

describes the system of units and dimensions used in the

code.
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5.1 Calculation of the Ionospheric Potential

The ionospheric potential is computed, as by Harel,et.al.,

by solving a set of difference equations resulting from the

ionospheric current conservation equations. A 9-point

differencing scheme is used. For a 32 by 21 longitude-latitude

grid there are 672 simultaneous linear equations, including

the equations for fixed bound-ry values at the highest

latitude, and zero leakage current at the lowest latitude.

Two alternative methods of solution have been implemented,

the relaxation method used by Harel, et.al., and the

Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient Method (ICCG)

described by Kershaw 2 }. The latter method has been

implemented in an attempt to obtain accelerated convergence

to the solution.

5.1.1 The Incomplete Cholesky Congugate Gradient Method

The ICCG method is especially suited to large systems of

equations with sparse matrices. The ionospheric potential

system satisfies this requirement. However the

left-hand-side matrix A is not symmetric and positive

definite, as is also required by ICCG. Two methods of

resolving this problem are available:

a) multiply both sides of the equations by the transpose of

A; the resulting system matrix ATA then satisfies the ICCG

q requirements of being symmetric and positive definite.

b) use Kershaw's generalization of the ICCG method to

arbitrary nonsingular sparse matrices, described in his

Appendix A.
(2 ,

The first approach has been implemented here since a FORTRAN

package already exists, within the NASCAP code, for the ICCG

method for symmetric, positive-definite matrices. A group

*of front-end routines SOLVMAT has been constructed to set up

the matrix ATAand the right hand side ATb, and call the
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NASCAP routine ICCG. A description of these routines

follows:

5.1.1.1 SOLVMAT - A System for Solving Large Sparse Matrices

SOLVMAT is a routine to solve the system of equations

Ax = b

where A is a large, sparse matrix. The matrix is loaded and

solved by a series of subroutines described below. The user

must provide work areas as follows in the calling program

AMAT(NMAX), LIST(NMAX), MRKR(NEQ)

Sl(NEQ), S2(NEQ), S3(NEQ), S4(NEQ)

where NEQ is the number of equations, and NMAX is a number

at least equal to the number of non-zero elements in the

matrix ATA. This number is not generally known, but the

routine will calculate it and print a diagnostic error

message if the specified NMAX is less than the actual number

of elements. Ia addition, three tape units are required,

referred to here as NTl, NT2, NT3. The parameters are

initialized by a call to

INITMAT (NEQ,NMAX,AMAT,LIST,MRKR,NTI,NT2,NT3)

The matrix is loaded by a series of calls to

LOADMAT (I,J,VALUE,AMAT,LIST,MRKR)

where VALUE is the matrix element I,J. If I or J is outside

the bounds of the matrix, the call is ignored. If a call to

LOADMAT occurs twice with the same values for I and J, an

error message is printed and the first value is retained.

4: This would be valuable in debugging matrices that are
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complicated to load. The order of calls to LOADMAT is

unimportant since elements are sorted during processing, but

a sequence in which the value of I increases is the most

efficient.

The solution is accomplished by a call to

SOLVMAT (P,RHS,AMAT,LIST,MRKR,IFIX,S1,S2,S3,S4,

IPRINT,MAXIT,CONV)

where

P is a guess for the solution on call

and is the solution upon return.

RHS is the right hand side of the matrix equation.

IFIX is an NEQ dimensioned vector giving the boundary

conditions

IFIX(I) = 0 means that P(I) is a variable

IFIX(I) = 1 means that P(I) is a fixed boundary

condition, the value given by P(I)

IPRNT = 0 gives no information from the routine

= 1 gives size of ATA and traces iterations

= 2 in addition to 1 gives a portion of the

matrix, the full RHS, initial P and solution

P.

MAXIT is the maximum number of iterations

CONV is a convergence criterion based on change in the

magnitude of the vector P.
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The guess for P can be set equal to RHS if a better guess is

not available. In a time dependent problem, one might want

to use the solution P from the previous timestep as an

initial guess for the next step. This is easily done by

leaving P alone between calls.

If the same matrix is to be called with several values in

RHS, a considerable savings of time can be had by making the

second and subsequent calls to another routine.

SOLVTWO (P,RHS,AMAT,UST,MRKR,IFIX,S1,S2,S3,S4,

IPRNT,MAXIT,CONV)

The same result could be obtained, however, by sequential

calls to SOLVMAT. Reinitialization of the matrix is not

required in either case.

If the original matrix is symmetric and positive definite,

one can save considerable time by a call to the solver

itself. This is done by

SYMMAT (P,RHS,AMAT,LIST,MRKR,IFIX,S1,S2,S3,S4,

IPRNT,MAXIT, CONV)
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5.1.1.2 Test Case

A test case was run under the assumption of constant

ionospheric conductivities, therefore constant A.

Computation times (CDC Cyber 750) for various steps in the

ICCG and relaxation methods are given in Table 1. Since the

Cholesky decomposition, like the computation of ATA, need

only be done initially for constant A, it was found

expedient to modify subroutine ICCG to use the previously

saved Cholesky result, when so instructed through an

additional parameter in the calling sequence. The following

additional changes to NASCAP'S ICCG package were also found

necessary:

a) When negative diagonal elements are encountered in the

incomplete Cholesky decomposition, they were originally set

to a small positive number. As remarked by Kershaw, this

does not destroy the procedure if there are not too many

occurrences. However in this test case the procedure blew

up due to the resulting proliferation of large numbers

produced by subsequent division by the offending diagonal

element. Setting the diagonal to the square root of its

absolute value has circumvented the problem.

b) An erroneous reference to MRKR (N+1), where N is the

dimension of the array MRKR, was found in subroutine LLTIV.

This produces negligible error in most cases and was likely

unnoticed in NASCAP operations. This has been corrected.

c) The convergence criterion is now

N N
7 ri2 / (AtA)ji S CONV

where ri is the residual for the ith equation in the system

ATA x = AT y.

The previous convergence criterion was RDOTRk/RDOTRo CONV
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where

RDOTRk = rk, (LLT) - 1 rk ]

rk = residual vector for iteration k

L = lower triangular Cholesky matrix, i.e.

LLT = ATA

The new criterion resembles that used originally in the

relaxation method. The old criterion has the problem that

if the original guess is bad (RDOTRo very large) it would

not take a very accurate solution to produce apparent

convergence. Incidentally, the error cited in (b) led to

a negative RDOTR, so that subroutine ICCG thought it had
o"converged". On the other hand, if one starts with a

V .near-perfect guess, RDOTRo could be low and we may never

converge.

In the test case a 20 KV cross-polar cap potential was

assumed, with a tail plasma injection density initially set

to zero but rising smoothly to 1 charge units/Y Re
2

(see Appendix for discussion on units). The Birkeland

currents generated by this plasma were coupled into the

ionosphere; however the ionospheric potential was not

coupled back to the magnetosphere -- rather a 10 km/sec

sunward convection was assumed. Plasma loss was not

included.

The relaxation method required 732 iterations on the first

call, with an initial guess that the potential depends only

on longitude (local time). On subsequent calls, the initial

guess was the final answer on the previous call. The number

of iterations required thus fell abruptly to less than 10

for the next several calls, but rose ultimately to over 400,

as the plasma moved across the field of interest. The ICCG
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method required 49 iterations on the first call,

subsequently fell to zero, but ultimately rose to 10. In

both cases the convergence criterion parameter was set to

10-6 . Thus ultimately the ICCG method requirement per

time step is about half that of the relaxation method, but

it has a very large initial requirement, which cancels out

the later savings. Furthermore, this initial requirement,

the computation of ATA, would be needed for each time step

if A varies with time, thus making the ICCG method several

times more expensive. Thus the present attempt to apply the

ICCG method to the compution of the ionospheric potential

has failed to produce any benefits. In the future Kershaw's

method of dealing with arbitrary nonsingular matrices may be

attempted.

Table 1. Computer Execution Times

CP Time (CDC Cyber 750)

Method

ICCG ATA computation 63 sec.

Cholesky Decomposition 7 sec.

Conjugate Gradient Solution 0.6 sec. / iteration

Relaxation 0.027 sec./iteration
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5.2 Plasma Convection

It is shown by Harel, et. al.,"' that for no precipitation

loss the number of particles per unit magnetic flux along a

drift path is invariant. Thus to find the plasma per unit

flux n at a given point and time step, one merely traces the

drift path backwards from the currrent point to that

occupied at the previous time step, i.e.

n(r,t) = n(r-v~t, t-6t) e - at/r

where
wee = plasma/unit

r = current position vector

t = current time

v = drift velocity

0* At = time step interval

e-6t/T = precipitation loss factor

The above equation assumes that the plasma displacement in

the interval At is sufficiently small that the drift

velocity is constant over the displacement. In practice

this is enforced by requiring both the x and y components of

the equatorial displacement to be less than one spatial

step size in magnitude.

Thus the problem of finding n at some grid point r at time t

reduces to the problem of interpolation of n specified at

time t-6t. If r is at some point in the interior of the

region being studied, this interpolation is fairly

straightforward; a 9-point interpolation scheme is used.

However, for points adjacent to the boundary, problems

arise: the traced-back point may be outside the boundary, or

it may not be surrounded by 9 grid points inside the
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boundary. The following procedure has been developed:

Boundary Point q Determination

Definitions

P, = (X,,Y,) = Point at which we want n

P1 = (X1 ,Y 1 ) = (Xo,Yo) - (Vx,Vy)At

= point, at time t-At, occupied by plasma which

is located at Po at the current time t.

P, = (X1 ,Yl) = intersection of POP 1 , with boundary

PEPF= intersections (if they exist) of boundary with

grid square occupied by P1.

P1

F0 2Bx
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1. Determine the 4 grid points at the corners of the grid

square in which P, lies.

2. Are all these 4 points (i.e. the entire square) within

the boundary?

Yes: Do 4 point linear interpolation, using

these 4 points, to get n at P1, t-At

No: Are all 4 points outside boundary?

Yes - quit

No - go on
II

II

3. Boundary intersects the square.

Find the 2 intersecting points PI,PF.

4. Find the intersection of the line determined by PoPj

with the line determined by the boundary intersections

with the square. This point is called P1.

5. Is Pz inside the square?

Yes - find n from boundary condition at P1 , t-PoP1 /V

No - Interpolate linearly, using the three points

(see figure)

PO
P.X or PH, whichever is closer to Po

Psy or PHY, wia.chever is closer to Po
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If steps 1 and 2 determine that the backwards traced point

P, is surrounded by 4 grid points within the boundary, then

the plasma is definitely traveling toward the boundary, i.e.

* will reach it at a future point in time, rather than a time

in the past. Thus the boundary condition must not be used.

In this case it is safe to interpolate using the surrounding

internal grid points. If all 4 grid points nearest to P1

are outside the boundary, we have a condition which should

not occur if the maximum spatial displacement of one step

size, mentioned previously, is enforced. In the more

general case we may have P, lying in a grid square partially

inside, and partially outside, the boundary. In this case

the intersection P, of the drift path with the boundary is

located. For this computation it is assumed that the

boundary is a straight line determined by that portion of

it, PEPF, within the square, and that the drift path is the

straight line determined by POP,. If P, lies within the

square then it is safe to use the boundary value at this

point, and the appropriate time, to determine n at Po. If

outside the square, the accuracy of P1 is in question due to

the neglect of the curvatures of the boundary and the drift

path. This situation could occur for drift paths nearly

parallel to the boundary. In such cases linear interpola-

tion is applied to obtain n at P1 , using the points Po, P,

and Py,, where P. is the nearest grid point, or boundary

point, to P, in the negative V, direction (see Figure) and

similarly for Py.
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5.2.1 Test Case

This plasma convection algorithm was tested for an assumed

drift velocity model

V = d Xr + E, xB

Bz B2

where

B = Earth's magnetic field (Olson-Pfitzer model 31 )

B2 = Z -component of Earth's magnetic field

Bdz = Z - component of the dipole approximation of

Earth's magnetic field

0 = Earth's angular rotation velocity

r = position vector

E= -0.75 kV/Re in y direction

The plasma loss decay time T is that given by Harel, et.al.(')

= 2(m/2x)% Bir (FTV)
4 /3

where X = electron energy invariant

m = electron mass

Bir = ionospheric magnetic induction

FTV = magnetic flux tube volume

For this test case, x = 1.0 key Re2/3 y-" /3 was assumed.

12
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The boundary condition was given by

nB = 1.0 - exp [-(XL/XM)
2

where

XL = min 0, X-Xo+Vt )

X0 = 25.927 Re

V = 10 km/sec

Xm = 5 Re

This condition corresponds to a traveling wave whose front

reaches the tailward boundary X = 25.927 Re at t = 0, and

which travels at 10 km/sec sunward velocity. The amplitude

of the wave rises asymptotically to unity with a rise length

of 5 Re.

Figures 5.1-5.3 show some typical plasma sheet configurations as

the injection proceeds. The precipitation loss appears to

cut the plasma sheet off at 8-12 Re from the earth's

surface. Numerical difficulty was encountered near the dusk

portion of the boundary, where there is a grid point very

close to the boundary and the drift velocity is nearly

parallel to the boundary. This resulted from sunward

propagation of a numerical error in the 9-point quadratic

interpolation scheme; i.e. at points tailward of the point

in question, numerical error in interpolation along the wave

front produced some negative n values, which propagated to

this point. This condition was "fixed" by setting negative

values of n to zero, since these negative values are

expected to occur only near the wave front where n is close

to zero anyway.
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5.3 Appendix: Units and Dimensions

The fundemental units have been selected to assure

convenient scales for standard quantities in the physics of

the problem. Thus the chosen fundamental units are length

(earth radii), electric potential (kilovolts), magnetic

induction (Y), and current (kiloamps). Although the

selection of electric potential and magnetic induction as

fundamental units is a departure from the usual convention

of selecting mass and time, the pertinence of the field

quantities to the problem outweighs the usual significance

of mass and time. The use of kilovolts and kiloamps rather

than volts and amps is simply a reflection of the scales

anticipated for these quantities.

With these units it is possible to express the relevant

equations in MKS format, i.e. the speed of light may be
replaced by unity where it occurs in equations expressed in

the cgs system. Furthermore if plasma amount is expressed

in the charge units of this system, rather than number of

ions or electrons, the magnitude of the relevant charge is

unity rather than the electronic charge. An interesting

(and fortuitous) consequence of this system is that the

energy of one charge unit of 1 keV singly-charged ions (or

electrons) is exactly unity in this system. Not so

exciting, but perhaps relevant, are that the number of ions

per charge unit is 2.539x1023, and the mass of one charge

unit of protons is .2566 mass units. The complete set of

units and dimensions follows in Table A.l.
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Table A.l. Units and Dimensions

Quantity Symbol MKS conversion

Length L 6.378xi06 m

Electric Potential I 103 volts

Magnetic Induction B 10.9 Wb/m 2

Electric Current I 103 amps

Time T =L 2 B/O 40.68 sec

Velocity V = 0/LB 1.568x10 5 m/sec

Charge Q = IL2 B/,O 4.068x104 coul

Electric Field E = O/L 1.568xi0-4 volts/m

Force F = ILB 6.378 newtons

Mass M = IL4B3/1 2  1.655x10 "3 kg

Energy K = IL2 B 4.068xi07 joules
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6.0 Adiabatic Invariant Analysis

In the analysis of magnetospherically trapped particle

distributions it is necessary to distinguish between

variations caused by sources and sinks from those caused by

responses of the trajectories of pre-existing particles to

variations in the magnetic field. If the field is

sufficiently slowly varying, the particle trajectories are

determined by the conservation of the three adiabatic

invariants. The adiabatic invariants, and the equations

representing their conservation, depend on specification of a

time-varying magnetic field. From this it also follows that

the adiabatic behavior of a class of trapped particles could

be used as a monitor to classify magnetic field variations.

This section summarizes preliminary research(') in an

effort to develop analysis techniques for use with the

forthcoming CRRES data. This analysis will require accurate,

but practically applicable techniques for ordering the data

by magnetic field variations. A efficient approach that was

developed and implemented is described for calculating

adiabatic invariants and deriving changes in the particle

distribution functions, under the condition that the

adiabatic invariants are conserved in the presence of a

simple time-varying model magnetic field. This will allow

one to easily separate adiabatic variations in particle

distribution functions from variations due to sources and

sinks, and to select adiabatically behaving particles with

distribution parameters, such as pitch angle anisotropy,

which might be used as monitors of global magnetic field

variations, and therefore as parameters by which to sort all

particle data.

A two day period of SCATHA magnetometer and particle

observations(2) has been chosen for this study. The first

day is exceptionally quiet, thus serving as a baseline for

quiet magnetic field and particle distribution models. On
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the second day, a moderately disturbed day, a time-varying

magnetic field is determined from the magnetometer data, and

used to calculate the particle distribution functions,

assuming conservation of the adiabatic invariants, and using

the magnetic field and particle distribution functions

derived from the previous day. Comparisons with the observed

particle distribution functions for the second day indicates

that much of the variations can be attributed to adiabatic

response to the magnetic decompression which occured. The

pronounced butterfly distributions observed in the midnight

sector concurrent with this decompression are in agreement

with the adiabatic calculations. This result suggests that

particles might be used as remote sensors of long-term global

magnetic field variations. If we can identify classes of

particles, by species and energy range, which are found to

behave predominantly adiabatically, we can turn the above

process around and use their variations to infer global

changes in the magnetic field. This would be an important

aid in CRRES analysis if standard global indices, such as

solar wind parameters, are not available.

6.1 PROCEDURE

A For particles observed at specified energies, pitch angles,

and positions in a specified Mead-type field, we compute

their energies, noon equatorial crossings, and noon

equatorial pitch angles in a different Mead-type field,

assuming their adiabatic invariants are the same in both

fields. The field in which the particles are observed will

be referred to in this discussion as the "current" field,

while the field in which the noon local time parameters are

to be computed will be called the "reference" field. The

Pennington-Stern €3 "5) equations are used first to estimate

the mirror-point L-shell values of the observed particles in

the current field (these depend on equatorial pitch angle),

and then to set up equations for the constancy of the
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adiabatic invariants. These equations are then solved for

the energy, pitch angles, and equatorial radial distances in

the reference field at noon local time. Given the noon

distribution function in the reference field, the

distribution function in the current field is easily obtained

via the Liouville Theorem.

6.1.1 Pennington-Stern Equations

The Pennington-Stern equation for the equatorial crossing of

a drift shell in a Mead field is

r.= L(l- OcgiL3 /gi0 _ L4cos[0+A]/gO)

where:

L = L-shell value;

0 = local time (midnight = 0 degrees);

.. A = westward rotation of symmetry plane.

The Mead field in the equatorial plane is given by:

B =-0

The o are the same as the NJ defined by Pennington(3)

except that (-n) is replaced in all equations by (n+l) (see

Ref. 5). This reflects the fact that Pennington's

original development was for the internal multipoles of the

field, which contain terms in r-n, while the present

development involves external multipoles, containing rn'1.
These coefficients depend explicitly on the effective dipole

mirror point colatitude 9,, which is related to the
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equatorial pitch angle N, by

sino, = (sin3em)/(l+3cos2em)e

The mirror-point L-shell values are obtained by solving the

drift shell equation for L to first order in the Mead

perturbation parameters g1 and g (Ref. 4):

r,(l+oclglr.3/go+ix2g-r4cos[®0+6]/go).

The first and second invariants are:

= p2/2B;

J = 2pI,

where p is the particle momentum, B is the magnetic field

value at the particle's mirror points, and I is the familiar

longitudinal invariant integral between the mirror points,

for which we use an analytic approximation given by

Schulz and Lanzerotti.(
6)

The third invariant, to first order in the Mead perturbation

parameters, is computed as:

6.1.2 Determination of Reference Drift Orbits

The three adiabatic invariant conditions are solved to

determine the L-shell values, mirror-point magnetic

inductions, and momenta in the reference magnetic field, given

these values for the current field. The L-shell values are

'
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determined first by linearizing the third invariant in L:

6L = -6F/(SF/SL),

where L is the change in L (reference-current), 6F is the

corresponding change in F, for fixed L, and the partial of F

with respect to L (in the parentheses) is taken in a fixed

dipole field (neglecting the Mead perturbations):

SF/SL = -2irgO/L 2

This forms an initial guess for a Newton-Raphson procedure to

obtain the exact solution accounting for the nonlinearity of

the third adiabatic invariant in L.

The conditions for the first two adiabatic invariants are

then solved for the momenta p and mirror-point magnetic

inductions B in the reference field, after substitution of

the L values Just obtained for the reference field.

These equations reduce to:

4BI(L,B) = constant

This is solved for B by the Newton-Raphson method, using as

the initial guess:

B = BCLC/L 3

where the subscript c designates the current field.

The particle momentum (and thus energy) is then easily

*. obtained by substitution of the resulting solution for B into

the equation for the first adiabatic invariant.

6.1.3 Noon Parameters

The noon equatorial crossing is computed directly from the
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Pennington-Stern drift shell equation, substituting 0 = T,

and using the reference value of L. The reference Mead

induction Be at this equator crossing is then computed and

used to define the equatorial pitch angle in the reference

field:

. = sin- '4(B./B)]

If the argument of the inverse sin exceeds one, as may result

due to the approximations made, it is set to one to avoid an

undefined condition. This difficulty only occurs for

particles mirroring near the equator, but not, however, for

particles mirroring exactly on the equator, since these these

maintain their precisely 900 pitch angles.

6.1.4 Quiet Modeling

The magnetometer data for a quiet day (one full SCATHA orbit)

are fit to a Mead-type (three parameter) model as specified

above. We emphasize that this resulting model therefore is

not identical to the original Mead model, (7 ) which

incorporates only magnetopause surface currents to augment

the central dipole; rather, as suggested by Luhmann and

Schulz,(8) the fit attempts to empirically simulate the real

effects of ring and surface currents as well. In contrast to

those authors, all the data for a quiet day were used, rather

than just the local noon and midnight magnetometer readings,

and the local time symmetry axis was allowed to differ from

the traditionally assumed noon-midnight meridian.

Also following Luhmann and Schulz the observed particle

distributions for the quiet period are traced to local noon,

using the Pennington-Stern drift shell equations, in the hope

of finding nearly L-independent pitch angle distribution

functions. However we have found that, for the larger

L-range covered by SCATHA, it is prudent to use L-dependent
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pitch angle distributions at local noon. This has been done,

expressing the pitch angle distribution as a linear

combination of the first two orthonormal basis function of

Schulz and Boucher, 9 ' Eqn. 14, with L-dependent coeffi-

cients chosen to normalize the distributions to unity at 900

and reproduce the observed ratio F(45)/F(90). Thus we in

general define our distribution functions as

F(o(,L) = f( ,L)g(L)

where f is the L-dependent normalized pitch angle distri-

bution just described, and g, as for Luhmann and Schulz, is

the distribution function in L for particles with 900 pitch

angles.

6.1.5 Disturbed Magnetic Field Modeling

The magnetometer data for the disturbed period is fit in

piecewise segments to simulate the observed time

dependence. The resulting model is then used with the quiet

field and particle models just described to predict the

disturbed particle distribution functions from the adiabatic

theory described previously.

6.2 RESULTS

Illustrative

Before proceding to the SCATHA analysis we first present some

results illustrating effects predicted by our theory. We

discuss what happens to a group of electrons initially

distributed uniformly in a circular ring of inner radius 6.5

RE and outer radius 7 RE, while under the inflence of a

dipole field. The distribution function F for these
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particles in the dipole field is given by:

F/c 3 = lkm-3kev-3sin oc,

for particles within this ring, and in the energy interval

300-400 key, while outside F vanishes. Figures 6.1-6.7

illustrtate properties of the modified distribution

resulting from adiabatic response of these particles to a

perturbation given by:

= 10 nT;I -192 = 2 riT;

6= 0.

Figure 6.1 shows the omnidirectional energy density. This is

computed by integrating the energy times the distribution

function over energy and pitch angle. The energy integration

is done analytically, and the pitch angle integration is done

S by summing over 10 degree bins. Note the large radial spread
at local noon, a consequence of the varying distortions of

the drift orbits. Figure 6.2 shows the omnidirectional

average energies, and illustrates the predominant

deceleration of the electrons (recall that the average energy

in the dipole field was 350 key). Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show

the energy density and average energy, respectively, for the

equatorially mirroring particles, and we see that these are
spead out the most spatially and suffer the most

deceleration. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show these quantities for

the electrons with 40 degree pitch angles in the perturbed

field. The local time asymmetry in the energy density

illustrates the local time dependance of the pitch angle

shift caused by the perurbation. The particles seen at local
noon at 40 degree pitch angle in the perturbed field had

lower pitch angles in the dipole field than those particles

seen at local midnight at 40 degree pitch angle in the
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perturbed field. Spatially, in contrast to the 90 degree

electrons, the 40 degree electrons are almost uneffected by

the perturbation. Figure 6.7, which shows the pitch angle

anisotropy (-1 for extreme butterfly distribution, +1 for

extreme normal distribution) illustrates the almost complete

separation of 90 and 40 degree particles at noon and

midnight. At noon the higher pitch angle electrons are

confined to the outer radii, and the lower pitch angle

electrons are confined to the inner radii, while the reverse

is true at midnight.

6.2.1 SCATHA Data Analysis

Figure 6.8 shows the 218 key electron distribution functions

vs L-shell observed during the ascending portion of the

satellite's orbit on April 21. 1979 (day 111) for 40 and 90

degree pitch angles, along with the observed and model"'

quiet magnetic field. Coincident with the dropoff in the

observed magnetic field relative to the model, as the

satellite crossed 6.2 RE, signifying the start of a magneti-

disturbance, there is a significant dropout of 90 degree

pitch angle electrons. This is followed by significant

dropouts at all pitch angles for L above 7 RE . For the

corresponding period on the previous day, a particularly

quiet period, no such dropouts are observed and the pitch

angle distributions remained nearly isotropic over the

period, in contrast to the marked butterfly distributions

found during the disturbance on April 21 Similar effrcts

arp -bserved for .jns at the bejlnning :f the Apri, 2 

!L's' irtance t~l the :ater rr~p' , s qfopr fir * .e (-P tr
• ire r, fiJr,d
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'r ('d P 1 V n r f i
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2:8 K-V, 40 and 'QDegree Pitch Angles for the



observations for the preceding quiet day. We found:

- = 10 nT

= 1.455 nT

= 3 hr

Note that it was neccessary to to assume a 3 hour westward

rotation of the azimuthal symmetry plane in order to get a

good fit to the data. Cummings, et. al. n ), and Pfitzer,

et. al.1 2) , analyzing ATS-1 data, found rotations in the

same direction, but only 1-2 hours. The discrepancy is

attributed to neglect of higher order multiploles in the

magnetic field model in the present study, coupled with the

larger radial range of the SCATHA satellite. Thus the radial

variation of the neglected terms may be aliased into apparent

local time variation. The symmetric perturbation is in good

agreement with that found by Mead and Fairfield'13) for

geomagnetically quiet periods. The difference between this

result and the value for the original Mead model, for 10 RE

magnetopause distance (-25 nT) is probably due to ring and

tail currents not included in the original Mead model.

Figure 6.9 shows data and fits for the 275 kev ions for this

period. The 90 degree ion distributions were fit to single

decaying exponentials, as functions of the model L-shell

value, reflecting typical trapped ion characteristics in the

outer radiation belt. High correlation coefficients were

found between L-shell and particle distributions for energies

above 100 kev, with low correlation coefficients below, in

accordance with the conventional wisdom that the magnetic

field dominates control of the higher energy particles, i.e.,

trapping them, while the lower energy particles are

influenced also by electric fields. The ions

characteristically displayed a steep decay, as shown here, in

contrast to the electrons (Figure 6.10) which are influenced
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by the approach to the slot region betwwen the inner and

outer radiation belts, and therefore could not be fit as well

to a single exponentially decaying function. Figure 6.11

shows the L-dependent noon local time anisotropy indicies,

I-F45/F90, found for the 275 kev ions and 218 key electrons

for the quiet period, where F45 is the 45 degree distribution

function value, and F90 is the 90 degree distribution

function value. The electron results are in good agreement

with the results of statistical analyses of three hour

averages of observations (2) around noon local time for KP=O-

1, but the ions agree only approximately in magnitude, and do

not exhibit the same L-dependence for this period as found

statistically for this activity level.

Figure 6.12 shows the parameters for the model magnetic field

used before and during the disturbance on April 21 (day 111).

This includes a substantial decompression beginning at 0600

UT, to simulate the observed falloff.

As shown in Figure 6.13, the predicted (curves) 275 key ion

distribution function values agree quite well with the

observed values for 90 and 40 degree pitch angles (triangles

and circles, respectively) both before and during the initial

phase of the disturbance. The 40 degree pitch angle

prediction agreement continues through high L, but a 90

degree source at high L is apparent. The agreement for the

218 key electrons (Figure 6.14) is not nearly so good,

although the butterfly distribution characterizing the

disturbance is reproduced as for the ions. The relatively

poor agreement for the electrons is probably due to the their

greater interaction with waves. It is expected that the

results would be similar for other energies above 100 key,

but these have not been included due to lack of reolution

and reliable observation over a sufficiently 1.ir o energy

range.
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6.3 DISCUSSION

Coincident with a factor of two decompression in the magnetic

field we have observed a factor of 100 depletion of 90 degree

equatorial pitch angle high energy trapped electrons in the

outer radiation belt and a factor of 10 depletion of 90

degree equatorial pitch angle high energy trapped ions.

Substantially smaller depletions were found for lower pitch

angles, thus resulting in the appearance of marked butterfly

pitch angle distributions. The predicted adiabatic

variations are factor of 10 depletions of both 90 degree

electrons and ions and relatively little changes in the 40

degree particles. These variations are in very good

agreement with those observed for the ions, except for the

observed increases at high L; in particular, the butterfly

pitch angle distribution is reproduced. Substantially

greater losses are observed for the electrons than predicted

for the entire radial range covered during the magnetic

decompression, but, as for the ions, the butterfly pitch

angle distribution is reproduced. Thus we conclude that

adiabatic reponses of trapped particle distributions can be

large (order of magnitude), and that such responses can be

mechanisms for production of butterfly pitch angle

distributions. It therefore appears that pitch angle

distributions of selected classes of geomagneti.ally trapped

particles could serve as indicators of magnetic disturbances,

Sand could therefore serve as valuable aids in analysis of

trapped particle data, such as that expected from the

forthcoming CRRES mission; the PAD of a selected particle

could be used to estimate a magnetic parameter using the

reverse of the procedure followed here.

Limitations of our procedure include the use of a very simple

magnetic model. The Mead mathematical form was chosen as a

tradeoff between speed and accuracy. In analyzing the large

amount of data expected from a mission such as CRRES. a

computationally simple technique is essential. The Mead



model did result in a possibly unrealistically large rotation

of the azimuthal symmetry plane, but this could be overcome

with the use of additional multipole terms without,

hopefully, increasing substantially the complexity of the

algorithm. The weakness of the model is most significant a*

large radial distances, where both the adiabatic

approximation and the first-order drift shell perturbation

method would be expected to break down, anyhow (both spatial

and temporal variations are large relative to a zeroth order

dipole field). For the example studied here, we note th3t i*

large L, the ions and electrons behave differently wi.'+

respect to the adiabatic predictions (the ion j'l'A :

increases, while the electron population decrea.; '

indicating real sources and sinks as the or ,grn _,t

disagreement, rather than simplicity in the ma:e

model. An additional limitat:on in the prese:.' stud..

the energy range and resolution of the avalihp a,- i
the adiabatic theory predicts ,-hanqes .n vii, --,

response to changes in the magnetic fie, .!

+he quiet distribution functions -%vP7 ex'1.w ,

radial positions is required t,: eso mae 0' ,

in the distributions observed ,n A w . .

The particular energy channels .iepr ec .

chosen because the data 7-iwvera. je .: :.

neighborhoods was the best ,r *lie --, ATHA - -,

resujits are not expected !,- be li;fr-r.

fir any reasonable energy i~s: ,!, " .

with increasinq energies S 'ne P I m

would produce -i Js- -e : at -Ir •

iur< 'I e Je M Ie.s

-. f
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thtie flat a I .;'i *a , ni a tj I r '~ q'f ~ Jj

Pr -- ess as ear 1 Y a-, p'i i b I P 1n r t ,P p I ann i riq f is j pec 1 f i

m i ss i ,n IS or)noe way " () avor, i( t hese 'i t f i -ul I ie

rhe work presented here iimulatp,; the treatment rcf f luxtrati-

lnaine t meter data for "he ',)mbhiP1 Heleasep and Radiaition

Ef ferts Satellite f CRPE.' mission)F. A pian for handline; ths-

data has evolved through an iterative process t(. the point

where the plan can be put into operation on real data with

fewer problems than would otherwise have occurred.

Additionally, the analysis of the simulated signalq has

confe: red a familiarity with the "data" even before the

experiment has been carried out. With such familiarity, one

can better address additional problems that may arise in

practice.

The purpose of this work was thus three-fold. First, we

wished to validate the proposed data processing plan by

demonstrating that it can be carried out with reasonable

effort on simulated data. Second, we determined the

algorithms needed for data processing through the combined

processes of analysis of the magnetometer system and

simulation of the signals and processing itself. Finally,

the results of this study should prove valuable as a starting

point in dealing with further problems that may arise in the

real data once it is obtained.
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7 16 f 4, t r %i If9 'e I i p h e f a * I ' l f ',i mu I a ter

ri jr - )me or iifrti'3 or, p the q~. i-o raf t p4)51 t i i n , the

-"fj'P I f o,A it** t hat p< in1 the spa-Puraft '- Attitude anid

sp, p A~ta t tie I' ielt iti1,ai .,f IheP maqn e tomp t Pr s w itht r P i i

P spa of r At t and the pl annpd telemetry format

We wishedl te simulate the K'PPIS environment as closely as

possible anid R() a model orbit w-is qenerated with an exist irvj

';i 01 , r b I t -;Pri r at. i on p r :q r am LGX ANGL1 We uspd t he

"P in p a 1l' Ifl model f i el1d wi t hi he ti 1 sen - Pf it zer 17

"X t rIa 1 modelI t,, a rr i ve a t t he marjne t i ( f iePId ve(:t or a t o af

p)IIn the o)rbi t. This gave the field in Earth Centered

Inertial (ECIi coordinates. From here, it was necessary to

transform the field by a series of rotations into the

* :-oordinate frame of the magnetometer. This was done in three

steps :

1) The rotations to transform the original field in ECI

* to a frame fixed to the spacecraft at a chosen time

* zero,

2) A rotation about the spin axis, chosen to be the

spacecraft z-axis, to incorporate spin, and

3) Another series of rotations to represent the difference

in orientation between the spacecraft axes and the

sensor axes.

If we define N and S as shown in Fijure 7.1, the fiLrst of

these rotations can be accomplished by

RY( S-9O0 )R,(ox) (7.1)

where R,(e) means rotation around the a-axis by the angle e.

This will be called the spacecraft (SC) coordinate system and

is the basis for all further analysis of the sensor signals.
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ZECI

spin axis

II

I

YECI

XECI

Figure 7.1 Definition of the spacecraft spin axis in
the Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) frame.
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Let each magnetometer be defined by the angle it makes with

the true spacecraft spin axis z., and with another arbitrary

axis x,, perpendicular to the spin axis, as shown in Figure

7.2. The external magnetic field is assumed constant for

this analysis, although in practice, we allow it to vary

linearly over the course of a few spins. The field is given

by its component along the spin axis b. and by its component

in the spin plane bY. Also let Ob be the angle that b,,

makes with xXC at t=O. Since the spacecraft spins at a rate

w, the signal from each magnetometer can be written as

s. = g~sinebycos(0m + Wt - Ob) + g~bzcoseM + d. (7.2)

In the above, d. (m=x,y,z) is the total dc offset for the

sensor and g, is the factor that relates the nominal gain

used to generate the simulated signal to the actual field

strength. This means that the sensor signal is proportional

to but not equal to the magnetic field along the sensor.

With this definition, the calibrated field strength is

obtained by subtracting d from each sensor component and then

dividing by g. The object of calibration will be to

determine the g's and d's of Equation 2. We assume that

different values can exist for each sensor and for each gain

state. Additionally, the y-sensor can be switched so that

its signal is multiplied by six before digitization. In this

x6 mode, the y-sensor is assumed to have different gains and

offsets. There are thus 16 calibration factors to be

calculated.
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Figure 7.2The definition of the orientation of one
of the magnetometers in the coordinate
system used for spin axis angle calculation.
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For purposes of simulat ion. the tplfemetty format Is I mpor I

because digit ization limits the accur acy of a signal Fo r

this experiment , the sionals are digi t ized in one of two

levels, high gain for signals in the rarijo +1JO00 nT and lo)w

jamn for signals )kitside thtits r irige tnut wit hin +4)000 111.

Twelve bitcs are used to represent this informat ioin. so thce

t anqu()of the dig it ized sigrnal, I, 42048. Thur; i t hi'.

simulation, each siqnal is u(nv*1rtve toI anl n04 Ir '((1 1

t t he abo-ve scheme t hen " unpac -kod "to( it i t Ii pI I '1 1

t hat will be encourit Pr ed i n t hic, expez imet

.2 Calibration

The put-pose of calibration is to use the sensor signal itself

to determine gait-s and offsets of each of the magnetometer

axes. The basis for this determination is a fit that is

performed on each component of the signal. From examination,

of Equativ)n 2. it can be seen thL't each serc7or signal can

be thought of as composed of two different signals, one thart

i-, constant in tim~e aind one which oscillates at the spin

freq .ency. Since the background field is not really constanit

in time, we can easily allow it to vary linearly (or to any

other order) by perfoiming fits of each sensor signal to a

function of the form

sx Oc.tcosw'jt 0(XI'COs.Ji + I3.sinwT + P., 1 tsinw1?

+ 0+6I (7.3)

We then use the coefficients of this fit to derive relations

between the gains and offsets needed for calibration.
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7. 2.1I Sensor Gain Ratios

We first use the spin fits to calculate ratios betweer gains

for each sensor in each operational mode. If we square each

and G of Equation 2 and compare to Equation 3, we find

OKX C3 1 9.b 3,,lsinle,
01 2 + 12 = g b sin 2eY

0, * g,2by"sin 2 , (7.4)

A result proportional to the ratios of any two gain factors

can then be obtained by dividing one line by another

if .. = I( 2,+132.) etc., then

r=y gX/gy = k./ky*qiney/sine

r, gy/g, = Y/k *sine,/siney

r's gX/g, - W/k,*sine,/sine, (7.5)

We will calculate these ratios for fixed low gain and

variable gain channels each time a spin fit is carried out.

There is another set of gain corrector ratios that will be

calculated in specific areas of an orbit when the variable

gain channels are in high gain but where the field is still

reasonably large to make fixed low gain readings accurate.

These are the ratios between high and low gain operation in

each magnetometer axis. These are obtained by subtracting

the offsets from the fixed low and variable gain channels and

forming the ratios

rXlh = gXl/gxh (sxl-dxI)/(Sxh-dxh)

rylh = gyl/gyh = (syl-dyl)/(Syh-dYh)

rZ~h = gzl/gzh = (szl-dz )/(Szh-dzh) (7.6)

This calculation requires prior knowledge of the dc offsets

di which must be estimated from ground testing, taken from

calibrations performed on earlier orbits or approximated as

zero.
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7.2.2 Offset Determination

In the derivation of sensor dc offsets, it is convenient to

think in terms of a fictitious set of sensors, sensor 1 and

sensor 2 in the spin plane and sensor 3 along the spin axis.

Spin fits can be used to determine absolute values of the two

of these perpendicular to the spin axis, 6, and 62. 63

cannot be determined from spin fitting since the field along

the spin axis does not oscillate with spin and the offset

cannot be distinguished from the static external field along

the spin axis.

From Equation 2, we see that

6, = g~b,cose, + d,

45 = gybzcosey + dy

&, = gzbzcose, + d,

Elimination of the unknown b2 between first and second and

between second and third of these defined 61 and 82 as

61 = coseys x - rxycosey6 Y

62 = cosezsY - ry2cosey&Z (7.7)

Again, the ratios rxy and ryz are necessary. They can be

estimated or taken as calculated for each spin fit from

Equation 4.

7.2.3 Relation to Sensors

In order to apply the quantities calculated above to the task

of creating a calibrated magnetometer signal, it is necessary

to generate the g and d of Equation 2. There are several

possible ways to do this and it is probable that any scheme

presented at this time might be modified, at least slightly,

when processing of the actual data begins to reveal the
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ideosyncracies of the instrument. For definiteness, however,

we give the specifications for a scheme which worked well in

simulated data tests.

First, it is assumed that gh and g,j1 are known. In high

gain, we use g., and rJ(yh or rXlh to find gyh or g~h* In low

gain, we use g,1 and r,,, to find g,,,. We Use gyh and rylh

to find gy1 however, because this worked better in our tests.

gzh - x/rz

g11 = gx1 /rxz1  (7.8)

Next, we assume that A3, the offset along the spin axis, is

given,

63=dxcosex + dycosey + dzcose2

The values for d,A, dy and d, are then obtained from the

solution of the matrix equation

r -I r -i rI

a, I I cosey -rxcose, 0 I dxI
6t2I 0 cose, -rY2 cosey I dyI

It' 3 I cosex cosey cose~I dz
L i L Ji L J

by inversion.
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7.2.4 Calibration Example

An example of the calibration procedure on a simulated orbit

of data can now be presented Gains and offsets for this

example were assigned to each sensor in each gain state and

the procedure was performed over portions of the simulated

orbit where the quantities described before were relatively

free of disturbances. These are areas of moderately strong

but slowly varying external field.

Table 7.1 presents a summary of input (assumed) and output

(calculated) gains and offsets. The table also shows the UT

time interval chosen to carry out each average. The lower

part of the table shows the quantities necessary for

despinning the sensor signals. These were calculated from

the data in the upper portion of the table using the

relations given earlier. The numbers in () are the actual

input values. Figure 7.3 shows the difference between the

input magnetic field components and the magnetic field

calculated using the calibration factors that resulted from

this analysis. The differences are much smaller than the

noise that arises from digitization and the calibration

process can thus be deemed successful.

7.3 Spin Axis Angle Calculation

Up to this point, we have assumed that the angles between

each magnetometer axis and the spin axis were known. In

practice, this is likely not to be the case because the spin

axis may be slightly different from the planned spin axis and

because the boom on which the magnetometer is mounted may

flex somewhat during operation. Therefore, it would be

valuable to have a method by which the spin axis angles can

be calculated from the sensor signals, just as gains and

offsets were.
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Table 7.1
Results of Calibration

Quantity it over Value m.d. Actual

(high gain measured quantities)

a, 1.5 1-> 0.0 4.3001 .0044 4.3000

62 1.5 -> 4.5
7.0 -> 10.0 4.6914 .016 4.69L.

gx/gy 1.0 -> 4.0
6.5 -> 10.0 1.2219 .0036 1.2222

gx/gz 1.5 -> 10.0 1.0479 .0004 1.0476

gy/gz 1.0 -> 4.0
6.0 -> 10.0 .8572 .0028 .8571

(low gain measured quantities)

61 0.5 -> 2.0
8.5 -> 10.5 5.617 0.72 5.600

62 0.5 -> 2.0
8.5-> 10.5 8.569 2.4 8.4436

gx/gz 0.0 -> 1.2 1.263 .002 1.2632
9.3 ->10.5

gyl/gyh 0.7 -> 1.1 1.22207 .009 1.22222

high gain low gain

assumed spin

parallel dc -7.1705 -10.2889

derived dx  4.3001 (4.3000) 5.617 (5.600)

derived dy 7.4001 (7.4000) 10.605 (10.600)

derived d, 5.1012 (5.1000) 7.023 (6.900)

assumed g, 1.1 1.2

derived gy 0.9002 (0.9000) 1.1001 (1.100)

derived g, 1.0499 (1.0500) 0.95012 (0.950)
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.ef::,e the external magnetic field in a

* . ~ .-~ :i~ 8c' system. as follows.

Y),4~ the true spin axis, right handed,

- *.i:. he pane of the x mangetometer (~ n

',t the :. axis and is opposite in sense, and

crjle~es a right handed system.

~.~omeersensors axes are assumed to be orthogonal

i :e i d cefined relative to the ssc frame by two angles, Y

4:A .. represents a rotation around x.. and iP is a

taticon around These two angles completely specify

* , he spin axis angles of the three magnetometers. The

liar,,sformation matrix between the ssc frame and the

Magnetometers is

r

I cost' 0 sinp.

I-sinwi cosy -siriY -cosi4 cosy

I sinwi sinY -COSY cosp' sinT

L (.(

By analogy to Equation 2, the constant components of the

sensor signals can be seen to be

cosex = sin

Casey = -cospl COSY

cosE9z = CO 51. sinT

The analysis relies on the determination of the .

cose from the slopes of the dc part of +he spi

signals. Each sensor dc follows the. Le>3t:),

V, F,, g~b~cose
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Thus, if we determine the rate of change of one dc component

with respect to another and use Equation 11, we find

ds,/dSx = r,,tanp/sinY

dsz/dsy = -ryztanY

These equations are sufficient to determine Y and p if the

ratios r,, and ryz are known. These are available from the

oscillating components of the spin fit if the spin axis

angles of each sensor are known. We can thus make an

iterative calculation as follows.

1) Guess values for Y and V near those expected,

2) Perform linear regression on the spin fits of S values

to obtain slopes of one against the other,

3) Use the input w and Y with the spin fit amplitudes to

calculate ryz and rxz,

4) Use these ratios to find new values for Y and P,

5) Go back to 3 until the process converges.

We have found that this process converges quite well if Y and

w.' are chosen within a few degrees of the actual values. This

should be possible to obtain in practice.
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7.4 Model Field Calibration

In the previous calculation of gains and offsets, it was

necessary to assume a gain value for the x-sensor in one gain

mode and a spin axis parallel offset. We can perform a

calibration of the gain in the x-sensor by comparison of the

signals to a model field. The process will be most reliable

when the satellite is at low altitudes, where the accuracy of

field models is high.

The idea behind this approach is to use the magnitude, not

the direction, of the magnetic field calculated from the

sensors compared to a model field to arrive at the gain

corrector for one of the sensors. An important element in

this method is that it relies on only the magnitude of the

model field and not the direction. The magnitude is

generally known to higher precision than the direction and,

furthermore, such a calculation is independent of spacecraft

attitude information.

*In this process, the offsets determined are subtracted from

each of the three sensor signals. Then the y sensor signal

is multiplied by rxy and the z signal is multiplied by r,..

When the magnitude of the resulting vector is taken, this can

be compared directly to the magnitude of a model field.

Isi = gxjb.de1

This assumes that the signals are orthogonal but does not

require their orientation to be known at all. This analysis

gave a value of 1.1001 for the gain in the x-sensor when it

was performed on the simulated orbit. This extremely

accurate result is probably not to be expected in actual data

analysis because the model field will differ from the

measured field since the model is only an average while the

measured field varies in time. In practice, however, this

analysis could be carried out over several orbits and
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presumably, the values would get better as more data is

added. Also, in practice, the gain correctors will probably

be much closer to unity than the ones we have used in this

simulation.

7.5 Conclusion

In carrying out the simulation of CRRES magnetometer signals

and the subsequent development of a data analysis plan, many

problems have been confronted that one would face in dealing

with the actual data. After deriving the equations for the

sensor signals, an averaging procedure was devised for

reduction of the data base for calibration purposes. The

averaging procedure introduced errors in signal amplitudes;

however, it was shown that the error could easily be

corrected during despinning. The analysis and software

allowed for unknown sensor gains and offsets and methods were

developed for determining these values and for determining

the orientation of the sensors with respect to the spacecraft

spin axis. Expressions were also derived to illustrate the

ways in which errors in gain and offset propagate into the

despun fields. This effort has been more completely

described in another report. (')  (1)

The work was characterized throughout by optimization, the

discarding of unworkable schemes and the weighing of one

possible path against another. Further modifications of the

scheme will undoubtedly take place once the processing

begins; however, this work has provided a solid foundation

for the generation of a reliable and accurate CRRES magnetic

field data set.

McNeil, W.J. and H.J. Singer, "Fluxgate Magnetometer

Analysis and Simulation Software for the Combined Release and

Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES)", AFGL-TR-86-0222,

October 1986. ADA176353
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8.0 CRRES DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN

CRRES satellite experiments will perform chemical releases in

the near-Earth environment and measure radiation and its

effects on state-of-the-art microelectronics devices and

other spacecraft components. This section summarizes the

data management plan that was compiled to define data bases

required for investigations by researchers within AFGL, as

well as other Air Force and NASA agencies. CRRES will

support the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) Space

Radiation Effects Program (SPACERAD), as well as other

projects. Space and ground tests will be designed to:

a) Measure radiation-induced effects on microelectronic

devices in known space environments;

b) Update the static models of the radiation belts and

develop the first dynamic models of the high energy

particle populations in the near-Earth environment.

During the SPACERAD portion of the mission, the CRRES

satellite will have a low inclination (less than 20
degrees), highly elliptical (400 km to 36,600 km) orbit

which will traverse the most radiation intense regions of

the Earth's inner (proton dominated) and outer (electron

dominated) radiation belts. This portion of the mission is

known as the Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) phase. The

satellite will have a 3 year mission goal to accumulate a

statistically significant data set for the empirical

analyses.
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8.1 OBJECTIVES

The data reduction and analysis tasks needed are described as

part of this data management plan. The Data Reduction task

results in the production of the CRRES Time History Data

Base; pertinent CRRES telemetry data from the CRRES agency

tapes are converted into engineering and geophysical units

(or in a form from which these geophysical units can readily

be derived by means of calibration data), and placed in on-

line storage. The Data Analysis task results in the

production of the CRRES Product Associated Data Base;

experimental data from the Time History Data Base and other

sources are restructured and merged into unique data sets

that are needed to support analysis required to generate

individual products and to support other engineering and

environmental studies; this data base is placed in on-line

storage.

Considerable reference is made in this section to the AFGL

reports on experiment descriptions(l' and the data processing

task management plan 2 . Material from these documents was

used liberally in developing this data management plan.
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8.1.1 Experiments, Instruments and Agency Tapes

The instruments and the parameters being measured are briefly

identified here. Detail descriptions of these instruments

may be found in Reference 1.

Experiment Package Description

1 AFGL 701-1A Microelectronics Package
2 AFGL 701-1B Internal Discharge Monitor

(IDM)
3 AFGL 701-2 Space Radiation Dosimeter
4 AFGL 701-3 Metal Oxide Semiconductor

(MOS) Dosimeter
5 AFGL 701-4 High Energy Electron

Fluxmeter (HEEF)
6 AFGL 701-5A Medium Energy Electron and

Proton Spectrometer (MEES)
7 AFGL 701-5B Electron-Proton-Angle

Spectrometer (EPAS)
8 AFGL 701-6 Low Energy Plasma Analyzer

(LEPA)
9 AFGL 701-7A Relativistic Proton Detector
10 AFGL 701-7B Proton Switches
11 AFGL 701-8,-9 Proton Telescope (PROTEL)
12 AFGL 701-IIA Magnetospheric Ion Composition

Sensor (MICS)
13 AFGL 701-11B Low Energy Magnetospheric Ion

Composition Sensor (LOMICS) and
701-11C Heavy Ion Telescope (HIT)

14 AFGL 701-13-1 Fluxgate Magnetometer
15 AFGL 701-13-2 Search Coil Magnetometer and

701-15 Passive Plasma Sounder
16 AFGL 701-14 Langmuir Probe
17 ONR-307-3-I,-2,-3 Spectrometer for

Electrons and Protons (SEP)
18 ONR-307-8-1,-2 Low Energy Ion Mass

Spectrometer (IMS-LO-1,-2)
19 ONR-307-8-3 Medium Energy Ion Mass

Spectrometer (IMS-HI)
20 ONR-604 Isotopes and Solar Flares
21 AFAPL-801 Gallium Arsenide Solar

Cell Panel

Measurements from the above instruments provide data at

various rates, typically one or more times per minor frame.

These constitute the bulk of the telemetry data, and are

received in packed format on agency tapes.
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8.1.2 Objective and Scope of Data Reduction Task

The objective of the Data Reduction task is the reduction of

raw CRRES telemetry data into a form from which engineering

and geophysical units are easily derivable. The resultant

processed data are placed in the Time History Data Base

(THDB) which is used as an intermediate data base from which

the Product Associated Data Base (PADB) may draw, and provide

support to CRRES experimenters within AFGL and other

investigating agencies.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the general data reduction flow

needed for the development of the Time History Data Base.

In essence, the CRRES Time History Data Base is produced

from the raw data contained on the AFGL CRRES agency tapes.

Section 8.2 describes the flow to develop the THDB. An

effort has been made to keep this data base to a minimum

size while retaining all the essential data that are needed

to satisfy approved engineering and environmental studies.

8.1.3 Objective and Scope of Data Analysis Task

The objective of the Product Associated Data Base is to

provide CRRES experimenters and researchers with the user

friendly data bases that are needed to support approved

research efforts.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the general data analysis flow needed

for the development of the Product Associated Data Base.

The CRRES Product Associated Data Base is extracted from the

CRRES Time History Data Base with model and geophysical

support data added as necessary. Section 8.4 describes the
flow to develop the Product Associated Data Base. An effort

has been made to place into the data base only the parameters

that will be pertinent to project approved analyses.
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8.2 TIME HISTORY DATA BASE (THDB)

8.2.1 Design Concepts and Constraints

The THDB has been designed to provide high rate data for

detailed studies of individual orbits as well as providing

the full set of parameters necessary for all studies to be

performed through use of the PADB. Since the THDB feeds into

the creation of the PADB, it is essential that all PADB

parameters be computable from the THDB structure. Details of

this file design will be found in Reference 3. Figure 8.3

shows the data reduction developmental flow for the THDB.

One of the prime considerations in formulating the THDB

structure was that of not having to recreate files or orbits

within the structure due to predictable factors which

frequently occur on spacecraft missions. The prime science

words would be stored as 32 bit decompressed counts in a

logical ordering sequence, such as increasing frequency (or

energy). When no decompression algorithms are required, the

data are stored as four 8 bit bytes per 32 bit integer.

Converting of the counts to science parameters such as flux

will be accomplished through the use of the calibration

files. One such file will exist for each experiment. It

will consist of a header record identifying the experiment,

the date that the file became effective, and the version

number. The calibration factors will, in general, be biased

multiplicative factors necessary to convert the counts to

science parameters.

8.2.2 Design Structure and Format

The Time History Data Base will consist of on-line experiment

files containing structured data; ancillary files such as

header, ephemeris, magnetic field and attitude coefficients;

and log and directory files.
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8.2.2.1 Header, Ephemeris, Magnetic Field and Attitude Files

The Header File will contain all the necessary information

to identify the orbit of data. (All words 32 bit positive

biased integers)

The Ephemeris File will contain orbital, astronomical, and

model magnetic field parameter information. These records

will be provided at uniform intervals. Longer intervals

between records will be acceptable at greater geocentric

distances.

The Magnetic Field File will contain parameters calculated

from outputs of the science magnetometer.

The Attitude File will contain the output of the attitude

determination run, and will consist of sets of time tagged

parameters which are coefficients of fits of attitude over

various time spans.

* 8.2.2.2 Calibration Files

The calibration files, one for each experiment, contain the

coefficients necessary for computing the science parameters.

These files are structured with a header record followed by

one or more data records. All words are in 32 bit integer

form. The succeeding record, or record,-, contain information

necessary to convert instrument counts to scientific units

such as differential flux as well as instrument parameters,

e.g. channel energies (for particle detectors).

.-5'
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8.2.2.3 Experiment Files

THDB files will be created for all required experiments on

an orbit by orbit basis. All files are of 32 bit positive

integer construction. Each file consists of a header record

followed by a series of data records. The header record

* identifies the experiment and contains information unique to

the orbit.

* The THDB data records consist of a time word (in UT

milliseconds) followed by a series of 32 bit words containing

the science data. Delta time corrections must be made to

compute the actual time associated with each data record.

Telemetry parameters stored in each frame are broken ino two

categories; prime science data and housekeeping or non-prime

data. The prime science words are, in general, stored in

decompressed form in the 32 bit integer construction. Word

order is consistent with each experiment in the sense that

counts values from particle detectors are stored in order of
increasing energy, mass spectrometer data is stored in order

of increasing mass; and frequency measurements are stored in

order of increasing frequency Points missing due to

telemetry dropout will be l's filled.

1.

.'
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8.3 ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Three engineering experiments are being flown on CRRES to

measure the adverse effects created by the high energy

particle environment on microelectronic devices and

sensitive materials . The experiments are the

Microelectronics Package (MEP), the Internal Discharge

Monitor (IDM), and the Gallium Arsenide Solar Cell Panel

(GASP). Components within these experiments will measure

the occurrence frequency of single event upsets (SEUs) and

total dose degradation in state-of-the-art microelectronic

devices and sensitive materials. The occurrence frequency

of arc discharges in circuit elements will also be measured.

The results of these measurements will be related to the in-

situ measurements of the high energy particle environment.

Eighteen instrument packages will measure the CRRES/SPACERAD

environment. The data from these instruments will be used in

three basic modes:

1) Analysis of the engineering experiments flight data.

2) Construction of static and quasi-static maps of environ-

*mental parameters, such as relativistic particle fluxes.

3) Event studies that identify and model dynamical processes

in the radiation belts.

Details of these studies are incorporated in Reference 3, and

are summarized here. Generally, the data that will be used

to complete these studies will be processed from the Time

History Data Base or from CRRES agency tape data (in the case

of most event studies) to form the Product Associated Data

Base (see Section 8.4).
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8.3.1 Engineering Studies

8.3.1.1 Microelectronic Package Analysis (MEP)

8.3.1.1.1 Objectives

The MEP will monitor the operations of state-of-the-art

silicon devices, VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit)

devices, and advanced material devices such as gallium

arsenide (GaAs) random access memories (RAMs).

Data placed in the Product Associated Data Base for the

Microelectronics Package will support engineering studies on

the impact of the high energy particle environment on

advanced technology, microelectronic devices.

8.3.1.1.2 Products

- Verification of model predictions.

- Evaluations of 3-dimensional computer codes that predict

doses inside spacecraft.

- Validation of existing device and SEU models.

- Summaries of the CRRES radiation environment.

- Comparison of device parameters obtained in modeling and

ground test programs.

- Correlation of proton upset rates with pitch angle.

- Summaries of upset rates in B,L coordinates in

geographical coordinates.

- Summary of proton upset predictions for CRRES using the

Monte Carlo approach.
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8.3.1.1.3 Data Requirements

- MEP in-flight data:

MEP in-flight data will be processed within AFGL for

distribution to selected MEP working group participants.

- Environmental data:

In addition to the specific environmental data available from

the instruments listed below, the MEP working group will have

available for use the entire data base for the Statistical

Radiation Belt Model and all event mode data bases.

Parameter Experiment

IONS ISF (25-570 MeV/Nuc)

HIT (0.1-15 MeV/Nuc)

MICS (30-300 keV/Q)

PROTONS REL PRO (>320, >440 MeV)
(Cherenkov counter)

PRO SW (20-40 and 40-80 MeV)

PROTEL (1-100 MeV)

ELECTRONS REL PRO (>35, >80 MeV)

(Electron Detector)

HEEF (1-10 MeV)

MEES (40 keV-2 MeV)

DOSE SPACE DOSIMETER

MOS DOSIMETER

FIELDS LANGMUIR PROBE

Data from the Static Radiation Belt Model Data Base and from

the Event Mode Data Base will also be provided as required.
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8.3.1.2 Internal Discharge Monitor (IDM) Data Analysis

8.3.1.2.1 Objectives

The Internal Discharge Monitor (IDM) experiment is designed

to determine the existence and characteristics of internal

discharge phenomena under the CRRES orbital conditions.

Data placed in the product associated data base for the

Internal Discharge Monitor will support engineering studies

on the impact of arc discharges due to deep dielectric

charging on semiconductor materials typically used in or on

operational spacecraft.

8.3.1.2.2 Products

- Reports relating the occurrence of IDM discharges to the
high energy electron environment

- Characterization of ground test electron beams that
simulate space environments

- Validation of electron-caused electromagnetic pulse
(ECEMP) predictive models

8.3.1.2.3 Data Requirements

Specific:

Parameter Experiment

ELECTRONS MEES (46 keV-2.2 MeV)

HEEF (1-10 MeV)

PROTONS EPAS (.04-2 MeV)

PROTEL (1-100 MeV)

DOSE AFGL-701-3

AFGL-701-2
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8.3.1.3 Gallium Arsenide Solar Panel (GASP) Data Analysis

The objectives of this experiment are:

- Evaluations of current radiation damage models.

- Correlations of cell damage with CRRES radiation
measurements.

- Improved radiation damage models.

8.3.2 Environmental Studies

8.3.2.1 Statistical Radiation Belt Model

8.3.2.1.1 Objectives

Radiation belt models are used to predict the extent to which

the high energy particle populations in space present hazards

to electronic devices on spacecraft. Existing static

radiation belt models are used to predict the total dose

impinging on electronic devices that are placed in space.

Updated models should address not only the principal

components of the belts, i.e., electrons and protons, but

also of minor constituents of the belts and of cosmic ray

LET (linear energy transfer or stopping power) spectra as a

function of orbital position and inclination.

The product data base for the Statistical Radiation Belt

Model will support the accurate specification of average

properties of the radiation environment. The use of the

improved instrumentation on CRRES with increased instrument

sensitivity, improved time, mass, and energy resolution,

and cross-calibration of particle detectors, will:
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- Extend energy ranges for electrons (20 keV-~80 MeV) and

ions (40 keV-600 MeV),

- Include major ion species (0+, He+, He++),

- Model pitch angle distributions, and

- Extend temporal applicability.

8.3.2.1.2 Products

- SPACERAD Static Radiation Belt Models for electrons,

protons, ions (major species), and measured dose.

- Evaluation of magnetic field models (Delta B Model).

- Quasi-static Data Bases, Analysis.

- Static Radiation Belt Data Base for Update of NASA Models.

8.3.2.1.3 Data Requirements

Particle distribution (spectra) data (includes electrons and

ions [with emphasis on the four mass groups: H+, He+, He++,

and 0+]) will be organized by orbit, L-shell bin, and pitch

angle bin. L-shell bins will be created at 1/20th intervals

(approximately 240 bins (total) for ascending and descending

portions of orbit). Pitch angle bins (13 bins) will be

created at 15 degree intervals in the range 7.5 to 172.5

degrees, and 7.5 degree intervals between 0 and 7.5 degrees

and 172.5 and 180 degrees.

Dose data will be organized by orbit, and L-shell bin.

Geophysical support data will include data on solar flares

and other Interplanetary Magnetic Field data. For individual

events (storms), data from the Time History Data Base will be

accessed.
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Specific:

Parameter Experiment

ELECTRONS REL PRO (>35, >80 MeV)

HEES (1-10 MeV)

MEES (40 keV-2MeV)

EPAS (20-250 MeV)

ONR-307-3 is Backup
Instrument (20 keV-5 MeV)

PROTONS REL PRO (>320, >440 MeV)

PROTEL (1-100 MeV)

PRO SW (20-80 MeV)

EPAS (40 keV-2MeV)

ONR-307-3 is Backup
Instrument (20 keV-5 MeV)

IONS HIT (0.1-15 MeV/Nuc)

MICS (30-400 keV/Q)

ONR-307-8 is Backup
Instrument (20-8000 keV-Amu/Q2)

DOSE SPACE DOSIMETER (701-2)

FIELDS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

Averaged data points will be tagged with universal time, L

values, magnetic latitude, longitude, magnetic local time,

standard deviation in the average, number of points in the

average.
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8.3.2.1.4 Approach

For each type of particle (electrons, ions, dose) in-flight

calibration of the instruments listed above will be used to

determine a single set of energy channels to specify the

particle spectra over the required total energy range.

Methods for incorporating the integral channels at the

extreme high energies will be devised and evaluated. From

the data base containing data at instrument resolution rate,

an average data base will be constructed. It will contain

count averages (corrected, if necessary, for instrument

degradation in flight) of the selected instrument channels.

The averages will be taken over fixed altitude and pitch

angle intervals (1/20 RE and 15 degrees). The averages will

be tagged with universal time, L values from various

magnetic field models, magnetic latitude and longitude,

magnetic local time, standard deviation of the average,

number of points in average. A similar average data base

will be constructed for the measured components of the

magnetic field. In addition, values of model fields will be

part of the magnetic field average data base. The two

averaged data bases will be merged to form the Static Model

Data Base.

Each averaged data point in the Static Model Data Base will

be a single data point for the Static Radiation Belt Model,

and will be further averaged as such. Nevertheless,

sufficient information will be carried with each point so

that averages over all points at instrument resolution can

be calculated. New quantities will be defined and

calculated for each point, such as the magnetic moment, the

second adiabatic invariant, etc.
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A three-dimensional gridding system will be used as the

model base. The three dimensions will be altitude, magnetic

latitude, and either magnetic longitude or magnetic local

time (in corrected geomagnetic coordinates) for science

studies; and altitude, geographic latitude and longitude

for engineering studies. The data will also be sorted by

appropriate parameters that indicate the qeneral condition

of the magnetospheric magnetic field (ie., small, moderate,

large deviations from a chosen model field). Additional

parameters that order the radiation belt flux levels will

also be sought.

Data will be accumulated for the lifetime of the satellite

and/or instruments. Half orbit plots (or spectrograms) will

be constructed of points in the Static Model Data Bases as a

function of altitude. The pitch angle distributions will be

modeled and the coefficients of the model entered into the

data base.

To support the engineering experiments, three-dimensional

averaged maps of the omnidirectional flux will be constructed

monthly in geographic coordinates. Methods of reducing the

number of needed dimensions will be checked against the full

three dimensional model.

To support science studies and to construct quasi-static

radiation belt models, various methods of sorting the data

will be devised that are more appropriate to the higher L-

shell values where the magnetic field changes are large and

asymmetric. For this modeling effort the directional fluxes

will be used, by way of average pitch angle values.
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8.3.2.2 Cosmic Ray Model and Flare Analysis

8.3.2.2.1 Objectives

An accurate model of the heavy ion radiation environment is

required for analysis of the single-event upset data from the

CRRES Microelectronics Package. This model will describe the

qualitative features of the interplanetary heavy ion devel-

opment. To produce accurate values of the heavy ion flux

for a given time period (a quantitative description of the

environment) measurements from the particle sensors aboard

the CRRES satellite and data from other sources will be used

to define values for time dependent parameters of the model.

8.3.2.2.2 Products

- Cosmic ray model (Quarterly normalization to Adams' model)

- Heavy ion flux data base.

- Reports/papers on flares.

8.3.2.2.3 Data Requirements

AFGL will provide data from the high energy sensor of PROTEL

only. Other data will be obtained by researchers of this

study through their own sources.

Specific:

Parameter Experiment

IONS HIT (AFGL-701-11B)

ISF (ONR-604)

PROTONS PROTEL-HI (AFGL-701-9)

PS (AFGL-701-5B)

RP (AFGL-701-5A)
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8.3.2.2.4 Approach

The proposed model is an analytic description of the flux of

each ion specie as a function of energy and time. It will

include the two major sources of heavy ion flux in the

interplanetary medium: galactic cosmic rays and ions from

solar flares. The model will cover the energy range above

10 MeV/nucleon and will also include estimates for elements

so low in abundance that they are not well measured.

The intensities of the heavy ion species at energies of

interest to the single-event upset problem are so low that a

typical sensor must integrate over a long time period (many

days) to determine accurate values of the flux intensity for

the ions heavier than helium. As a result, the most

accurate and effective way to merge the CRRES particle

sensor data sets with the environment model will be to use

the data to define key parameters of the model. For the

galactic cosmic ray components these key parameters will

describe the level of solar modulation and the presence of

any "anomalous" compo.nents. For the solar flare component

these key parameters will define the occurrence of the

flare, its peak flux, total fluence, composition

characteristics, and the form of its energy spectrum.

The sensor data analysis will be focused on the following

five element groups: H, He, C-N-0, Ne-Si, and near Fe. The

data reduction efforts will produce fluxes for each of these

groups in broad energy intervals for each of the sensors.

Time scales for significant changes in the intensities of the

galactic cosmic ray flux are long, typically several months

or more. Thus a model of the galactic cosmic ray component

can be kept accurate and up to date with infrequent changes

to its parameters. Similarly, even at maximum solar flare

activity, only a few flares per year will be large enough to

produce significant increases in heavy ion intensity over the

galactic cosmic ray flux levels at high energies.
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8.3.2.3 Hot Plamsa, Field and Wave Maps

8.3.2.3.1 Objectives

Although the low energy particle environment (here referred

to as "hot plasma"), the cold plasma environment, and the

magnetospheric electric and magnetic fields (both steady and

oscillartory) are not, of their own accord, a hazard to the

reliable operation of spacecraft, they play a major role in

the acceleration, transport and re-distribution with

subsequent loss of radiation belt particles. The dynamics

of these interactions must be understood before accurate,

short-term predictions of radiation belt changes can be

realized.

For the most part the low energy particle populations and the

electromagnetic fields contain large quantities of energy
that is broadly distributed spatially. Both coherent and

stochastic processes between high energy particles and the

distributed energy densities of the hot plasma, field and

waves are means of energy transfer. No model of large-scale

magnetospheric magnetic field variations exist that is

sufficiently accurate to allow identification of an exterior

source from a local adiabatic increase. Further, while the

exchange of energy and momentum from wave to high energy

particle populations is known to diffuse particles in pitch

angle space (leading to loss) and in physical space (leading

to translation) both morphology and source populations for

generating the appropriate wave modes are only beginning to

be specified, and are found to be very complex.

The principal mechanism for studying radiation belt dynamical

processes has, in the past, been the case or event study. It

is anticipated that such studies will provide the major input
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to a SPACERAD dynamic model of the radiation belts. From

previous and from new event studies, those processes of wave-

-particle energy exchange which play key roles in radiation

belt dynamics will be identified and modeled. The passive

plasma sounder, search coil magnetometer, and the Langmuir

probe experiments will provide more and better quality data

on the electron number density and temperature, and the

plasma wave environment in the radiation belts than has been

available before.

8.3.2.3.2 Products

The high energy particle statistical models are based on a

separation of data by altitude (which can be converted into

L-shell) and magnetic field magnitude. These parameters

best order the high energy data because they are directly

related to the magnetic field configuration which is the

primary term in equations describing high energy particle

motion.

The basic unit for averaging or defining derived quantities

for the hot plasma, field and wave data will be the satellite

spin period (-.5min). Quantities calculated for each spin
for the statistical studies will include moments of the
distribution functions for the low energy electrons and ions

(including values of the three components of the magnetic and

electric fields; average values of the wave power over

specified frequency bands; average values of the plasma

density.
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8.3.2.3.3 Data Requirements

General:

CRRES Time History Data Base and summary data.

Bounding data requirements:

- L-shell data in range 1.1 to 7.0 collected over 1/2 orbit
period.

- Magnetic latitude in range -25 to +25 degrees collected
over 1 year period at all L.

- Geographic latitude in range -15 to +15 degrees collected

over 1 year period at all L.

- Geographic longitude collected over a TBD period.

- Local time (LT) collected over 1 year period for all L.

Binning requirements:

Binning data in a fixed set of bins (equal statistical

weight per L-shell bin since satelliote spends roughly equal

amounts of time in each L-shell bin)

No. No. LT No. Mag Total Total
L L-shell bins/LT Lat bins bins/ bins/

Boundary Bins hour /LT hour LT hour 24 hours

6-7 5 10 6 300 7200
5-6 5 5 6 150 3600
4-5 5 5 6 150 3600
3-4 4 2 6 48 1152
2-3 2 1.5 3 18 432
1-2 2 1.0 3 6 144

23 24.5 30 672 16128
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8.3.2.4 Radiation Belt Dynamics (High Energy Particles)

8.3.2.4.1 Objectives

Once an event, or class of events, has been identified by

review of the statistical data study in paragraph 6.3.4

above, the event mode of data collection will be initiated in

order to capture high-resolution data needed for in depth

studies. Events could include magnetic storms, storm sudden

commencements, sudden impulses, magnetopause crossings,
boundary layer crossings, substorms, ionospheric and plasma

sheet injections (e.g., "zipper" events, plasma clouds),

intense ULF, VLF wave activity, and long periods of magnetic

quiet.

8.3.2.4.2 Products

Storm level radiation belt model

8.3.2.5 Radiation Belt Dynamics (Plasma, Waves and Fields)

8.3.2.5.1 Objectives

Once an event, or class of events, has been identified by

review of the statistical data study in paragraph 6.3.4

above, the event mode of data collection will be initiated in

order to capture high-resolution data needed for in depth

studies. Events could include magnetic storms, storm sudden

commencements, sudden impulses, magnetopause crossings,

boundary layer crossings, substorms, ionospheric and plasma

sheet injections (e.g., "zipper" events, plasma clouds),

intense ULF, VLF wave activity, and long periods of magnetic

quiet.
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8.3-2.5.2 Products

Studies addressing improved phenomenological insights into

ring currents, injected plasma clouds, zipper events, stably

trapped plasmas, plasmapause, plasmatrough, plasmasphere,

plasmasheet boundary layer, pancake distributions at equator,

Alfven layers, etc.

8.3.2.6 Plasma Wave Analysis

8.3.2.6.1 Objectives

The primary purpose of this investigation is to measure the

plasma wave environment in the earth's radiation belts, and

wave-particle interaction processes which exchange energy

and/or momentum between the waves and the particles.

Evaluation of the plasma wave data will allow the characte-

rization of the plasma waves identifying the wave modes and

the measurement of the electron number density. The electron

number density is used for evaluating wave dispersion

relations and determining the resonant energies in the

various wave-particle interactions. A comparison of the

plasma wave measurements with the plasma and energetic

particle measurements will be used to study the various wave-

particle interaction processes.
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8.4 PRODUCT ASSOCIATED DATA BASE (PADB)

A Product Associated Data Base (PADB) represents the total

collection of data needed to uniquely support the engineering

and environmental studies described in Section 8.3. Each

study produces one or more products that satisfy specific

needs as intermediate or final results of the effort.

The Product Associated Data Base (PADB) for a particular

study may be a subset of, compacted form of, or binned form

of of the Time History Data Base, or high resolution data

derived from AFGL CRRES agency tapes, or specially processed

data that blends data from several sources.

8.4.1 Design Concepts and Constraints

Only portions of the CRRES telemetry data and/or CRRES Time

History Data Base are required for various project-approved

engineering and environmental studies. A tremendous amount

of CRRES data is available for inclusion in the Product

Associated Data Base. On-line mass storage could easily be

saturated without judicious planning for the data bases for

the individual products.

Figure 8.4 illustrates the developmental flow for the Product

Associated Data Base (PADB). Although the primary input to

the PADB is the Time History Data Base (THDB), other sources

may also be used including Geophysical Support Data (GSD),

data derived from model calculations, and AFGL CRRES agency

tapes. The generated PADB is resident in on-line storage,

and archived on magnetic tape.

8.4.2 Design Structure and Format

The PADB will be a cost-effective, unique, user-friendly data

base that may be used with little or no pre-data processing.
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Figure 8.4: Data Analysis (Product Associated Data Base)
Flow Chart
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8.4.2.1 Directory and Log Files

There will be two index files associated with the Product

Associated Data Base:

The Product Log will contain an index as to which CRRES

orbital data have been processed into the Product Associated

Data Base.

The Product Directory will contain an index as to which

CRRES orbital data have been processed into the Product

Associated Data Base, and that are currently resident on

on-line mass storage.

8.4.2.2 Study Files

Study files with the PADB will support the unique data

requirements and data structures of the CRRES engineering

and environmental studies.

8.4.2.3 Models and Geophysical Support Data

8.4.2.3.1 Models

Magnetic Field Models

Olson-Pfitzer Dynamic Model

Tsyganenko-Usmanov Model

Mead/Mead-Williams Models

Other Models

8.4.2.3.2 Geophysical Support Data (GSD)

Interplanetary Magnetic Field

Solar Wind parameters

Geomagnetic activity index

DST index

Other parameters
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9.0 Structure of Atmospheric Density, Temperature

and Winds from Rocket Sphere Experiments

A high resolution processing system was developed and

utilized to analyze rocket sphere accelerometer signals

for determining atmospheric density and wind profiles.

This operational system provided file display, editing and

smoothing procedures, as well as techniques for control and

updating as the experiment analyses progressed. Functions

performed during the analyses included:

1) Digitized telemetry data acquisition and splicing

2) Calibration of sensors using resonance frequency signals

at uncaging

3) Evaluation and incorporation of the range trajectory

4) Correlation of sensor signals for mutual consistency

5) Progressive collection of intermediate results in one

resource file per experiment

6) Evaluation against results of concurrent Robin sphere

and chemical release experiments

The processing analysis takes place in a despun triaxial

system defined by the plane of the trajectory. Wherever

possible, results were compared with lower altitude density

and wind values obtained from Robin sphere measurements, or

with upper altitude winds derived from chemical release

measurements14).

The basic sensed acceleration equations in the coordinate

system of the sphere are

XYZacc [(Vt + Vw)] B(P) A(0) [Vr P Cd Area]
2m

where

subscripts t and w refer to the trajectory and wind respec-

tively, A(o), B(p) are velocity transformations corresponding

to sphere axis tilt in-, across- the trajectory plane.
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Analysis was typically conducted at 1/4 km intervals, but

igher resolution corresponding to about half a sphere spin

cycle (1/12 sec) is feasible, particularly in the higher

portion of the t.Lajectory where the vertical velocity is

small. Even near the lowest trajectory altitudes evaluated

(60 km), the maximum vertical velocities were t1.5 km/sec,

so that a 1/8 km resolution should always be possible.

Problems that were crucial for accurate analysis of the

sphere data were the sphere orientation and spin phase

history. Iterative methods were used to solve for sphere

tilt that gave self-consistent XY- and Z-sensor signals.

The spin phase adjustment procedure in particular consisted

in solving for spin rate correction, spin damping, and low

altitude spin-down, so that upleg-downleg cross-wind

solutions matched. The wind solving procedure took advantage

of the fact that the trajectory velocity, and therefore the

drag factor R, is essentially constant at the same upleg-

downleg altitude. Whenever upleg-downleg data were present

this resulted in reliable wind profiles, independent of the

density solution. High quality density profiles were then

achieveable at the accuracy of the calibrations.

The rocket sphere processing system incorporates a number of

interactive and graphical techniques, allowing for progres-

sive smoothing and merging of intermediate results.
(5)

An error analysis program which parallels the profile

calculation algorithms is also implemented to allow for

&: estimating the effects of uncertainties in parameters such

as axis tilt or calibrations.

Complete data processing analyses were performed for a number

of sphere flights, specifically ACI0, ACI2, ACl3, ACI4, ACI5,

ACl6, ACl7, AC08, and ACl8. Initial parameters as well as

parameters determined during the intermediate analysis are

presented in Section 9.5 for all the above flights.
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9.1 Solution Procedures for Analyses of Falling Sphere Data

In terms of the atmosphere and winds at the time of the

experiment, sensed X, Y and Z accelerations are given by

XYZacc = [(Vt + V,)] B(p) A(O() [Vr p Cd Area]
2m

where subscripts t and w refer to the trajectory and wind

respectively; A(N), B(p) are velocity transformations corres-

ponding to sphere axis tilt in-, across- the trajectory plane.

1) Sphere spin rate and despun phase are determined initially

so as to give matching upleg and downleg cross-winds. This

procedure is insensitive to sensor calibrations because any

overall gain factor simply scales all cross-winds equally.

The spin axis tilt N in the plane of the trajectory affects

estimates of the local in-track wind and thus the density,

and is therefore determined only indirectly during spin rate

and phase optimization.

2) Determination of the axis tilt N is possible using the

Z-axis and XY-axis accelerometer data in conjunction. Basic

equations for obtaining o are given below, but in practice

this has been a difficult undertaking because of calibration

uncertainties and large time constants in Z-sensor readings.

Other methods for resolving the sphere tilt (and spin-down at

low altitudes) involved selecting these parameters so as to

match results from concurrent Robin sphere experiments.

3) R = Vr P Cd Area/2m and the in-track wind Vxw are solved

for in various ways, depending on the combination of upleg,

downleg, and Z-axis sensor data that are available. Advan-

tage is taken of the fact that upleg and downleg trajectory

and wind velocities, and thus the relative velocity VR with

winds included, is equal at like upleg and downleg altitudes.

Once the horizontal wind field and VR are fixed, R gives PCV.
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4) Integration of an assumed density (p) profile under hydro-

static equilibrium gives the kinetic temperature (Tk) profile

which in turn gives CD, and hence a corrected p profile. One

or two such iterations produce the p and Tk profiles. This

procedure is also described below.

9.1.1 Solution of Sphere Orientation, Spin Rate and Phase

Mutually corrected values for sphere upleg phase Qu and

downleg phase QD as a function of time and/or altitude are

obtained by requiring that the upleg and downleg cross-wind

solutions match at like altitudes. We start with the zero-

adjusted upleg-downleg accelerations and trajectory file

XYAPUD which contains values which have been resolved at

equally spaced 1/4 km altitude increments.

The sensors in the equatorial plane of the spinning sphere

give the modulated acceleration signal with amplitude EACU on

upleg, and amplitude EACD on downleg. This file implicitly

provides the relative despun phase for the nominal fixed spin

rate 0, and initial reference phase e. For any arbitrary

spin rate w, reference phase 0, and out-of-plane tilt p, the

transverse (Y) wind can be solved:

Let '= e - ET +0
where E = (W - 0)

Then,
VYW= 1 .EACC.sine' + Vz.tanp

R(h) cos

where R(h) = Vr P Cd Area
2m

Any change in the cross-wind solution is then given by

Vyw(h) = 1 [ EACU.sin(eU-ETu+0)
R(h) .cosP

-EACD.sin(eD-ETD+O) +(VZU-VZD)tanp ]

where U and D refer to upleg and downleg respectively.
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Define eu ' = eu - ETu + 0

and eD = eD - ETD + 0

Then,

stV_ = 1 [ -Tu.EACU.coseu ' +TD.EACD.COSeD'
SE R(h).cos3

V = 1 [ EACU.coseu' -EACD.coseD' ]
So R(h).cosP

SAVYW = 1 [ EACU.sin u' -EACD.sine D' + (VZUV4X )]
S1 R(h).cos Costs

In order to match upleg-downleg cross-winds, E, 0 and p are

iteratively adjusted to minimize the squared sum of the

residuals 6Vy. In practice it is extremely difficult to

deduce any sphere axis tilt p across the trajectory plane,

because its effect is similar to that of a small continuous

drift in the spin rate. p is therefore assumed to be zero.

The range of altitudes used for the data spans a few kilo-

meters below apogee at the upper end, to a few kilometers

above sphere release on upleg at the lower end. This range

is usually 150 to 85 km. Below 85 km on downleg there is a

significant spin-down of the sphere, and a model expression

B.(A-h)2 is added for phase correction, where A and B are

coefficients of this model.

In addition to the vernier offset correction E in the nominal

spin rate 0, a small but continuous deceleration in the spin

rate can occur due to internal damping. This gives rise to

a parabolic despun phase effect, such as is clearly evident

for ACl3, and a constant spin rate drift term was therefore

included.

Note that the cross-wind solution Vy obtained here is not

final because the axis tilt and consequently the density

solutions are not complete at this stage. An update to Vy

is made as part of the subsequent analysis.
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9.1.2 Solution of pC, and Wind based on

Acceleration and Trajectory Data

The amplitude of the equatorially sensed accelerations, EACU

on upleg and EACD on downleg, are combined with the corrected

upleg phase Qu and downleg phase QD to give the in-track

acceleration components in the despun sphere x',y',z'

reference frame

XACU = EACU cosQu, XACD = EACD cosQ D

The Z-axis and nutation sensor signals similarly provide the

downleg sphere axis acceleration component ZACD. Depending

upon the data that are available, the appropriate equations

apply at the same altitude upleg and downleg.

9.1.2.1 Solution of N, pC, and Winds using all sensor data

If XACU, XACD, and ZACD are available, sphere axis tilt o,

PC0 , Vxw, and Vyw can all be solved simultaneously. At each

altitude upleg and downleg, VXT, Vxw and IVZTI are taken to

be equal.

Defining VH = VXT + VXW, Vz = VzT

the relative velocity VR = I(Vt + VW)I

is also equal at each altitude upleg and downleg.

The basic equations can be written as

XACU = AV, pC D (VH COSO - Vz sino) (1)
2m

XACD = AV, PCD (VH cosoc + V. sinN) (2)
2m

ZACD = AVL PCD (-V sinoc + Vz cosoc) (3)
2m
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Solving:

XACD cos2o - XACU = ZACD sin2 (4)

i.e. cos2o = XACD.XACU + ZACDJZACD +XACD2 -XACU2  (5)
(ZACD2+XACD2 )

2 R Vz sinox = XACD - XACU (6)

2 R V. cosN = XACD + XACU (7)

We thus get in order: o

PC D = R.2m
AVR

and Vxw = VM-VXT

9.1.2.2 Solution of pC, and Winds when XACU is unavailable

From equations (2) and (3):

XACD cosK - ZACD sinx = R VH (8)

XACD sinc + ZACD cosN = R Vz  (9)

Define tanY = XACD and tanp = V
ZACD Vz

Divide (8) by (9), leading to the relationship

(X = Y-

Two options are available, with Y always known:

a) If we take the in-track wind Vxw = 0,

0C Y -tan-( XT)__ Vz

b) If we fix cK at some value

Vx= tan(Y-c).V z - VXT

In either case, next get R and thus pCD from (8) and (9).
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9.1.2.3 Solution of pCn and Winds when ZACD is unavailable

Define R =P CD V R A

where VR = sphere velocity relative to
atmosphere including winds...

Let VH VXT +Vxw

Then VR = -VH 2 + V1w + VZT'

In the x',y',z' coordinate system,

Vs= VH coso - VZT sinc

VsY = Vyw

Vsz = V H sinx + VZT COSC

and x' ,y' ,z' components of acceleration become

R Vsx ,  R Vsy ,  R Vsz

Taking USE = V sx 2 + Vsy 2

note that EACC = R.VSE

When XY acceleration and phase are known from measurements

R Vsy = R Vyw = EACC sino

Therefore, Vyw EACC sino/R

i.e. if PC, and VR can be solved for,
-. transverse wind is available.

Similarly,

Vs= EACC cos4/R

so that VH Vsx/COSCK + VZT tano

and V = Vsx/COSC + VZT tanoc - VxT

i.e. if pCD and V. (i.e. R) can be solved, and if N is
also established, in-track wind is available.

.
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Now, since upleg and downleg VH, VYW, VZT are nearly equal in
magnitude, VR and in fact R = p CD VR A/2m are equal at any

altitude, upleg or downleg.

Then, requiring that VXWU = VXWD,

defining XACC = EACC coso,

and in-track accel. ratio AXR = XACU/XACD

Vxw = XACU/Rcoso + VZTu tan -VXT u

= XACD/Rcoso + VZTD tano - VXTD

gives

R = (XACD-XACU)/[(VzT-VzTD)sinx - (VXTu-VTD)COSO]

Vx= (VzTI - AXR.VTn )tanc - (VxTI - AXR.VxTn)
(I-AXR)

Vy= EACC sino/R

NOTE: The above expressions can be simplified if we take

VZT = IVZTJ --
and VXT = VXTU  = VXTD

Then, R = (XACD-XACU)/(2 VZT sino)

and Vxw = (1 + AXR) VZT tano( - VXT.
1 - AXR

Observe that in any case VXW is determined from upleg and

downleg measurements, independent of R or density.

At low altitudes where upleg data are unavailable, a

reasonable initial estimate can be found for R by assuming

that Vxw - 0. VywD is then solved as before.

Thus, R is available; Vxw and Vyw gives VR; and finally

PCD = R/(VR.A/2m).
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9.1.3 Temperature Profile from the Density Profile

Separation of p and CD requires an iterative procedure since

the drag coefficient is a function of temperature, and the

temperature must be obtained from integration of the density

profile €6 . Integration of an assumed density (p) profile

under hydrostatic equilibrium gives the kinetic temperature

(Tk) profile which in turn gives C., and hence a corrected P

profile. One or two such iterations are sufficient.

z
TM = Tr - M. p g dz

p PR )Zr

TM = (M. ) Tk

where Tk -- kinetic temperature

TM -- molecular-scale temperature

M -- mean molecular weight

M -- value of M at sea-level = 28.694 Kg/kmol

R -- universal gas constant = 8314.3 N.m/(kmol.°K)

p -- atmospheric density Kg/m3

g -- acceleration due to gravity m/sec2

r -- subscript for reference altitude values

TMr at the reference altitude must be assumed, in order

to initiate integration. Any error in this assumption

rapidly diminishes by one scale height lower altitude.
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9.2 Coordinate Systems and Glossary

ITS end XZV'T ar flIed in Z' XY"Z" Is the splnnin4
the plane of the trajectory fe e fre

Y I the crosetrack
wird veloclty
( ve from right)

4 Intrack wind

) I' OCIs the sphere azis
forwar tilt

i* the croeostrack X

tilt (+v* to right)

trajectory veloolty

components are
t

',t. Yit

Coordinate Systems for the Rocket Sphere

x" ,y" ,z" sphere spinning reference frame; sensor X-,
Y-, and Z- axis accelerations are measured in
this coordinate system, with X- and Y- signals
modulated at the spin frequency, and Z- and
Nutation signals modulated at the precession
frequency with any spin modulation removed by
a notch filter:
z - spin axis direction
x,y - equatorial plane of the sphere

The above accelerations are converted to:

xy',z' sphere spin axis reference frame; this is a
non-spinning frame, referred to the launcher:
z - spin axis direction; makes angle with

launcher vertical given by axis tilt oc
x - intersection of sphere equatorial plane

with trajectory plane
y - axis completing the triad

The above accelerations are converted to:

x,y,z trajectory plane referred to launcher:
x - horizontal, line of flight
y - horizontal, transverse to line of flight
z - vertical
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Glossary

W rev/sec nominal sphere spin rate, taken to be
constant to obtain the initial
demodulated data file

Note: spin rate is typically 6 RPS and is
counter-clockwise viewed from above

deg. sphere spin axis tilt forward in trajectory
plane, referenced to launch site

deg. sphere spin axis tilt transverse to trajectory
plane, (included in development of equations,
but usually assumed to be zero since its effect
is similar to a slightly different spin rate)

p Kg/mw atmospheric density at a specified altitude

CD drag coefficient (ranges from 1 to 5 with
altitude and velocity in these experiments)

m Kg sphere mass (typically 10 Kg)

A m2  drag cross-section presented by sphere(-.05 M 2 )

Tk  0 K atmospheric temperature at specified altitude
(determined by integrating the density profile
assuming hydrostatic equilibrium)

VR m/sec velocity relative to atmosphere including
winds as experienced by the sphere. Since
upleg and downleg trajectory and wind
velocities are nearly identical at like
altitudes, VR effectively has the same value
upleg and downleg

R = p CD VR A/2m is a common factor at like
upleg and downleg altitudes, since each term
turns out to be unchanged upleg or downleg.
This nearly exact equality is employed to
simplify solution of the equations used.
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Glossary (cont'd)

2EACU m/sec equatorially sensed component of accele-
ration. Obtained as amplitude of spin
modulated X or Y sensor signals (U = upleg)

ou deg. raw solved phase (peak of sensed accelera-
tion) of the modulated signal, obtained for
the assumed constant nominal sphere spin
rate w. This phase is adjusted later so
that reference zero is in the trajectory
plane, after corrections for vernier
changes in spin rate and spin deceleration

Qu deg. final spin-corrected phase; direction
relative to the trajectory that the sphere
senses the net acceleration due to its
motion and winds

2
EACD m/sec same as EACU, but downleg

Od deg. same as ou, but downleg

Qd deg. same as Qu, but downleg

XACU m/sec2  component of equatorial sensed acceleration
in the trajectory plane (= EACU cosQu)

XACD m/sec2  same as XACU, but downleg

ZACD m/sec2  component of acceleration sensed in the
direction of the spin axis

AXR acceleration ratio XACU/XACD for in-track
component of equatorial acceleration; direct
measure of in-track component of wind for a
given trajectory velocity and spin-axis tilt o

VXt m/sec horizontal trajectory velocity referred to
launcher x,y,z coordinates (+ve forward).
This velocity does not change appreciably
during flight until re-entry around 50 km

VZt m/sec vertical trajectory velocity referred to
launcher (+ve upward). Because of the
relatively low drag above 50 km, Vzt has
nearly the same magnitude at any altitude
upleg or downleg
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Glossary (cont'd)

The analysis assumes a uniform horizontal wind field:

VXW m/sec component of wind in the direction of the
trajectory (+ve head-on)

VH m/sec net relative head-on velocity of the atmos-
phere experienced by the sphere (= Vxt+V.)

V m/sec component of wind transverse to the direc-
tion of the trajectory (+ve from the right)
If sphere tilt P out of the trajectory plane
is zero, then any transverse acceleration
sensed by the sphere is due to cross-winds

Vzw = 0 so that VR = (VH 2 + VYW2 + VZt2)

In tilted non-spinning sphere axis (x',y',z') coordinates:

V X m/sec head-on component of relative velocity of
atmosphere, sensed at the sphere equator

VSy m/sec transverse component of relative velocity
of atmosphere, sensed at the sphere equator

V9 Z m/sec component of relative velocity of atmos-
phere sensed along the spin axis

Vse m/sec total component of relative velocity of
atmosphere, 2sensed at the sphere equator
= (VSX + VY )

Equations for relative velocities in above coordinate system:

VSX = V1 coso - Vzt sino
VBY = VW
VSz = V H sinoc + Vzt coso

Then, accelerations in the above coordinate system are:

RVs., RVSy, RVSZ with R previously defined p CD VR A/2m

while RVe gives the total equatorial acceleration EACU or
EACD, where Vse applies either to upleg or to downleg.
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9.3 Data Demodulation and Reduction

The X-axis and Y-axis sensors detect accelerations in the

equatorial plane of the spinning sphere. These measurements

are naturally modulated at the spin frequency, with the

amplitude of the sinusoidal signals directly proportional to

the drag forces being experienced. Since the sensors are

mounted for tri-axial measurements, the X- and Y-axis signals

are roughly 90' out of phase, with additional dissimilar

phase shifts introduced by the amplifiers at each channel

sensitivity level. The X-axis sensitivities are higher than

for the Y-sensor, and this allowed for overlap when either

sensor was at the extreme of its dynamic range. Figure 9.1

shows the plot for typical signals at 130 km altitude.

The sphere is dynamically balanced during its construction,

with the center of the tri-axial sensor configuration located

as close as possible to the center of the sphere. However,

the X-axis proof mass is mounted around the central Y-axis

unit, and tends to experience greater imbalance acceleration

forces. The greater harmonic distortion in the X-signal made

it unsuitable for demodulation and interpretation at higher

altitudes. Therefore, although both channels were demodu-

lated, the Y-sensor data were normally used in the analyses.

The Z- and Nutation sensors detect changes in acceleration
*forces in the spin axis direction. The sensed signal is

always precession modulated, and the modulation must be

removed. The change in the resulting d.c. signal gives the

acceleration. Figures 9.5 and 9.6 show how Z2, Z3, Z4 and
NUT channels are staged in their dynamic ranges on downleg.
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9.4 The Calibration Package

Extensive pre-launch tests of the accelerometers and the

instrumentation were carried out to establish the sensitivity

of the measurements for each sensor and channel. In the case

of the Z-axis and Nutation sensors, attenuation effects due

to the sensor filter time constants were also considered.

The flight data itself provided an invaluable opportunity

for calibrating the piezo-electric crystal sensitivities in

the force field experienced in the rotating sphere, taking

advantage of the fact that all the sensors are sharply

disturbed when they are uncaged after sphere separation.

A distinct damped resonant signal is evident on each sensor

channel, and since this occurs in the actual force field

which is in effect, accurate determination of the resonant

frequencies early in the telemetry data analysis allowed for

more accurate calibrations. Similarly, Z-axis and Nutation

sensor time constant determinations around reentry were made

using actual telemetry data.

Computer optimized fitting techniques were used extensively

in an interactive mode, once the nominal spin and precession

rates had been determined. The Z-axis and Nutation sensors

exhibit their resonances superimposed on the precession

frequency signal, and these composite signals were optimally

matched using the above fitting algorithms. The following

pages show typical Pre-Calibration results produced for ACI6;

the required calibration sensitivities were derived from the

parameters of these in-situ measurements.
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9.4.1 AC16 Plots and Results for Calibration Use

The plots presented here show the signals and the analyses

that were performed for a typical experiment (ACI6). Nominal

sphere spin rate, resonant frequencies for the X-, Y-, Z- and

Nutation sensors, and the Z- and Nutation time constants were

determined from these signals by solving for the transient

function representations.

Figure Description Results

9.1 Typical X-Y signals at 265 sec Spin rate = 6.417 Hz

9.2 X4, Y4 signals at uncaging X res. freq. = 10.11 Hz

Y res. freq. = 10.63 Hz

9.3 Z3 signal at uncaging Z res. freq. = 12.056 Hz

9.4 NUT signal at sphere eject NUT res freq. = 37.59 Hz

9.5 Z and NUT signals in Precession = .8903 Hz

downleg dynamic range

9.6 Demodulated Z and NUT Z2 time constant = 3.50 sec

signals on log scale Z3 time constant = 3.91 sec
< Z4 time constant = 5.54 sec

NUT time constant = 5.54 sec
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9.5 The Resource File

Processing of the rocket sphere data was done progressively

using various programs. The packed telemetered data and the

intermediate results of processing were saved as computer

permanent files that were called by the subsequent programs.

However the programs at each stage generally also required

other parameters or constants known from the start of the

processing, such as sphere mass or trajectory parameters

versus time, as well as intermediate derived results such as

the sensor transition times or the reference phase. This

parameter data base was augmented and/or updated manually

with the results from the successive stages; the posting

of the accumulated results for all the experiments was made

to a common Resource File ACROK in standard card format, and

could be automatically accessed by subsequent programs by a

simple subroutine call which included the experiment identi-

fication. The following pages give listings of all the

Resource Files.
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9.6 Main Components of the Processing System

A flow chart of the nucleus programs and files comprising

the processing system is given in Figure 9.7. After the

telemetry data from the available sources were processed,

spliced and packed, analyses were performed for calibration

constants, and the primary processing and study could begin.

Calibration constants and trajectory data were separately

entered for each flight and made part of the resource

parameters data base ACROK. This file is always required,

and is updated as the processing progresses.

The programs used are described briefly below. Auxiliary

model density and drag calculating routines are utilized as

required at various stages. Utility routines for unpacking,

smoothing, interpolation and optimization were required, and

were available from the IMSL and other working libraries on

the CYBER.
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PROGRAM XYACC

Input: The packed Decomm data file

Output: Demodulated X-Y acceleration "ile XYACC containing

TIM ACC UP PH UP ACC DN PH DN

X then Y sensors ordered 4,3,2,1, 8,7,6,5 of the decomm
words are processed. The sensor in the active dynamic
range provides the applicable acceleration signal.
If one sensor has not yet successfully demodulated,

use the acceleration and phase of the other sensor.

Consecutive samples comprising a full cycle are processed.
Sine-wave fitting is used initially to discard fits that
give inconsistent Amplitude or Phase.

Least squares fit for DC, Amplitude & Phase is carried out
on the accepted spin cycles. A phase adjustment PHC brings
X,Y phases near nominal zero, for convenience of subsequent
spin rate and phase optimization. The X,Y (1,2,3,4) sensor
phases are adjusted for mutual continuity.

PROGRAM XYAPUD

Obtain Upleg & downleg Accel. and Phase for

X & Y sensors at uniform altitude increments.

Input: The demodulated file XYACC

Output: Accel. file APUD at uniform altitude increments:

ALT ACUP PHUP ACDN PHDN TUP TDN VXTU VXTD VZTU VZTD

Using trajectory data at uniform altitude increments:

ALT TUP TDN VZU VXU VZD VXD

Determine upleg and downleg range for smoothing
HH is the half height for smoothing.

Plot raw and smoothed sensed acceleration data
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PROGRAM SPIPH

Interactively determine sphere spin rate, reference phase
and orientation to match upleg-downleg cross-track winds.

Input: APUD file:

ALT, ACUP, PHUP, ACDN, PHDN, TUP, TDN, VXTU, VXTD, VZTU, VZTD

and estimated In-plane axis tilt (ALPHA),

Output: Solution file SPIPH:

ALT VYWU VYWD VXWU VXWD PHUP PHDN

Interactively optimize:

Spin rate increment,
Reference phase,
Out-of-plane inclination (BETA),
and Spin-down model coefficients.

Gain Controls
Gain = 0+ TO 1 Normal Optimization
Gain = 0 Display Wind, Phase, & Revise Ratio
Gain = 2+ Also write SUATEK format TAPE1
Gain = -1 Optimize using last parameters
Gain = -2+ Stop

Select parameter set being optimized using

1111111 Controls
I = 0 Parameter fixed
I = 1 Optimize parameter

PROGRAM ZEEDEM

Input: Packed Decomm data file
Output: Demodulated Z-Nut Counts file ZEE

Use two precession cycles for each estimate
Take every other sample (every fourth for ACl7)
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PROGRAM ZACC

Obtain Zero bias and Gain for cross-over continuity
and create composite ZACC, Counts and Altitude file

Input: Demodulated Z-Nut Counts file ZEE
Output: Calibrated Z-acceleration file ZACC

Merge with APUD file to give XYZAP file

Match optimized Z2-Z3-Z4 Gain ratios to geom. mean of CALS

New ZCAL2*ZCAL3*ZCAL4 = Old ZCAL2*ZCAL3*ZCAL4

New Nut CAL is based on Gain Ratio only.

Full results for sensor transition studies are printed out.

PROGRAM XZRAW

ALPHA,RHOCD,WIND estimate from XYACC, ZACC, and Trajectory

4" Input: XYZAP file (APUD + ZACC)

Outputs:
Optional SPIPH Wind and Phase results file
Revised SPIPH file including low Alt. In-track Wind

Estimate ALPHA

If Upleg XYACC is unavailable,
Option 1: Assume Zero Wind (DN-Z-Wind mode)

and estimate ALPHA
Option 2: Assume Fixed ALPHA (DN-Z-Alpha mode)

and calculate VXW

PROGRAM ERRAN

Error analysis for RHOCD, VXW, and VYW
as a function of CAL, VXT, VZT, ALPHA, and PHI

Inputs: SPIPH file
XYZAP file (APUD + ZACC)

Output: Tabulated profile of sensitivity of solution
to uncertainties in original input parameters.
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PROGRAM SPIRT

Obtain Density and Temperature profiles
from final pass ALPHA,RHOCD,WIND solution.

Inputs:
XYZAP file
SPIPH Wind and Phase results file

Output:
SPIR file includes final density and wind profiles.

Possible processing options:

1) ZACC assumed available below XYUP data,
but may end below or above XYDOWN data.

If all upleg and downleg measurements are available,
calculate, but note that results can be unreliable.

Correct Cross-track Wind VYW for new RHOCD; below BOT
use ZACC based VXW solution to revise VXW=O SPIPH file.

2) XYDOWN only, ignoring ZACC and XYUP.

Start iterative solution of Density, Temperature profiles,

processing every record, i.e. at 250 m. intervals.

Temperature iteration loop:

Smooth
Take Antilog before integration
Integrate RHO profile

Calculate the drag coefficient using Whitfield model
and free molecular flow equation.

PROGRAM RICHNO

Richardson Number using SPIR file

Limit the analysis to 1/2 km intervals from 55 to 150 km.
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SUBROUTINE ACROK(NNN)

This subroutine reads the "ACROK" resource file data base
for the rocket sphere specified alphanumerically as "NNN"
The parameters from "ACROK" are stored in labelled COMMON
for selective use as required by any processing program.

SUBROUTINE ATMOS

This routine provides the U.S.Std 1976 atmospheris model
i.e. Density, Temperature and Molecular Weight vs. Altitude.
This routine includes values from 38 to 195 km only.
Entry "ATMOQ" simply loads these values into COMMON.

Entry "ATMOS" also reads in the In-track and Cross-track
Wind profile solutions determined by the routine SPIPH.
The system expects the profile to be covered at 1/4 km
intervals over any or all of the range from 50 to 160 km.
Unfilled portions are zero-filled.

Entry "ATMOD" replaces the U.S.Std 76 Density and Temperature
by the solutions of the rocket sphere processing analysis
in order to apply the existing software to simulation studies

SUBROUTINE CDTBL

Provides Drag coefficient values CD as a double-valued
function of Mach Number (values from 1.5 to 6.0)
and Reynold's Number (values from 3.0 to l.E6).
CD is determined by two-dimensional interpolation.

SUBROUTINE ACC(ALT, RHO,RHOM, TM,TKl)

Calculate the Drag coefficient using Whitfield model
and free molecular flow equation. (7)

.
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10.0 Graphics Capability for the SPAN Network

SPAN, the Space Physics Analysis Network, is a computer link

between government and industrial laboratories and univer-

sities. Through the VAX780 computer, AFGL is a node on SPAN

over which data and plots can be transmitted to remote sites.

Procedures and programs were developed for producing plot

metacode files on the CYBER using the NCAR graphics library,

and transmitting these files to the VAX, and thence to the

remote sites using SPAN.

Operation from the CYBER has been facilitated by providing a

library of routines which are compatible with the TEKSIM

library, so that no new programming is required. The

resulting metacode may be plotted directly, or it may be

hyperchanneled to the VAX. For the latter case, a VAX

program CONVMET has been developed to translate the hyper-

channeled code into proper VAX/NCAR metacode suitable for

plotting or for SPAN.

10.1 Introduction

The presence of large data bases and associated graphics

programs on the CYBER at AFGL make it highly desirable that

convenient procedures be available to convey CYBER produced

plots to other installations. Plotting device independent

metacode (low level plotter instructions) can be created and

viewed locally. This metacode can also be transmitted to a

remote site where the receiver can translate the metacode for

whatever device he or she has available. The existing SPAN

network makes this process both feasible and attractive. The

development described in this report used an existing plot

package BDISPLO, resident on the CYBER, as the test vehicle.

Figure 10.1 gives a flowchart of the procedures that were

employed. Section 10.6 provides a User's Guide.
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BOISPLO IiBOISPLO
I with I I with I
I TEK SIMl I CYBER I NCARLIB I
I library I Ilibrary

1 Multiple plots I IMetacode for
I per session I I multiple plots I

local viewing local vie wing

-------------------- -I Hyperchannel -----------

VAX__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I "Hy percode" for I
I multiple Plots I

Reformat I
Iprogram, CONVMETI

IMytacod efor I
Multiple plots I

local viewing
or

SPAN for remote viewing

* Figure 10.1 Flowchart of Procedure to Transmit BDISPLO Graphics
Over SPAN
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10.2 Approach

NCAR graphic routines are available on the CYBER or on the

VAX and may be used to generate metacode. If the metacode

is generated on the VAX, it is directly available for use at

a remote site. If the metacode is produced on the CYBER, it

must be hyperchanneled over to the VAX. However, metacode

files generated on the CYBER are different from those

generated on the VAX, and cannot be used directly. To solve

this problem a VAX program, CONVMET, was written which

converts the CYBER metacode to a format the VAX translator

will accept. Details of the structure of the metacode at

various stages of the processing are given in Reference 1.

10.3 Generating Metacode on the CYBER

To test. the transmission of graphics over SPAN, we used a

package BDISPLO. This program plots ground magnetometer data

in a variety of ways and is currently located on the CYBER.

Figure 10.2 shows a sample plot of the original BDISPLO

program which uses TEKSIM plotting routines and provides

graphics without producing metacode.

In order to conveniently produce metacode under these circum-

stances, the TEKSIM routines were equated with NCAR plotting

routines, and procedures were written to call these routines

in place of the TEKSIM routines. The procedures included

NCAR calls for the TEKSIM procedures MICRO, PLOT, SYMBOL,

NUMBER, ANMODE, and TEKGO. Also included is subroutine

BLOCK, a block data file needed for NCAR. The routines that

produce these CYBER metacode files are briefly described in

Figure 10.3. Figure 10.4 shows that replacing the TEKSIM

calls by the NCAR routines produces the same BDISPLO plot as

before, except for some shortening of the X-axis.
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Subroutine MICRO
Functions:

Loads BLOCK DATA set into memory
Sets the scale factor for NCAR
Initializes the origin.

Calls NCAR Routines: SET

Subroutine PLOT
Functions:

Defines new coordinates
Defines new origin
Draws a line

Calls NCAR Routines: FRSTPT, VECTOR

Subroutine SYMBOL
Functions:

Defines centering option
Defines new coordinates
Defines number of characters
Defines character size
Writes the characters

Calls NCAR Routines: PWRIT

Subroutine NUMBER
Functions:

Defines centering option
Defines new coordinates
Defines character size
Converts number into characters
Writes the characters

Calls NCAR Routines: PWRIT

Subroutine ANMODE
Functions:

Re-initializes origin for next frame
Calls NCAR Routines: FRAME

Subroutine TEKGO
Functions:

Return

Subroutine BLOCK
Functions:

Loads common block SYSPLT
(variables needed by NCAR)

Figure 10.3 TEKSIM Procedures which call NCAR Routines
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10.4 Transmitting and Converting to VAX Metacode

The metacode file METACDE was then hyperchanneled to the VAX.

In order to convert the hyperchanneled metacode into a format

the VAX would accept, the record length, control bytes, and

order of the bytes had to be changed. Program CONVMET

performs these conversions.

CONVMET assumes the input file is METAHYP.DAT in an

unformatted format and with variable record length. The

output file, METACDE.DAT, has an unformatted format with a

fixed record length of 360 longwords (or 1440 bytes since 4

bytes = 1 longword).

Figure 10.5 describes the features of the CONVMET program,

and the resulting BDISPLO plot on the VAX duplicates the plot

of Figure 10.4. The plots were viewed locally on the CYBER

and the VAX and then sent to Marshall Space Flight Center and

viewed there.

A procedure is also available for sending the NCAR metacode

plot file to the VAX laser printer. The plot of Figure 10.4

is duplicated, but with the excellent quality of the laser.

Information for this procedure is included in the User's

Guide (Section 10.6).

10.5 Using SPAN

There are two ways to send data or metacode files over

the SPAN network. The sender can mail the files to another

node using the VAX's mail command. Or, the receiver can copy

accessible files directly onto his or her account at the

remote site.
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Program CONVMET

Converts Hyperchanneled CYBER Metacode into VAX Code
using the following logical operations:

Reads 8 byte control record to establish
# of 120 byte records
# of last (<120 byte) record

The iterative procedure continues as follows:

Read records, including last record:
Subroutine READIN

Functions:
Reads N byte records

Put bytes into reverse order
Subroutine PUTOUT

Functions:
Move bytes into reverse order
Test for Frame or Range flags
Fill buffer with upto 1440 bytes

Output 1440 byte records
Subroutine WRITREC

Functions:
Creates first 4 control bytes

.Possibilities are:
Record which is first and full
Record which is not first but full
Record which is not first and not full

Zero fill rest of record
Record which is first but not full

Zero fill rest of record
Record which is last

Write last empty record at end of file.

Figure 10.5 Description of Program CONVMET.FOR
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The capability of flexibly producing and transmitting graphic

*. information over the SPAN network using metacode has been

developed and demonstrated. The metacode of choice for the

present is the NCAR metacode because of its common acceptance

by SPAN/VAX users. The software and procedures provided

conveniently originate the plots and the metacode on the

CYBER as well as the VAX.

As the requisite specifications become available, extensions

to SPAN metacode and color graphics should become possible,

employing the techniques described in this report.

10.6 User's Guide

(User's responses are underlined)

10.6.1 To Run BDISPLO and View Locally on the CYBER:

1. 2ET,BDSPRC UN=BHAV3 iFigure 10.6 lists the procedure)

2. To run BDISPLO and generate the metacode:
BEGIN,BDSMETBDSPRC .............

3. Answer input questions

4. ASSIGN,MS,OUTPUT Fieates the CYBER metacode METACDE)

5. To translate the meta,-de ie. ,ee the plot:
• BFGIN.TRANMFT. W b HJ

f. At the TFKTPoNIX j:i mpt e' ter I to see next frame of the
plot 2 to save ihe V t or 3 to stop.

When f iic,, A<IGN, TT, OUTPUT



.PROC,BDSMET,PF, ID.
RETURN,TAPE8,TAPE1, LGO, STACK, BDSLIB,NCARLIB, PROCLIB.
RETURN, INPUT.
GET, BDS2/UN-BHAV3.
GET, BDSLIB/UN ........
DEFINE, TAPES-t4ETACDE.
FILE,TAPH8,BT-C, RT-S.
GETP, NCARLIB.
LIBRARY, DDSLIB, NCARLIB.
FTN, I-BDS2, ER, T, EL-F.
ATTACH, TAPEl -PP/UN-ID.
LOAD, LGO.
NOGO.
STACK.
--EOR--
.PROC,TRANMET.
RETURN, TAPES, INPUT.
ATTACH, PEN-TEKSIM/UN-PLIB.
GET, INPUT-BDSBAN/UN-BHAV3.

* ATTACH, TAPS-METACDE.
FILE, TAPEB, BT-C, RT-S.
GETP,NCRPR02.
BEGIN, NCARPLT, NCRPRO2.
RETURN, INPUT.
- -EOR--

PROC. HYPERCH.
ATTACH, METACDE.
GETP, HYPER.
LIBRARY, HYPER.
CDCVAX.
--EOR--
END OF FILE

* Figure 10.8 :Listing of Procedures to Run BDISPLO with NCAR
Routines and to Translate the NCAF Metacode on
the CYBER
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10.6.2 To Hyperchannel the Metacode from CYBER to VAX:

1. On the CYBER, create a batch job with the following:

a. ATTACH,METACDE.
b. GETP,HYPER.
c. BEGIN,CDCVAX,HYPER,SEND,VAX780,METACDE,SMETAHYP.DATS,

VAXUN,VAXPW, XFERID, BIT.
where

VAXUN= VAX username
VAXPW= VAX password
XFERID= 1 to 7 character transfer id

2. Or, interactively: (This can take very long!)

a. BEGIN,HYPERCH,BDSPRC
b. Answer questions as prompted.

3. Or, if logged onto the VAX:

a. SHYPER
b. Press RETURN to transfer a file from the CYBER:<RETURN>
c. Enter RECEIVE to transfer a file from the CYBER:SEND
d. Enter CYBER username, or press RETURN if same as on the

VAX:
e. Enter CYBER batch password:
f. Enter name of file on CYBER: METACDE
g. Enter name to be given to the file after it is

transferred to the VAX, or press RETURN to call it
filename.ext: METAHYP.DAT

h. The file will be placed in DRAn:[username]
i. Press RETURN for character file, or type BIT for binary

transfer: BIT
J. Enter CYBER problem number:
k. Enter CYBER project number:
1. Log file will be on DRAn:[username]HYPER.LOG
m. Job HYPERFX (queue SYSSBATCH,entry n) started on

SYS$BATCH
n. A message will tell you when it is transferred.
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10.6.3 To Convert the Hyperchannneled Metacode
from CYBER Format to Vax Format:

1. FOR CONVMET
2. LINK CONVMET
3. RUN CONVMET
4. This creates the file METACDE.DAT.

10.6.4 To Plot the Metacode on the VAX:

1. To assign logicals:
$NCAR

2. To translate and plot the metacode file:
SPLOT
Smeta code option: DEVICE TT 4014
Smeta-code option: READ METACDE.DAT
$meta-code option: PLOT

After each frame of the plot, it will ask you for another
meta code option. To plot the next frame, enter PLOT. To
quit, enter EXIT.

10.6.5 To Send NCAR Metacode Plot File to VAX Laser Printer

1. $NCAR
2. SPLOT
3. META OPTION: READ METACDE.DAT (or whatever your metacode file

name is called)
4. META OPTION: DEVICE LPCO: 4014
5. META OPTION: PLOT (Nothing will plot on the screen.)
6. META OPTION: EXIT
7. The file has now been sent to the laser printer, but it is

set up incorrectly. Therefore you must delete the job from
the lpcO queue:
a. get the entry number by:

$SHO QUEUE LPCO:
b. then delete the job:

DELETE/ENTRY=(ENTRY #) LPCO:
8. Resubmit the job:

$LASERTEK PLTDAT.PLT
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10.7 NCAR Metacode on the CYBER and the VAX

10.7.1 Structure of an NCAR Metacode File

Each record has a fixed length, 1440 bytes on the VAX and
1920 bytes on the CYBER. The first 32 bits of each record is
control information, divided into 2 fields. The first field
(16 bits) contains the count of the bytes in the record,
excluding the control bits. In the next field, the first 4
bits equal 00102 to identify the record as containing
metacode. The next bit equals 1 if the record is the first
one in a new frame and otherwise equals 0. The last 11 bits
are unused.

The metacode instructions follow the control bytes. All
frames begin on record boundaries, and if the record is not
filled, the rest of the record is undefined (0008).

The frame instruction (3420008) follows the last metacode
instructions in the last record of a frame. The range infor-
mation (3470108 plus the next 8 bytes) follows the frame op
code. The last metacode instruction will usually be 16 bit
no-op instructions (2400408) which complete the last word.

The final record in the file will have no data and a 0 in the
byte count field. This signals the end of the file so that
multiple frames can be included in one file. NCAR metacode
is always written to TAPE8.

10.7.2 File Structur of Metacode Hyperchanneled to the VAX

The structure of the hyperchanneled CYBER metacode is
different from the VAX's metacode. This is caused by the
hyperchannel and the difference in word size of the two
computers. To simplify conversion, the following file card
must be inclilled when the metacode is generated on the CYBER:

kILE,TAPE8,BT=C,RT=S.

This creates 8 byte records, containing only the control
bytes. These control records precede the records that
contain the actual metacode instructions. The first 2 bytes
in these records contain the byte count. Hyperchannel
separates the remaining bytes into 120 byte records and any
leftover bytes are located in a smaller record before the
next 8 byte control record.
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